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T h e  K e l o w n a  C o u r i e r
VO LUM E 35
:a:;!»ccurKiT5t t
New Ferry Now Upon
Drafting Boards; W ill 
Be Assembled Here
Hundred and Forty Feet Long and Forty-three Feet Wide 
Model Has Been Made—Will be Assembled on Can­
adian National Lakeshore Property
K e lo w n a ,  B r i t is h  C o l i i i i i ln a ,  T h u r s d a y ,  N o v e m b e r  2 4 (h ,  1938
FIRST GLIMPSE OF NEW OKANAGAN U K E  FERRY
N U M I ! I ' : R  17
Being Constructed at Vancouver Plant
Th e  new ferry to replace M.S. Holdup on the run across Okanagan between Kelowna and Westbank, is now taking shape in 
th e plant of the Western Bridge Company id Vancouver, The Courier 
was informed on Monday by the company which was awarded the 
contract for the new ferry by the provincial government. The new 
craft will be one hundred and forty feet long and forty-three feet 
wide. It will accommodate thirty vehicles and a large number of 
passengers.
According to information obtained 
by the Courier from the construction 
company the ferry is now taking 
,^ape upon the drafting boards and 
in the shop.
As the ' illustration in another col­
umn of this issue indicates, there is 
used a small scale replica of a mould
The above picture gives the first authentic impression Kelowna pebple have obtained of the annearance 
of the new ferry which will ply the lake between this city and Westbank, replacing the present M.S. Holdup. 
The craft is now taking shape on the drawing boards and in the shop of the Western Bridge Company in
picture of a model of the craft which has been built by the engineer. See story
on this page.
io ft floor, on which, to a scale o f two tatives of the
ALDERMEN
PREPA^PETITION
On Wednesday a group of represen-
GAME ACT CASES CHINESE GIRL
IN POLICE COURT
Two prosecutions under the Game 
act were brought before Magistrate T. 
F. McWilliams this week. Thomas
inches to the foot' details of the ves- various municipalities l^unne was charged with being in pos-
S i  S e 'U r k / r o V A d  |n « .e  Royal Anno and, prepared “ t ° a « a c L d  an7wa'a?eroff"w^^^^^^^^
lerred to blueprints under the super- p Petition to be sent to Ottawa request- pended sentence. On November 19
id ^ n  o f tlm company s chief draughts- ing that the Okanagan bo included in Angus Thompson was charged with be-
1 * 1 Ml itinerary of Their Majesties King ing in possession of a deer from
The actual fabrication of steel w ill G eor^  and Queen Elizabeth when they which all evidence of sex
of course be made at the coast. A  sep- visit Canada next summer. The muni- removed
arate drawing is ndeessary for every cipalities’ petition w ill be forwarded
WINS FIRST PRIZE 
IN CONTEST
Grape and Tomato
Growers Hardest H it 
By New Trade Treaty
Hurried Review of Provisions in New Canada-United 
States Trade Treaty Shows That Some Commodities 
Are Singled Out Above Others for Really Hard Knock 
—Apples, Pears, Prunes, Plums and Peaches Have 
Same Dump Duty as Before
Application of Dates on Dump Duties Feared
Al t h o u g h  the fruit industry will feel the reduction in Imperial preference of one-third per cent to some extent, the fruit and 
vegetable industry will suffer to a greater extent through the pro­
visions of the Canada-United States agreement regarding entry of 
fruit and vegetables from the United States into Canada, it is re­
vealed by a resume of the agreements hastily gathered together by 
F A. Lwis, chairman of the tariff committee of the B.C.F.G.A., which 
reached Kelowna late Wednesday evening.
The Imperial preference cut from four shillings sixpence to 
three shillings seasonal will detract from the Old Country market 
A Ti- XT j  j- , Okanagan is concerned, but the provisions of the new
intenderit oi ?hc"vanc”u ^ 7  g S S  = quick resume of the
hospital and Henry Whittaker, govern- sifuation,^ drops m ad valbreni and dump duties will affect canta-
COAST OFFICIALS 
INSPECT HOSPITAL
Lin Lam. Takes 
Miss H. Jackson 
Cushing Also W in
architect, inspected the Kelowna loupes, carrots, grapes, potatoes and tomatoes to a serious decree 
m ?ud“ l5 r 7  - t  for application of /ump
had been 
He was fined $10 and costs.
na hospital board. The hospital has 
been particularly crowded of late and No Change In Apples other single item, it is believed here as
___________ First prize in the “Know your Oka- been running at 92 per cent capa- There is no change whatsoever in the *be ad valorem duty is cut ,from ly^
. , . - - - _____ ______  On the same dav G^^ M ^ en z ie  ” ^San products” competition sponsored safety mark ad valorem or dump duty on apples, cents per pound to one cent and the
single part and from these drawings to Ottawa at the same time as those Jr. pleaded not guilty to a charge of week by the Kelowna retail mer- be 80 per cent. the only commodity in the entire list old dump duty of four-fifths cent is
“ templates”  are made of wood to be of the associated boards of trade of the driving more than thirty miles per ^̂ bants bureau of the board o f trade. Following the inspection, the coast of fruits and yegeables imtouched by wiped out entirely. There are said to 
used as guides for the markings of the Okanagan and the Kelowna Canadian hour in the city limits. He was foimd awarded to Lin Lam, a Chinese visitors and board members assembled the duty revisions, which become ef- thousand acres of grapes in the
metal parts. From the drawings, also. Legion, 
duplicate parts or a duplicate ferry, 
can be made and assembled with 
every assurance of a perfect fit.
The vessel w ill be assembled at the 
company’s plant on False Creek at 
First avenue and Columbia street, 
■Vancouver. A fter (inspection there, it 
w ill be taken down and shipped by 
rail to Kelowna. When it reaches this 
city it w ill be reassembled here ready 
fo r  launching, when completed. The 
company has made arrangements for 
use of Canadian National lakeshore 
property during the assembling here.
guilty and fined $10 and costs. girl of this city. Lin Lam takes the at the Royal Anne for a luncheon and fective on January 1 
first prize of $7.50 while the second discussion of hospital accom- As far as Kelowna IS
Herd Surfacing of Okanagan 
Highway Next Year Is^Urgent 
Necessity Boards of Trade Say
prize of $5.00 goes to Miss Hazel Jack- 
son and the third prize of $2.50 to Mrs. 
J. N. .Cushing.
It is interesting to note that the first 
prize in the Okanagan contest and 
thiird prize in the B.C. Products con­
test were captured by Chinese girls. 
This would seem to indicate that many 
of this province’s “foreign Canadians” 
have a wider and better knowledge of 
the country than many of the Canad-
modation.
Kelowna district, mostly planted and 
concerned, coming into bearing in the past few
VALLEY BOARDS 
OF TRADE TURN 
DOWN QUEENS
Delegates to Kellowna Meeting Feel Entire Road from
Osoyoos to Enderby Should be Completed in 1939—  city and points as far distant
_ TT * ' 1_ interest created by the unique methodyon Highway ^  7 used by the merchants to draw atten-
---------- tiion to provincial and valley products.
grapes w ill be affected more than any Seal’s with the protection gained from
, _____ the 1932 Ottawa agreements.
The weight of the package is to be 
included in the weight for duty Of 
grapes entering Canada from the liĵ ni- 
ted States to Canada, July to Janqary, 
inclusive, one cent per pound.
In the periods fixed when “add to in­
voice” value is fixed under the new 
treaty it is provided that the values so 
fixed shall not be maintained in force 
Turn to page 6, Story 1
Ha r d  surfacing of the Okanagan Valley from the border to En­derby is imperative in the interests of tourist development and 
iriter-communication between centres, besides the commercial needs 
of fruit truckers, was the decision of the Okanagan boards of trade 
W . Lloyd Craig’s Idea to Send the Royal Anne hotel in Kelowna Friday night.
Queens to  San Francisco Fair Disgraceful Condition
Not Favored by Gathering . Special, mention was made of the
“disgraceful” condition of the Pentic- H /III I  R A A X ^ ir
ton-Summerland road by both J. B. *  " f  v f  l Y l I u L i l w i v  
Spurrier, Kelowna, and Arthur Bash- Shipments of apples from the Ok- 
Penticton.
APPLES NOW UNDER
T a l k e d  to o  M u c h
Drunken Man Wanted to 
See Pal in Jail—He 
Landed There, Too
Their Majesties to be Requested
Jo  Come to Okanagan Next Year 
By Two Separate Petitions
Board of Trade and Okanagan Municipal Association 
Will Both Request Royal Party to Visit Valley in 
Summer of 1939—Also Invite Premier Mackenzie 
King to Speak at Kelowna
TW O  separate petitions with the same fundamental message willbe forwarded from the Okanagan Valley to the Canadian gov- _____
ernment seeking inclusion of this iamous orchard land in the itin- Okanagan Boards of Trade Want
24-HOUR SERVICE
OF ENTRY SOUGHT
‘U N E C O N O M IC A L ” N O W
erary of Their Majesties tour of Canada next year. Such was the 
decision reached at the joint meeting of Okanagan boards of trade 
in the Royal Anne hotel on Friday evening with representatives from 
Armstrong, Vernon, Kelowna, Westbank, Summerland, Penticton
Last Friday evening a man, whose Oliver present.
name is given as Alec Watson, went 
to the B.C. police office in Penticton.
eially in the face of the impending ates, but the balance of the crop un- that afternoon sentenced to a three- 
visit of 'Their Majesties. The Sum- sold is now under tthe 2,000,000 box year term in the B.C. penitentiary. ' 
merland road is more, travelled than mark and is actually less than the Officers informed him that he was
_  . . _  • r\ T»  The entire highway anagan have not been too bright for — — ——. ixi x
B r in g in g  to u r is ts  O v e r  P resen t should be completed next year, espe- the past week, the fruit board indie- He asked to see Leonard Brookhart, 
Roads W ould Kill Any Ad- - ' ” - . .. -x.,- x,.. , . .. ....x i . ..
vantage Gained is Decision
Not a single voice was raised at the 
well-attended meeting of Okanagan 
Valley boards o f trade in Kelowna on 
Friday night in favor of the proposal 
o f W. Lloyd Craig, director of tourist 
development in Victoria under the de-
Qn T h e  S p o t
any other stretch in the Interior, Mr. stocks on hand, at the same time last drunk and could not be permitted to j® ^
Basham claimed, but a united front 
should be presented to have the entire 
highway completed.
This building of small patches of 
roadway should be discontinued, Sam
year. One bright feature is the pick- see the prisoner, and advised the man invitation from all
up of the eastern Canada market, to go home. Watson remonstrated, and councils of the
while Vancouver has taken extra became abusive. Finally, he was given x- , x x,. x,
quantities for the fall sales week now opportunity to see Brookhart, himself essential to the success of
hpintr thlS effort, itOperating and it is hoped that repeat being arrested.
partment o f trade and industry to Miller, Kelowna, considered, as the be .obtained this week-end. Appearing in court on
send a number of queens and prin- highway system is beyond those mea- The prairie provinces, however, do morning, he was fined $25 and costs
cesses from the Okanagan Valiev to sures. I f  the Penticton delegate thinks indicate any trend in the direc- or 15 days’ ilnprisonment. He is sery-
San Francisco’s World Fair in 1939. fhe Sununerland road is disgraceful ti°n of increased purchases. ing the term.
In factx the meeting was unanimous then he should drive over the Revel- — -  ̂ ~  ' -  - ■' ---- . ■ . . -  ' . ----- —
against such a proposal in consldera- stoke-Sicamous link, which is on a 
tion of the . expense involved and also par with the Kelowna-Rock Creek 
the poor condition of tha main high- he stated.
w ay which runs through the valley. ' That the entire route from Vancou- 
It had b(^n Mr. Craig’s personal plan ver to Osoyoos must be put in first- 
that ten districts in B.C. would each class shape was Howard Galbraith’s 
send a queen and retinue at a cost of opinion. This Vernon board president
All Night Service at Border on 
Year-Round Basis
A L E C  J O U G H  “O N  SPO T ”
Penticton Board President D>raws 
Retorts from Joe Spurrier on 
Value of U.S. Sportsmen to 
Valley
When Alec Tough, president of the 
Penticton board of trade, gave as his 
opinion that the United States visiting 
TT- x t-.xx , . sportsmen do not leave much money
mis enorr it was aeemea ana m ® seasonal employee in this Valley, he stirred up a hornet’s
o M?cLe^n s h e s S  th?t the ^ m e  eie- °  Kelowna is m a quandary nest at the Okanagan boards of trade
Saturday this week and^does not know which session in Kelowna on Friday night at
mem is an important tactor and me turn. He has been notifiied by the Royal Anne hotel.
the officials in charge o f the Australian There was general laughter at the
Send. 'Two Petitions
One petition w ill go forward from 
the Okanagan boards of trade as a 
whole, while the Okanagan Municipal 
association w ill push forward its next Vincent Nesbitt Knows 
He Won Sweep Prize 
But Not How Much
sooner the petition is sent the better. 
He mentioned that The Courier edi-
£d)out $10,000. They would adorn the 
I B.C., display at the World> Fair and 
would be properly attired in queenly 
gowns in contrast to the American 
bathing beauty method^.
Although the delegates agreed that 
from an advertising standpoint there 
would be some merit in the sugges­
tion, yet they were still opposed to 
the plan as being uneconomical at the 
present time.
Must Get Good Roads 
Harry Pout of Vernon summed up 
the situation concisely when he stated:
“We should not be advertising the strong. 
Okanagan Valley to bring tourists 
here until we get good roads
City Council Passes Zoning Bylaw 
^Iderm an Sutherlancl Approves 
But Casts V o te  in OoDosition
toriallv suecested six weeks aeo that f^eepstake that he holds a lucky tic- statement and all eyes turned on Joe 
2 ch  a S f c f n  should om one of the latest drawings, but Spurrier, leading Okanagan sports-.
Cant H P  C w m bS  VermST board whether he has won man, whose never-ending vigil has
of S e  secretary five pounds or six thousand pounds, been responsible, to a large degree, in
traae secretary, introaucea tne suo .̂ ;y.hlch is top money on the Golden persuading hundreds of fishermen and
ject of Their Majesties’ visit while r ’petp.t ■̂ar̂ Jn
Mayor Harry Bowman, Vernon, carried hunters from the neighboring countryThe Canadian postal authorities have to the south to come to Kelov/na and
ff^m^o^her Valley po^nts^to Vernon’s particularly active in watching other Interior sports haunts.
suggestion that the^Okanagan should not long before Mr. Tough
ed practically impossible for the Aus- was put in his place and Unformed instated that the main line is well or 
ganized to have the Trans-Canada 
route completed. A  meeting w ill be
held in Vernon on December 2. he an- . , , _  anxious the people of the Okanagan x, x, x x.
nounced, with delegates from all points Alderman Maintains Property is not Sufficiently Protec- were to have them come to the Valley ^O’^sec^ently, the sweep o ffic ia ls^ e  P nty oL the necessary greenbacks in
. - . .X X . .  .X -. X . . .  t '  y  ^  y  ( t h e y  w o u ld  c e t r a in l y  arrange r t h e i r  ^ " ?  back a ll p r i z e  m o n e y  w o a  by their trait
^s«es^^^^^tMs°bOuntiful^ vS le -T  the prize money short order that the visiting United
- ed. asset for this Valley but they leave
in this section of the Interior being 
invited to consider the road question.
H. Pout, Vernon, thought the reso­
lution did not go far enough and wish­
ed to embrace all the route from Van­
couver to Osoyoos. His amendment 
was later withdrawn when the or­
iginal motion was extended to include 
Enderby instead of stopping at Arm-
ted-—Alderman Pettigrew Gives Solicitor’s Assurance 
That No Building may be Erected to the Detriment 
of Adjacent Property—McKay Says Bylaw is First 
Step in Right Direction
KE L O W N A ’S new zoning bylaw passed its third reading onJ  • i_ X J *  < ■ « « «  ixiLU UUL JL Limb Lx̂ clIIM on day  m gh t and is now part of the by law s  gove rn in g  the c ity , adians abroad were not proud of Can
itinerary accordingly,” commented ' feasible msn- Introduced by Oliver
Mayor Bowman. The statement arose in discussion of
Great Help to Canada thaf could be sure a resolution from Oliver seeking sup-v/axixxua. that the amount he has won is a sub- nort fnr a
This visit w ill be a great help to stantial sum he could afford to take a the port of mffrv M Osov^^^
A T w h o l e , ” de- trip to Australia and collect his win- 24 hours daily W Smith m iver 
Glared Reeve Ned Bentley, Summer- nings—but it might only be five pounds druggist and  ̂ board of S d e  V^rJvv
land. I do not wish politics to enter and the trip,would hardly be worth- ”  °  of trade prCxy
Turn to Page 12, Story 4 Turn- to page 7. Stox'y 6
Sutherland w h o , a lthough  sta tin g  that he approved  o f the b v la w  visit w ill be a wonderful lever outcome.
’ for a united Empire and the more
City Divided Into-‘Ten Districts
By New Courier Delivery Scheme
Consolidates Territory 
by Each Boy— Should Ensure 
Faster Service
Covered territory. It is hoped that the new 
system will make it easier for the 
boys and at the same time provide a 
faster delivery service.
The city has now been divided into
did not v o te  fo r .it .
Alderman Sutherland’ in explanation 
of his stand stated that he was thor­
oughly sympathetic to the bylaw but 
felt that it did not protect the pro­
perty holder to a gre&t enough extent.
His . remark provoked some discus­
sion but the other council members 
were assured by Alderman Pettigrew, 
chairman of the committee which 
drew the bylaw, that the city- solicitor, 
had assurred him that under section
into this matter, but I know that Can- while from a profit-making standpoint, ed that”he°r£lizes^fully^s^^
* - X- . - o ---- - So Mr. Nesbitt is forced to sit auietlv a,, î -̂x +
w Kelowna, told of All members of the council supported the bylaw excepting Alderman ada because of her stand in the crisis, in Kelowna and anxiously await the niSt^servic^ a*t bolder
He ex^ the delegation which awaited on Vic- l  . l ono-  Qt i cr 4-û  This i i  ill   f l l  . ?un! to Pag« 12 Story ̂ 5̂ ^ he
ENQUIRY WILL 
OPEN HERE, SAYS 
COMMISSIONER
McGregor Now  at Coast— Com-
That a speedier and more efficient nine districts as outlined below. Each 
service might be given our subscrib­
ers, the paper routes of The Courier 
have recently been reorganized. Last
Here in Few Days
visits they can make the better it w ill 
be for Canada and the Empire.”
Two delegates from each board of 
trade present met at the close of the 
session and prepared the preliminary 
draft of the resolution.
Alex Steven, Summerland, stated 
that the Canadian Legion was being 
overlooked in this matter and the re­
sult of his remarks was the passing 
of a resolution seeking support, in the 
sending of the petitions, from other 
organizations.
Some time ago W. A. C. Bennett, 
Kelowna board president, while in the
M ayor and TKrcc Aldermen
Have Terms Expiring This Year
Jones,' G-ibb and Sutherland Are finance department and the many 
Undecided—-Whillis Definitely ‘duties of this position have forced him 
Out— Three School Trustees 
Face Voters
to encroach upon the time which 
should be devoted to his own business 
and he has- announced that he will
1 • XU XU , . . , year.season though it be, the Alderman Gihh 'it nrccunt in iran 
for east interviewed Rt. Hon. W. L. Mac- city election pot is already beginning couver and so.on W e d S . a y ^ ^
A  public meeting of the rate- Courier was unable to contact him.
week this lead to some slight confus- 
iem in that the boys were for the most 
part on new routes.
Formerly, it was a case of every 
boy for himself. This meant that 
several boys were covering the entire 
city with some customers in the hos­
pital district, some near the C.NK. 
statid^ some near Vernon road. One 
boy, an fact had to go from the hos­
pital to Manhattan Beach.
This system was obviously unsatis­
factory as the boys were losing much 
time and energy covering the same
twenty-eight of the bylaw, every pro- 
carrier boy has his customers concen- property holder.
trated lin one district. There is no . ® building inspector has the power _ , _ __ -----  __________ ___ ^ uxuunei was nn'imo m
overlapping. I f  you are a regular refuse to issue a building licence on Tuesday that the enquiry into the next trip to come to Kelowna and payers has been called for Tuesday, Street rumor hoW vor
Tpciria any building which in his ommon alleeed combine in tho Okanacran fruit address a combined meeting of Oka- ■nor-omtinr. Rtv, +v.,. _ rurnor, however, has him both
F. A. McGregor, commissioner 
the combines investigation act, stated kepaie King and invited him on his to "boil
subscriber to The Courier and reside rui any Diuiaing wnmn in nis opinion alleged co bine in the Okanagan frmt address a co bined eeting of Oka- Dece ber 6th, when the members of in and out nV tA-T rt a -xo
in. say. district five, it is up to the detrimentally affect the value of industry will open in Kelowna “in a nagan Valley boards of trade. The the council and the school board w ill stated that hac:^d£idJd 
carrier boy in charge of that district to ^ ® x : f f p r o p e r t y .  If the pros- few days.’' meeting on Friday endorsed this ac- g i v ^ n  account o f their steward^ip S w  from nSbli^serviY^^^ i. aUo
.see that you receive your Courier bu^^er so chooses he may ap- Mr. McGregor is now in Vancouver tion by Mr. Bennett and requested during the past year. rebwted^k?^ a L
.e a a e .  » „u .a  ^ e a « ,  ass.t . 5 ^ ‘v I „ S :  a„eaa«ona. --------- ---------- o T S  I f  | i
property would come to Kelowna to open the preliminary investigation: He then re- Pressure of business interests has. by saying thal S  nrLe^^ 
holders object on the grounds that investigation but that probably the turned to Ottawa to make his report forced Alderman^ Whillis to refuse the
the proposed building will lower the hearing would be heard in other Valley and last week it was announced that pleading of a large number of electors he^^d not^deLitcly^Ly that l i “ w^
the paper, if on any Thursday morn­
ing when they 'fail to receive the 
paper, they would phone 96 and give 
us the information. This is the only 
method whereiay we have any means 
of knowing whether or not their 
Turn to Page 6, Story 2 value of their property, then, they too cities. The hearing w ill be private and he would return to continue and com- that he stand for another term This not “It ^all *debend^<f îinon Turn to Page 7, Story 7 w ill consist in hearing charges and plete the investigation. year he has s e r v e d T  c h a i S  o f ^ e  Turn to Paĝ ^̂ ^̂ ^
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24th, HKitl
orican importations on tlie domestic markets tias been 
benelleial to jt degi w, A t one time, grave fears were 
held that the entire preference would be wiped out. 
This calamity Ita.s not come (o pass, and the Okana­
gan grower still ha.s ample protection. However, 
growers of soft fruit are still kt*t‘ping their lingers 
cro.s.‘;e<l until the whole situation is laid plainly before 
them. What ehaiif'es may be made in the dump duty 
applications are still obscure. In the application of 
dates of dump duties lies the “nigger in the wood- 
pile,” and Ottawa can either make or break tlie prai­
rie markets for the Okanagan grower of stone fruit.
The dark clouds which have been hovering over 
the Okanagan have lifted somewhat but there is still 
some lightning lurking in those clouds and the density 
of the storm, although lightened to a degree, remains 
in the future to be measurc>d.
T E R R V T O P tC S
Treaty^,Results
Although not exactly jubilant, the Okanagan sigh­
ed gently on Thursday evening and breatlied deeply 
when first news of the now seasonal preference on 
Canadian apples entering the British market was 
announced. The Courier, by the way, was the first 
medium in Kelowna to receive news of the new rate 
of three shillings and also the length of the season 
in which tins preference operates
From August 1(1 to April 15, the preference rate 
against United States apples will be thiee shillings 
per English hundredweight of 112 pounds. This means 
that each Canadian box of apples enters the United 
Kingdom with a protection of 29 cents per box. In 
the other months, the rate of preference goes up to 
its former level of four shillings Six pence, or 44 cents 
per box.
There is no doubt that in big crop years in the 
United States, large quantities of apples w ill be ex­
ported to Britain at such a price that the American 
apples w ill cut below the Canadian product despite 
the protection of 29 cents per box. But in normal years 
there will be no trouble on the British mai'ket. The 
Americans will be able to raise their prices one shill­
ing, six pence, and thus pass a considerable saving 
along to the growers.
In making this agreement and lowering the pre­
ference, the United Kingdom showeii a distinct pre­
ference to the Australian apple exporter. The Aus­
tralian product starts arriving in the United Kingdom 
market in April and practically as soon as it arrives 
the preference will go back to its rating under the 
Ottawa agreements of 1932, The United Kingdom 
was faced with cutting into the preference of the Aus­
tralian or Canadian grower, and the British govern­
ment chose to take away part of the advantage of 
the Canadian grower because of the more binding 
agreement with Australia.
However, the industry is in agreement that no 
great amount of harm will accrue from the new pre­
ference. The reaction in Seattle has been to raise the 
prices on late winter varieties for export another ten 
cents per box, as the new rate is adopted on January 
1. It is unlikely that the British market w ill be af­
fected to any degree by the new agreement as the 
Americans have been shipping heavily to the contin­
ent and their shipments to the United Kingdom are 
expected to decrease rapidly for the balance of the 
season.
The real effect of the new agreement between the 
United Kingdom, United States and Canada w ill not 
be known until the result can be measured in a year 
o f bumper production in the American fruit areas.
Importance of the export market has been built 
up during the laist six years since the Ottawa agree­
ments of 1932 and with the big increase in production. 
In 1930, when Committee of Direction figures were 
available, the Okanagan crop was about three and a 
half millon boxes, of Which about one million boxes 
were exported. But thirty per cent of the export did 
riot go to Britain, but went to Egypt, New Zealand, 
Australia, South American and many coimtries on 
the continent, which have dropped out of sight en­
tirely as far as export markets are concerned.
Back in 1930 the American domestic market was 
in excellent shape, and the quantity of exports was 
small. Since that time, production has strode ahead 
by leaps and bounds in the United States, big areas 
coming into bearing. With that increase came the 
droughts , in the Dakotas and surrounding states, a 
section of the United States which had always con­
sumed a big portion of the Pacific Northwest crop.
This set o f circumstances forced the American 
producer to increase his exports heavily at the same 
time that Canada was looking to the United Kingdom 
market for disposal of its rapidly-increasing crop. The 
Americans had to combat the forty-four cent prefer­
ence enjoyed by Canada under the Ottawa agreements 
and the export deal was not a profitable one for the 
Washington and Oregon growers. The British market 
was uied by the latter as a dumping ground for sur­
plus yields.
I t  is the hope of the Okanagan apple growers that 
the Americans will now make full use of the cut in 
preference and will raise their prices accordingly, 
instead of forcing the Canadian prices down to their 
level.
Back in 19330, the Okanagan exported only about
700.000 boxes, of apples to the British Isles, but in 1937 
the export figures had jumped to approximately
2.354.000 boxes, thus showing how much the Okanagan 
must depend on the JMotherland for her livelihood 
and to relieve the strain on the domestic outlets.
Other factors enter into the present situation. Tre­
mendous increases in citrus fruit production may be 
observed in the United States. It is only just being 
realized now that within a short time Texas w ill be­
come a greater producer of citrus fruit than Califor­
nia. In 1935, when the Canada-United States treaty 
was revised, the free dates for entry of citrus fruits 
into Canada were increased to four months, January 
to April inclusive. Now another month has been added 
and the two countries must agree to either allow 
citrus fruits into Canada free in Decernber or May. 
The Okanagan hopes that the decision w ill be in favor 
of the latter month. ,
It is also stated that another method may be ad­
opted, giving six months free entry of citrus fruits 
into this country, from February to July inclusive. 
I f  this method is adopted then the dates w ill not clash 
to nearly the same extent with the Canadian apple 
marketing situation. '
Okanagan growers cannot visualize any advan­
tages to be gained by this section of the province 
under the new agreements, but they also believe that 
the campaign conducted by the B.C.F.G.A. through­
out 1938 in an endeavor to save part of the Imperial 
preference and retention of dump duties against Am-
A n Investigation
Lust week the fruit industry in the Okanagan 
enterjL'd a new stage when word was received from 
Ottawa that F. A. MacGregor, of the combines branch 
of the department of labor had loft for this Valley to 
continue and complete an investigation into the fruit 
Industry. The investigation follows the charges made 
by Godfrey Isaacs in Vernon last August. It w ill be 
Mr, MacGregor’s second trip to the Valley in this 
connection. In October he came west for the expi’css 
purpose of ascertaining for his own satisfaction wh6- 
thcr or not there was sufficient justification for the 
Dominion government instituting a complete inves­
tigation. After spending several days here he visited 
the coast and prairie points and returned to Ottawa 
to make his report.
Advices from Ottawa last week indicated that Ot­
tawa was not fully convinced that a combine working 
to the detriment of the growers exists. This stand is, 
of course, the only one the government could assume. 
There has as yet been only a preliminary inquiry; 
there has been no investigation and no trial. How 
then could the government take the stand that a coin- 
bine detrimental to growers’ Interests exists?
Last week’s advices from Ottawa also indicate 
that the gdvernment has changed its stand upon the 
question of a combine investigation. When the grow­
ers’ application for an investigation was presented 
the department of labor retorted that it was not ac­
companied with sufficient evidence to warrant pro­
cedure under the combines act. This question of evi­
dence delayed action for several weeks, the growers’ 
committee taking the stand that it was unreasonable 
for the government to expect full evidence before an 
investigation was instituted. Now, however, des­
patches from Ottawa state that the minister of labor 
is of the opinion that a properly filed application for 
an investigation by the producer, is sufficient for the 
government to take action. This reversal of attitude 
follows the pointing out to the department that, fo l­
lowing the Nash investigation, the then minister of 
labor stated in the house that, figuratively, the m erAt 
suspicion of the existence of a combine was sufficient 
excuse for the Liberal government to institute a full 
investigation.
Growers were naturally anxious that Lewis Dun­
can should be appointed commissioner to conduct any 
inquiry that might be instituted. (Dttawa however has 
not seen fit to appoint him in the present instance. 
Ottawa doubtless has reasons which it considers en­
tirely adequate for not appointing Dumian, but never­
theless, Okanagan growers are bitterly disappointed 
that he will not conduct the inquiry.
The investigation w ill be under the direction of 
Mr. MacGregor, who has conducted numerous com­
bine inquiries during the period he has held his pre­
sent official position. While comparatively unknown 
in the Okanagan, those with whom he came in con­
tact during his recent visit here, are expressing them­
selves as being completely satisfied that he w ill prove 
a competent commissioner during the coming inquiry. 
They feel that the growers’ interests are safe in his 
hands. •
Last week’s announcement that a complete inves­
tigation is to be undertaken ends many weeks of un­
certainty. It is now known that the serious charges 
made last August by Mr.: Isaacs in Vernon, w ill be 
either proved or disproved. A t that tirne The Courier 
took the stand that an investigation was necessary to 
remove the cloud of suspicion and doubt which hung 
over the industry as a result of the charges. I f  the 
charges were justified, the growers had d right to 
know the conditions under which their fruit was being 
marketed; if there was no foundation to the charges, 
those accused had every right to be Cleared and the 
growers shipping through those houses were entitled 
to know that they might have complete confidence 
in those organizations. The situation was one which 
could not be allowed to remain without some effort 
being made to clear it up. It was too serious for those 
charged; too important to the growers; too vital to 
the entire industry. The investigation now under way 
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the American customs .had been ready to provide on 
adequate service when the Canadian government was 
ready to cooperate. Penticton was not in favor of 
the port being open longer hours but the remainder 
of the delegates felt that as Osoyoos was the second 
largest point of entry in the province, an adequate 
service should be given and voted accordingly.
A  motion requesting the provincial govei’nment 
to keep the present ferry service at Kelowna running 
all winter and not reduce the schedule was passed 
Unanimously. In this connection Kelowna presented 
some very interesting figures, pointing out that the 
Holdup was the only ferry in the province which 
made a profit.
The tourist department’s suggestion that the Oka­
nagan should spend some fifteen hundred dollars to 
send a “queen” and a party of attendants to the San 
Franciseo fair was given short shift. Every delega­
tion present expressed itself as opposed to the idea. 
The general expression of opinion was that there was 
little object in spending money to bring the tourists 
into the Okanagan until the main artery is put into 
a condition which w ill not bring adverse, instead of 
favorable, publicity.
The question of roads was threshed to the fullest 
extent but a resolution requesting the government to 
complete the paving of the Valley highway from Oli­
ver to Eiiderby next season, was passed without a 
dissenting voice. The delegates were in agreement that 
this was perhaps the primary point , of concern of the 
trade bodies throughout the entire Valley.
The meeting was definitely a success. Half a 
score Valley municipalities discussed problems of mu­
tual interest. Throughout there was a spirit of co­
operation and of give and take. More frequent round­
table discussions of this type would do much to weld 
the Valley into one harmonious whole.
up the aisle with a piece of gum or a bit of sticking 
paper fastened to his shoe.
The litter upon the streets is the natural result 
of a busy Saturday night. Any Saturday night town 
■sutlers as does Kelowna, and there is little that can 
be done about it. Except clean the mess up. The 
Junior Board’s difference of opinion with the city 
council comes when the time for cleaning the litter 
up is considered. The young business men feel that 
the main street of the city should not be left in the 
condition it has been over Sunday, when with less 
traffic abroad, the litter is particularity noticeable. 
On the other hand, city fathers have been apparently 
content to let the papers blow and the banana skins 
skid the pedestrians until the regular cleaning force 
has an opportunity of taking care of the situation on 
Monday.
And so, the Junior Board on Sunday took the 
matter into its own hands and put a man to work 
cleaning up the debris. In an hour and a half he 
worked from Abbott Street to Ellis Street arid when 
he was through there was nothing left except a few  
straying leaves. Bernard Avenue this week present^ 
an entirely different face to the Sunday travellers. 
One could walk without skidding; no newspapers 
wrapped themselves around one’s legs; no chocolate, 
bar wrappers clung tenaciously to one s heels.
The Junior Board feels that Sunday’s experiment 
proved that one man working a couple. o f . hours on 
Sunday morning can make ari appreciable difference 
in the appearance of the street,. and hopes that the 
city may be persuaded to carry on the work and make 
a thorough job of it. Once again the Junior Board 
has shown that it is a wide-awake, progressive group 
with sufficient civic pride and initiative to attempt 
to get things done for the improvement of the city.
Bernard Cleanup
Face and Fill
Patience taxed to the breaking point by a long 
succession of Sundays -with Bernard Avenue resemb­
ling something in the nature of a section of a city 
dump,, the Junior Board of Trade on Sunday, tired 
of the inaction of the city fathers on the situation, 
took matters into its own hands and engageii a man 
to clean away on Sunday iriorning, the major portion 
of the rubbish and litter left by the Saturday night 
crowd. , :
On several occasions during-the past six months, 
it has been piointed out in these columns that Ber­
nard Avenue oft Sunday resernbled nothing as much 
as the Toronto Exhibition grounds after children’s 
day. Pieces of newspapers, gum wrappers, chocolate 
bar wrappers, banana skins, apple cores, orange peel­
ings, and a hetrogeneous collection of other litter lay 
in wait for the unwary Sunday pedestrian. More than 
one pillar of the church has found himself parading'
Someone must be “a Voice in the wilderness” 
warning of dangers. But one who does it is always 
beheaded before he wins fame.
And now local interest is turning towards the 
forthcoming public meeting where the city fathers 
w ill each have the opportunity of giving an account 
of his stewardship.
While Autumn leaves are turning bright we labor 
far into the night. Because some fellas realize that 
now’s the time to. advertise. I f  there is something we 
can do for you, we hope you’ll soon give us a call, 
for we are really rushed this fall. Yes, winter s getting 
very close . . . it’s hard upon our heels; with heavy 
clothes and running nose . . .  you know just how it 
feels. So heed this call all through the fall, put on 
a little speed, for Christmas comes and Christmas 
goes and you’ll be sad indeed.
Kelowna In Bygone Days
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
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traordinary. figure of $90 per capita. In the Okanagari 
alone, subscriptions came to $1,300,000.
The cement sidewalk recently constructed on Ber­
nard avenue north side costs 28 cents per square foot.
In November, 1908, in the Federal election in 
Yale-Cariboo, the total number of votes recorded in 
Kelowna was 250, divided between Burell, Conserva­
tive, 152; Ross, Liberal, 87; Bunting, Socialist, 11.
A  bill to provide free libraries for all points in 
the province is being introduced in the legislature, 
sponsored by the B.C. Library association.
Valley Problems
On Friday of last week the associated boards of 
trade of the entire Valley met in Kelowna to discuss 
various items of business which are of interest, not 
only to each individual board, but to the entire Valley; 
items upon which it was felt a general Valley policy 
should be formulated." The various trade bodies from 
Armstrong to Oliver were represented and all con­
tributed to the discussions.
The delegates shbwed little hesitation in agreeing i 
that a petition to Their Majesties K ing George and 
Queen Elizabeth to 'f'isit the Okanagan should be des­
patched with the greatest speed. A  little divergence 
of opinion arose however as to whether the corporate 
municipal bodies and the trade bodies should join in 
one united petition or send separate ones. The ma­
jority of those present felt that two petitions might 
carry a little more weight than one and, accordingly, 
the two will be sent.
The Kelowna board had already made a tenative 
arrangement to have Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King 
address that body upon his next trip to the west and 
Kelowna asked the associated boards to endorse its 
action. As it was proposed that Premier King would 
address a meeting of the joint boards, the resolution 
was endorsed without discussion.
A  third item to command the attention of the 
delegates Was the question of a twenty-four hour 
customs service at Osoyoos. The Oliver delegation 
pointed out that the present schedule of hours was a 
decided detriment to travel and that for three years
Three carloads of 10-inch cast iron pipe arrived 
by the S.S. Aberdeen for the domestic water system. 
The pipe is being distributed along the principal 
streets.
In the British House of Commons last Friday Food 
Controller dyn es announced that he was arranging 
for the import of apples from Canada'and the United 
States within a short time and that he would control 
the process. - -
Electric light rates have been set as follows: Light, 
20 cents per k.w.h. with 25 p6r cent discount if  paid 
before the 10th of each month; power, 10 cents per 
k.w.h., with 10 per cent discount.
When Raymond Downing struck a match to see 
how much gasoline had been poured into the tank ât 
the Johnson barn on Lawrence avenue, the automobile 
of Mr. (jasorso almost came to an untimely end. Only 
the prompt action of W. B. Browne, who rushed out 
with a chemical fife extinguisher saved the auto.
A l’ PARENTLY THE few Innocent reinurka made 
Just week about the reluctance of men to sing In a 
public place touched upon n number of guilty eon- 
sciences. I was surprised that the rambling observa­
tions that nil this column wert> noted by such a num­
ber of readers. There have bcHjn protests from in­
dividuals that they did sing; complaints of “how could 
anyone sing to such music” ; and the odd word of com­
mendation. Those who expressed the latter view ­
point found difficulty in their adjectives. For the 
most part they felt the “ terrible” , “pitiful” , or "dis­
graceful” that they ubch I  was entirely inadequate. Out 
of it all, however, did come one suggestion . . . .  One 
that seems entirely feasible and sound. It is simply 
that the Canadian Legion form a men’s choir to prac­
tice the hymns that are to be sung at the Remem­
brance Service and that this group lend the singing. 
The proponent of the suggestion argues that if fifteen 
or twenty men unite in their singing and know what 
it is all about, you need not worry about the rest. 
The male naturally loves to hear his own voice. He 
also likes to be part of the crowd. If fifteen or twenty 
men raised their voices the great majority of the rest 
would join in to hear their own voice and to avoid 
being coiKsplcuous by not singing, 'rhat is this chap’s 
idea. One can hardly disagree. It would appear to 
be up to the Legion to carry the idea through. One 
thihg is sure . . . . if there are many more exhibitions 
such as that this year, some year the service w ill be 
a complete fiasco. As it was, it was only the strong 
but invisible tie of the individual with the spirit nf 
the occasion which saved the service this year . . . .
r p m
THE FUNNIEST sight of the week was Joe Spur­
rier’s face at the board of trade meeting on Friday 
when ai Penticton delegate stated that hunters and 
fishermen left no money in the country . . . .
r p m
YES, THERE IS HUMOR in the news. Take that 
bit last week when Premier Aberhart was the guest 
of honor at a newspaper banquet in Edmonton. The 
Alberta premier and the president of the Canadian
daily newspaper association both spoke. Now it is‘ rHa.........well to know just what Abe hart thinks o f the press 
and it is known that Alberta papers were awarded 
trophies for the most outstanding service to their com­
munities of all newspapers on the continent . . . .  and 
that service was opposing Aberhart. Yet the twn 
returned compliments and felicitations and both 
speakers emphasized the need for ‘unity” . . . .  I  w ill 
bet that there were a good many fingers crossed and 
tongues shoved well into cheeks . . . .
r p m
SHOULD A  G IRL WEAR slacks into court? That 
is the question which has been agitating Los Angeles 
for the past week. A  school teacher appeared in court 
to testify. She was sentenced to gaol for contempt 
but a higher court ruled that she was within her 
rights. That is settled but the interesting point to m e 
was that she testified that she had only one dress 
and it was a dance frock. It is a little difficult to con­
ceive o f a school teacher having only one dress. She 
must be an, unusual personality or there must be a. 
story behind it. I f  not on dresses, then where does her 
money go? Some reporter missed a story there . . . .
r  p m
DID YOU SEE “YOU can’t take it with _you” ? I f  
you did you enjoyed it. Not for the lesson it held, T 
am sure, but for the sheer joy o f seeing the members 
of that family each do just exactly what he wished. 
You thought the things, they did were silly but you 
enjoyed them because so niany of them -were exactly 
the things that you have always wanted to do and 
lacked the courage to pe^prm. Personally I  was dis­
appointed. You see, a ll my life  t  have had a yen tn 
pick out the largest and most expensive plate glass 
window I  could find and hurl a rock through it. N o t ' 
that I wanted to break the window but I  have alw^rs 
wondered just what the breaking glass would sound 
like if  I  broke the window. AU through that picture 
I  was hoping that someone would do just that . . . . 
break a big -window. They did just about everything 
else but no window . . . .  dam it. But then, npt one 
of those characters did a thing which inconvenienced 
anyone else. But here I  am as usual off on a tangent 
. . . .  Think the picture over and if  you are h o n ^  
with yourself, I  imagine you w ill find that the reason 
you enjoyed it was because that family had such a 
whale of a good time doing the things which seem 
silly to the rest of us, things which you would like 
to do yourself. Would; it npt be a great old world i f  
each of us did exactly as we wished? Of c o u i^  the 
person who does that today is labelled eccentric and 
is lucky i f  he is not considered plain crazy. It would 
be a great deal o f fun to go through life as that fam ily 
did but I  am afraid that modem life is too complicat­
ed or that few  o f us have, the courage to break thrpugh 
the conventions. I  guess ,we w ill just have to. giv® 
vent to our suppressed desires by taking them out 
in a movie or a blood-curdling best seller . . . . .
, - . r  p m
SOME SOR'T OF A  record was set up the other 
day when a truck driver at Edson, Albettri, tried to 
beat a freight train tP a crossing and struck the six­
tieth . . . .  that’s right, the sixtieth . . . . car o f  the 
train.' The average length of a freight car, they teH 
me, is forty-two feet. Then this chap lost the race to  
the crossing, if  oiie takes into consideration space be­
tween cars, by just two thousarid, eight hundred feet. 
That is more than half a mile. Wonder how far he 
was from the crossing when he d^ided to beat the 
train? This beating the engine to the crossing can be 
a serious business and by far the majority of crossing- 
accidents are directly trageable to this source.
r p m
♦ it
Officers elected at the annual curling club meeting 
were: President, Jim Bowes; vice-president, E. R. 
Bailey; secretary-treasurer, F. W. Fraser; committee, 
F: R. E. DeHart, R. A. Copeland; W. G. Benson, P. 
DuMoulin, H. S. Rose.
The C.P.R. is expected to build a wharf parallel 
to the shore next year and w ill demolish all buildings 
except the station. One new shed for freight accom­
modation w ill be built. Three or four car tracks w ill 
be built on the wharf and the boats will land bow on 
instead of broadside. Freight and passenger steamers 
w ill land at different points.
Formation of Victory Chapter, I.O.D.E. was com­
pleted on Monday, November 11. at the home of Mrs. 
Telford. Officers elected were: Regent, Mrs. Telford; 
vice-regents, Mrs. J. W. Jones, Mrs. W. Perry; secre­
tary, Mrs. B. McDonald; Echo secretary, Mrs. Pack- 
ham; treasurer. Mrs. Ambler; standard bearer, Mrs. 
W. Lloyd-Jones.
TEN YEARS AGO
Thursday, November 22, 1928
TW ENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, November 21, 1918
Hon. J. H. King, .minister of health arid soldiers’ 
civ il re-establishmeht, was guest of honor at a board 
of trade banquet. He stated he was present to ascer­
tain from the fruit leaders their ideas as to what was 
necessary for the betterment of the industry.
Thanks to the prompt and strict regulations im­
posed upon Kelowna and district this area can now 
boast of an early breakdown o f the invasion of Span­
ish ’flu. Schools are expected to re-open in a few days. 
Two hundred cases have been reported in the district 
resulting in the deaths of nine Chinamen and one 
Hindu.
On Thursday afternoon the corner-stone of the 
new church school was lai^ by J. BaU.
“D” C^ompany of the 172nd R. M. R. is being dis­
banded and w ill be relocated at Revelstoke. It is 
thought that the old Exhibition building -will be leased 
for quarters of B Squadron, 1st B.C.M.R.
A  grand total of $274,800 was subscribed by the 
Kelowna district in the Victory Loan campaign, just 
$74,800 more than the district’s quota. This sum was 
subscribed by 858 persons. A  sum of $35,000,000 has 
been raised in British Columbia, which means tlie ex-
Kelowna Sea Cadets have been granted the des­
ignation “Company 1358, ‘Grenville’ Sea Cadet Corps.”
Stanley Edwards shot the longest pheasant of the 
season on the last day o f the season, the bird measur­
ing 43j-  ̂ inches.
W HAT IS 'THERE ABOUT a fire in the hearth 
that is so fascinating. Fire itself is one of the most 
fascinating of all man’s servants. Sometimes. I  think 
it is a pity that electricty and all these modern con­
veniences were ever invented. There is not much fun . 
in watching an electric coil! But fire itself is most 
interestirig when it is unconfined. Who does not en­
joy a real good fire? 'The crowds following any fire- 
truck answers that question! I  think that a fire on 
the hearth comes in the same group as a burning 
building. There is the snap and crackle of the wood; 
the pungent smoky smell; tlie rbair of the flames. Then, 
too, you can Watch the wood disappear arid there is 
fun in poking the log to make it burn a little more 
brightly and in throwing on another log. There is 
something satisfying about it all. Most people like 
to watch the flames dance.. Is that because they bring 
memories happy or sad, or is it because they help a 
person relax in this world of too-little relaxation? One 
cannot sit and watch the flames curl around a log for 
many minutes and remain tense and keyed-up. One’s 
thoughts just naturally flow more smoothly and quite 
unconscously one begins to see pictures of far-off 
things in those flames. Funny ho-w the flames be­
come moving images of your thoughts. Maybe it is 
some longed-for friend, some far-away haunt,"" some 
almost forgotten face. Or then, perhaps, they picture 
the consftmmation of some plan even then forming 
in their mind; watch them and they w ill tell you 
which road you should travel; which turn you should 
take . . . .  There is something soul-satisfying about a 
burning hearth Are. In it one may see, i f  he but look 
closely, thcJ* answer to all his problems and find per­
fect contentment. Old Omar sang about a loaf rif 
bread, a jug of wine, the wilderness and thou i . . . 
give me a roaring fire, an easy chair, a favorite pipe, 
a bit of homemade candy and thou beside me, and 
that is Paradise, I  vow! . . .. Wonderful things. these ' 
hearth fires! Look! It has filled out this column and 
now I  can enjoy my book, my candy, my pipe, m y 
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A t JlibbinK', Miinn., J« Ihc! lur̂ geHt 
open pit Iron mine in tiie world. In 
this IioiBeHlioe-sImiKrd canyon, where, 
like a liorde of liuge ants, steam and 
electric monsters fjntiw deeper and 
deeper, depths full away lin a series 
o f steps and cUITk to dizzy distances 
that defy the visitor.
A O T O T lB  OF W IlOTTUTES  
REFIECTED IN BRANCH REPORTS
THE KELOWNA COUKIEK
P A G E  T H R E E
Branches Report at Annual Con- fJ'v'-''' ho.spital, tin ........ .......
fercnce Held Here— Sunnort erippled children*n liospital, a
nation had been jpveii to the Salvation 
Army and a shower for tlie Preven­
torium, A sliower had also becii Kiven 
lor a member wliose liorin; tiad been 
d»-slj(iyed by lire. A  dental clinic was 
held wJiieh was of great benelH. The 
fall fair and flower show was suceess- 
ful, will) a flower sIkjw also ludd in 
June. An institute member is teacli-
work is done by 20 paid up members 
and three honorary members.
Mrs. Pixton, Mrs. iSutherland and 
Mrs. Mallory acted on tlie resolutions 
eommittee. with Mrs. McKay. Mrs. 
Macfarlune and Mrs. Mallory on the 
courtesy committee.
Mrs. V. itobinson was re-elected as 
j)iesident of tlie confereaee and Pen-
s m k P
G iv .n  .o M an y  w o r .h /K “
ments in Decerid>er.
Okana^Hii Falls
A  most succe.ssful conference of Wo- Mrs. Vader of Oiuinagan Falls
, . .......... JO J/-V01V4V1JI \jx ii v u icicnc a
preventor- mig sewing to the girls at scliool. $200 ticton’s invitation to hold tli,. conven
C loans Dirty Hands
was raised during tlie year.
FeifClctuii
Mrs. Hennett of Pentict"n reported 
that institute with the greatest rnem- 
bership of (he conference. Penticton 
had honored Mrs. McGregor upon her 
attaining tlie presidency of the feder­
ated women's institutes. Interesting 
speakers tiad been licard and wc'Ifare 
work done. A  house and lot was pur­
chased with tlie house made over for 
holding meetings and other small af­
fairs. Tha members of a tlirift club, 
whicli uses the building, keep it clean 
in return for using it as a place to
lion there next year was accepted. The 
e.xeculive of tlie Penticton institute 
willi >binson will malce all ar-
rangciiii i’or tlie next conference.
Thanks were extended to the K e­
lowna, East Kelowna and Rutland in­
stitutes for tlieir hospitality, to Mrs. 
McGregor. Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. Gurn- 




In reading an average-.silze book, the 
eyes travel along about a mile of 
<y|Je.
men s In.stitutes was held, at Kelowna ported a very busy year witli $00tP̂ 'j 
on Thuraday. N.ivember 17. in the Wo- having been raised du ring  the 
in n s Institute Hall witli delegates 't’*’ e community hall built and financed
n l lT 'w ^ 'u "  Centre, Win- by the W.I. had been u.sed for many
field, Westbank. Peachland, Summer- community affairs as well as l>eini« 
land, Penticton, Okanagan Fails, Oli- rented for outside functions. Plants for
I^<''J»wna. their fall fair liad to be abandoned be- 
La.sl Kelowna and Rutland institutes cause of lack of water to grow the 
•icUng Jis hostesses. Mrs, V. Robinson products, as tlie dam liad not vet been
of Penticton, president of the Confer- replaced. The organizat o is H  . -
ence, urged the members to start a- old and 13 of the 10 ebŜ ^̂ ^̂  l̂ui ts. etc. A  junior W. 1.
fre.sh with interest and enduisiasm to are still in atteiidariee. A  eem S ^ flie  Tho'*smn‘'7 ' 
carry on the work under the standing place was built at the picnic mmunds
i T e r  t^ese grounds bad been. IC u ln ?  Kdowmr
vincYal convtmorrnnd^Irn ^  crocheted bed- Mrs. Gordon reported that Kelow-
vtmors. TMs wns n ln 1 V. , Five dollars r*a’s chief work had been the linnncing ________
H McGregor nresirienf nC in  ̂ for a Cup for the Oliver af an operation and hospitalization of A Marked Advantage
ted and p C i^ c lM  f  ^00 miles nem^ir Europe
After the official welcome given Siimmerland v »iatl been held. Subjects had been con- than does Now York City; 1.200 miles
Miss Reekie, the Kelowna n^esMord Summerland report as given by « “ tc'rcd during the your with the llfty nearer Panama and the west const of
me ivuownu picsidcnt Mr.s. Suthcidand showed an 1001-00^0 in of progress noted. The Hallow- South America than San Francisco;
. membership with 30 for this year. In- annual affair with and 120 miles nearer Rio do Janeiro
IlcdwoLMl Empire
Tile region along tlie Pacific Ocean 
from San Francisco to Jo.scphine 
County. Oregon, is called the Redwood 
Empire. Its interests are safeguarded 
by the Redwood Empire Association.
_On Glenn Avenue, close to 
schools, two storey house con­
taining six rooms; concrete foundation, front ver­
andah. Requires redecorating and repairing. Good 
opportunity for a capable man to acquire a cheap 
home.
Price - - $750.00
FOR S AI F___ Three quarters of an acre with
30 bearing fruit trees, just 
outside City Limits, corner of Glenmore and Bank- 
head. Unfinished four roomed house.
Price - - $750.00
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Real Estate, Insurance, Stocks and Bonds
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
who .sj)okc a few  woi-ds from her ...... ,---- -—“ “ ’T  increase m „Y'n iDarlv is nn -mn
m S i i r ' L  z ;  f o r  h i g h  c l a s s  j o b  p r i n t i n g  g o  t o  T H B  c o u r i e r
of W.I. work, agi’icLilture, homo cco- tli^w ork  of the different commit- —------------------------------------------
i






Should Get at the Cause!
Lots of people think they can’t be
“reralar’’ without frequent trips 
to the medicine chest. “I  Just
dose up and get it over,”  they tell 
you. But doctors know they 
don’t “get it over’ ’ at all—until they 
get at the cause of the trouble 1
Chances are it’s simple to find 
the cause if  you eat only what 
most people do — meat, bread, 
potatoes. I t ’s likely you don’t get 
enough “hulk.”  And “bulk” 
d9esn’t mean a lot of food. It ’s a 
kind of food that isn’t consumed 
in the .body, but leaves a soft 
“ bulky” mass in the intestines 
and helps a bowel movement.
I f  that fits, you, your ticket is a 
crunchy bre^efast cereal—Kel­
logg’s All-Bran. It  contains the 
“bulk”  you need plus the great 
intestinal tonic, vitamin Bi.
Eat All-Bran every day, drink 
plenty of water, and just watch 
the old world grow brighter! 
Made by Kellogg in London, Out:
riomics, welfare, education aiid icgrsla- address by J. Wilcox of the
tlon. These five woi’ds she felt wore ’̂^.P<''rimental farm on the history of
.scientific research on plant nutrition 
was fcspecially recommended as being 
of interest. One member gave at each 
meeting some item of interest to wo­
men. Practically all of their money 
had been spent locally. Milk, food and 
clothing had been bought for the 
needy in the district. During the year 
$151.16, had been made and $150.33 
spent.
Kcrcincos
Keremeos report as given by Mrs. 
McGuffie showed a membership of 43. 
This organization does the only wel- 
Mayor O. L. Jones of Kelowna gave which is done in the com-
e official welcome at the start-nf the 'nunity, a publicity secretary was re­
sponsible for news reports. They had 
celebrated their 25th anniversary dur­
ing the year. Their birthday tea liad 
been attended by nearly a hundred
r e
,the embodiment of the reason for the 
existence of the organization. Her 
hope wa.s to have every member in 
place on meeting day. and every mem­
ber interested enough to take her part 
in the work.
“Let us have more tolerance,” she 
urged. “ Let us forget the little triv- 
ialitie.s and be more tolerant toward 
our  ̂neighbors, and our fellow work­
ers.” There is no issue too big for us 
to tackle, she felt, i f  all worked to­
gether.
Mayor Jones
th i i l l iTo
afternoon session, and gave a chal­
lenge to women to take a moi'e active 
part in affairs of importance. For 
years, he stated, men have been think11̂ OLUI.CU) iiitfii n u in K- ----   n uur u
ing along certain lines with the result quests with nine charter members pre- 
the world as we see it to-day. There TTie four active charter mem-
wms need for the ladies to take a more 
active part in the World of men. In 
a world of abundance we have de-
h
bers were presented with federated 
pins. Their fall fair and flower show 
had been most successful. Donations
struction and waste, and he appeafed made during the year to the
to the ladies to take up the cudgels . school for cocoa and milk, school.. ____ l ___ ______________
for the downtrodden. A ll we need, he ^ scholarship fund, preventor-
stated, is a little common sense to 
tackle the problem. This was a chal­
lenge to such a group as the women’s 
institutes of whose work for the com­
munities of the Valley he had heard a 
great deal.
Legislation Report
ium. W.I. welfare committee. Salva­
tion Army, crippled children’s hospital.. 
Speakers or papers were arranged 
for each meeting with subjects of in­
terest discussed. The sum of $442.54 
had been raised during the year 
Mrs. McGregor spoke of a feature of 
the Keremeos fair, apple juice and to-
This thought was echoed by Mrs. B. mato juice served with various differ- 
F. Gummov^ convenor for legislation, ent dishes made from these two pro-
'" I  on display with the recipes.
i S f ,  members. Some of these had been sent to the As-
Serjous attention ^ou ld  be paid to sociated Countrywoman of the World 
tne laws enacted. Changes were con- Convention, 
templated in the Marriage Act during Rutland
the present session which should be +i  ̂ •
considered. Following the session a Kydd of Rutland gave their
new book of laws g fv e rn in r  women "^^"ibership as 32 with the work listed 
and children was bfing p r e ^ a r^ rS
Judge Helen Gregory Magill of the Ju- chiMren*^hS^h7!?ni?aV 
venile Court and she urged a study of the hospital had been aided.
these laws. To hold the ideals of de- had been made to the Pre-
mocracy an intelligent interest in ^^"to^ium of eggs, vegetables and
national affairs should be encouraged. ^
« - i i  on • drinks were served at school.
O K  - J B  m  M  mm rr . Support Bill 89 a  resolution objecting to a beer par-
Two bills passed at the last session lour at Rutland was sent to the mem- 
■ of tbe legislature the “Food Products ber, Captain Bull. An effort had been
" ' * Minimum Loss Act”  and the “Commo- made to have foreign women attend
dities Retail Sales Act.” formerly Bill the meetings but owing to their inab- 
89, were discussed in the light of the ility to speak English they would not 
circularizing of all institutes by a com- attend. ’The sum of $148.45 had been 
munity service group which advocated raised during the year, 
the repeal of these acts. Mrs. Bennett u W K a « t
of Penticton spoke briefly upon the w
bill after Which the conference unani- ^7ivr,.c Stubbs with 18 members in at-
FRIDAY, NOV. 25 th
The official opening date of Kelowna’s 7
you. are sleepless, nervous, 
imrable, use Dr. Chase’s Nerve Pood. 
Most people consider it a most effec­
tive restorative for the nerves. For 
new pep and energy use ~
C h a s e 's
WER VE FOOD
c
mously endorsed a resolution moved 
by Miss Reekie that the present acts 
were given unqualified approval.
Mrs. H. McGregor 
Mrs. H. McGregor addressed the
Mrs.
tendance. To commemorate Corona­
tion Year a bank account of one dol­
lar was started for each baby born 
that year. Quilts were made, one raf­
fled and the other donated to the Pre-
The most spectacular display of 
Toys in the Interior!
y
%
gathering upon the subject of “High- ventorium. Mr. Hornby of the experi- 
lights of the 1937 Convention and In- mental farm landscaped the cemetery 
temational Contacts.” She stressed with a view to beautifying it. A  clean 
the importance of the W.I. work which up day was held at the cemetery, 
was honored in having both Queen Three flower shows were held during 
Mary and the present Queen Elizabeth the year and a shower was held for 
as members in England. They did not the Preventorium. Receipts for the 
feel it beneath them to belong to the year were $94.58
y, 5:
A SP E C IA L  ATTRACTIO N ! ! 
for the Opening Days only
>.••*1' cv. A.
1,500 TOPS
To be sold at only 3 PENNIES EACH
YOU CAN'T PUT 
A  PAOLOCK ON 
YOUR PURiE
Oliver
Mrs. Richmond of Oliver reported 
16 members. Soup was served to the 
school children. Assistance was given 
to two families who had been burned 
out, interesting addresses were given.' 
an international exhibit had been 
given with exhibits" from 33 nations. 
Total money raised was $153.25 with 
an additional $200 in the hospital ac-
But you can put your money 
where you will not be tempted to 
«pend it. Ybu need a plan for sav­
ing, just as you need a plan for 
your own work or your child’s 
education. Start your savings plan 
with the first dollar you can spare. 
Open an accoimt with the nearest 
Post Office Savings Bank and let 
nothing stop you from adding to 
your savings regularly. Just as 
buttons accumulate, one by one, 
in the drawer of your sewing ma­
chine: so will dollars accumulate 
in your Post Office account. Com­
pound interest at 2 per cent, is 
paid and withdrawals may be con­
veniently made at any time you 
require some cash. But don’t with­
draw except in case of real need. 
Cultivate the habit of thrift.
women’s institute. • The standing com­
mittees covered every branch of in­
stitute work, and she asked that pro­
grams be balanced to take in the ten 
committees. Each local should have a 
convenor and make each standing com­
mittee responsible for a meeting.
T h e  Otha Scott fund had only a 
little over $5,000 and until the objec­
tive of $10,000 had been reached, thus 
enabling two crippled children to be 
cared for each year, she felt that funds 
should be devoted more largely to 
this fund. Mrs. Hare reported 31 members for
In closing Mrs. HcGregor spoke of Okanagan Centre with convenors for 
plans for the .convention of Federated standing committees. Donations 
Women’s Institute to be held in Ed- were sent to the Preventorium, the 
monton next year and of a B.C. dele- Salvation Army and the school child- 
gate. She said that the name of Mrs. ren’s picnic. Interesting speakers were 
B. F. Gummow w?is endorsed as the h^^rd on various subjects. A  demon­
delegate from B.C. by the South Fraser stration of washing4,.carding and spin- 







a resolution to that effect was passed 
unanimously by the delegates present.
A  resolution from Penticton asking 
for the establishment of a Technical 
School at Penticton was endorsed by 
the Convention.
Following a discussion of the need 
of dental care for rural children a re­
solution was passed asking for a trav­
elling dentist equipped with a dental 
trailer car to cover the district from 
Salmon Arm to the boundary was pas­
sed. .
Mrs. Henderson of Kelowma gave a 
short talk on the work of the Union 
Library throughout the district. There
„ . , ---- „ — The in­
stitute exhibit of needlework won first 
prize at the Armstrong fair. An in­
ternational peace idea is; being work­
ed out with dolls being dressed to re­
present the different nationalities and 
they w ill be sold at the sale of home 
cooking and fancy work. National 
diishes w ill also be for sale.
Winfield
Winfield Institute as reported by 
Mrs. Duncan has a membership of 19. 
$$5 was raised to put water in to the 
hall; donations were given to the hos­
pital and the Preventorium. The 
Christmas concert was sponsored by 








ALL BRANCHES OF POST OFFICE 
S A V I N G S  B A N K  ARE OPEN  
DURING POST OFFICE HOURS
------- -------- ----------  ----------  u i ia t i t u ic v v i i i u l e u u u
were 42 branches with the library ,ser- dation by the conference for devoting 
vice being enjoyed by all kinds of the whole of a meeting to the federat- 
people and she urged greater use of ed report 
the library. • Peachland
East Kelowna • Peachland report as given by Mrs.
Reports of the various institutes A. McKay showed 41 members. Stand- 
showed great activity in varied lines, ing committees were active with a 
The East Kelowna report as given by number of these taking meetings dur- 
Mrs. Allport who stated that they re- ing the year. Assistance had been 
organized with 12 members which was given the library and prizes offered 
increased in a month to 20. An afghan for valentines and Christmas cards in 
was made, each member knitting six water colors. Community singing at 
squares, and raffled. Donations were the meetings had been popular. A  do-
Every boy and girl is especially in 
vited to Stockwell’s Toy Town!
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Kadlu Fucturn
'riiL* four factor.'! wliich (IctcrMilnc 
radio .‘iorvico aro.a.s are; <;‘ ’oj;raj)lilciil 
Hituulion, |)(>f<itioii in llie radiio-ea.stln/; 
bund, antenna efileieney, ami power.
IJCFNC'FK <;ilANTFI>
On Monday niidit tlie city council 
firanted tlie followinj;iu
to Kriu'.st MacPliei 
roller .skiitint: rink 
tion buildltij:; t«) K.
trjuie licc'fjce.s; 
;on to operate a 
in tlie old exliibi- 
1’ . llup.tio.s for the
New Hyiii|iliuny
Ne/p'o coinpo;:tn- William Grant Still 
has written a new Symphony in G 
Minor. It l.M baaed on jazz, blue.a, and 
other American musical idiom.s. Its
Avidon .apartment buildinf;s; to G. II. 
Kc'ir to coiuluct an auctionet'rinjf busi­
ness at 204 Pemlozi street.
aibtitli “ .Son/; of a New Haco.
II nEUI FflCILITV
A Brancfi Express Receiving Office is now located 
in the office of
CANADIAN NATIONAL TELEGRAPHS
210 a Bernard Avc., Telephone 226
for acceptance of shipments by
C A N A D IA N  N A T IO N A L  EXPRESS
or Air Express over
T R A N S - C A N A D A  AIR L I N E S
Express charges on such shipments may be prepaid if 
desired. C.O.D. Shipments accepted. Receipts given
for all shipments.
Free Insurance up to $50.00
c i R f l i i i n  n a r io n iL  e x p r e s s
G I  L B € Y ' S
NEW PRICES HAVE 
EVERYBODY TALKING




4 0  o z .  . . $2 .65  
2 5  o z .  • . 1 .80  
12 o z .  . « . .9 5
li;
BY A P P O I N T M E N T  
TO HIS E X C E L L E N C Y  
L O R D  T W E E D S M U I R  
G O V E R N O R  - G E N E R A L  
OF C A N A D A
GILBEYS
- D R Y '  i m
A PRODUCT OF GI LBEY' S C A N A D I A N  DI STILLERY
.1 f  a
Ten Year’s Record of 
M .S. Holdup Reveals 
Net Profit of $31/000
Keeping Fit
George E. Brown Informs Okanagan Boards of Trade of 
Revenue Derived from Kelowna-Westbank Craft Over 
Ten Years—Press for Continuation of 11 O’clock 
Service for Winter Months
Fr o m  the records of the public accounts compiled over ten years the Kclow'na-Westbank ferry, commonly known as the M.S.
Holdup, a net profit to the government has been compiled* of $31,- 
160.19, George E. Brown informed the Okanagan boards of trade 
at their session at the Royal Anne in Kelowna on Friday night.
Only One Year Los's staled Mr. Brown.
From 1927 to 1937 only one year's “As long as there is a part-time 
loss has been shown, that being in the schedule on the Holdup we will never 
year 1928r29, when the Holdu]/ was have the movement back and forth in 
put into operation. The loss that year the Okanagan that there should be,” 
was $8,390 and profits of from $93.43 he continued. “The correct situation 
to $8,323.90 have been slio'wn. In the has never been put up to the govern- 
last few years there was only one low ment in the proper light. It should 
profit year, that being 1934-35 when also be remembered that the fuel costs 
the revenue dropped to only $272.81. are practically nothing and that the 
Other ferries in the province cost ferry can make a trip for 17 cents to 
approximately $228,742.73 per year, 25 cents.”
Mr. Brown revealed, and the total re- As a consequence of Mr. Brown’s re­
venue from those was only .$23,270.38, marks R. F. Parkinson moved and 
^ George S. Sutherland seconded a rc-
• r.. solution to ask the provincial govern-
one fe iry  alone m the Kootenays, ment to continue the ferry service
operating on only three round trips from 8 a.m. to 11.10 p.m. during the
venn^^nf winter months. This schedule is being
j  leaving a deficit of tried out temporarily for the*month of 
$25,000, he stated. November.
"The Kelowna Courier is trying to Figures on Ferry
obtain traffic figures on the Holdup, Chairman W. A. C. Bennett stated r......................... .............
but we know that the Holdup is the that it was not the intention of the physical culture at the M-G-M
only ferry in the province operating Kelowna board to press for revision studios. Mr. Loomis steps behind Miss 
at a profit. Hon. K. C. MacDonald in the ferry schedule until the new ^hatburn and raises her hands above 
4 figures were wrong and ferry is put into operation. Further stretching them as much as
that other ferries operated at a profit, discussion can be had at a later meet- possible, which stretches the arm and 
but in those instances the profits did ing, he intimated. Mr. Bennett also oack muscles and strengthens them.
not go to the government but to the congratulated Mr. Brown on the fig- - ________
operators of the ferries, and the gov- ures which he 'had presented, which 




















Ernest Burnett and Walter W at­
son Discuss Current Affairs
Net Profit, 10 years, $31,160.19.
$
Reichsfuehrer Hitler’s bluff to wage 
war recently was a successful ruse to
MAYOR FAVORS 
SUNDAY CLEANUP
A  letter from the junior board of 
'trade to the city council on Monday 
night pointed out that that organiza- 
ion had on Sunday last employed a
8,395.45 terrorize other countries into acquies­
cing to his derhands, and occurred 
' with blessing of several prominent 
Britishers. Ernest Burnett quoted a 
writer as saying when he spoke to 
the Young People’s Society o f the Un­
ited church, Sunday, November 20.
Hitler had no intention of plunging 
Germany into war to “save” the Su­
deten Germans for his three war chiefs 
•U7U1, 1 oi L- , instructed'him that the nation wasn’t
With only 21.̂  school days left until prepared and i f  he did so they would 
ennstmas the students are beginning immediately resign. Hitler knew he
HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGHLIGHTS
-----   -V* y,£v«T J.U 4. /-it. *  — ^  *******v-̂ îu.v̂ Aj' icOLgll. J.X1L1CT IlC
man to pick up all the paper on Ber- remize that Christmas exams aren’t would have no chance under such cir-
nard avenue. The board had t a k e n a n d  we all know what that cumstances ..so he resorted to strategy, 
this action to ascertain if  the debris it was alleged.
. could be removed from Bernard in a school paper has made its ap- To prevent a war that could be the
reasonable time on Sunday morning for the first time this year rnost horrible, devasting one imagin-
and at a reasonable cost. The letter certainly seems to have been well able several nations believed that giv-
■ ■ ___ received bv most of tho +..V v,.-.. ------ ____________.e__pointed out that several bags of paper 
were collected in an hour and a half' 
by one man and that the city's busi­
ness section, as a result presented a
received by most of the students. ing in to his demands was preferable.
Last Friday the dramatic club en- I f  people had known of the war chiefs’ 
joyed some skits presented to them threats to resign Hitler might have 
j?y some of their own members. Other been balked.
school clubs  ̂ are hoping that before Unfavorable conditions nearer home
consider adopting this Sunday method 
of cleaning up the business section. 
His Worship-the Mayor expressed him­
self as being in favor of the idea and 
turned the matter over to Alderman 
Gibb, chairman of roads, for his con­
sideration, and, i f  possible,, execution.
May.,.
much tidier and more attractive ap- ®™ s  
pearance on Sunday. long some of the talent of the drama- disturbed Mr. Burnett also. Describ-
The  ̂ board requested the council to will be displayed. ing the woman’s prison of B.C. as not
tea which was sponsored by fit for cattle, he quoted Mrs. Paul 
he girls club for the mothers of high Smith, M.L.A., who censured such 
school girls was held Tuesday, Nov. conditions where women had to live 
22. in the Junior High with Miss Me- in disgraceful b'uildings.
Corniick as convenor. A  program Drug addicts in B.C. have doubled, 
which was enjoyed by all was pre- While important problems are neglect- 
sented by several of the high school ed or inefficiently attended to, there
■-------------- ------------- - , t f  u inter-provincial bickerings. Much
Summer in the Philippines 2 date for the end of the courtesy improvement is necessary he contend-
The summer months in the Philip- FrS '®No^^25^^^”  until, ed. 'A ^e ligh tfiU  violin selection was
pine Islands are Mareh Anrfi , Played.by Miss Katherine Aikman, ac-
e March, A.pnl, and Winners for the best poster will be companied by Miss Mabel Swainson
announced the following Monday. A  at the piano.
. definite improvement in courtesy has Walter Watson spoke briefly on co-
o isvn M n M n B B n n .. already.. ; operation. It rules the universe, exists
Aitnough the stamp and bottle drives between sun and earth. Man cooper- 
have not been ’ as enthusiastically re- ates with the earth and natural laws 
ceiv^^ as the students’ council had to produce articles he needs. Coopera- 
Dpped; interest seems to be increasing, tion is needed among people as in the 
ihe students council .has definitely family, organization, community, coun- 
decided to undertake the selling of try and world to have harmony, 
school Christmas cards. Christ apnears to desire it also for
In closing we might say that at least the Golden Rule shows it. In the past 
one jjerson has received a French let- emphasis has been to produce things; 
ter fi om her pen friends in France, but the problem facing us is to co- 
VVe hope^that none will, be disapr operate to find a way to distribute 
pointed^ after their hours of hard work these services and goods equitably, 





Holy", sung by Ernest Burnett and 
Cyril Mossop with piano accompani­
ment by Miss Freida Dilworth con­
cluded the meeting.
Harold Burks w'as chairman 
thanked all those participating.
and
“Do a good turn daily!”
from OKflllflGfln points
T
For your comfort and con' 
venience, Canadian National 
operates a through sleeping 
car eyery M O N D A Y , W ED- 
N E S D A Y  and F R ip A Y  to 
the East. You awake next 
morning on the smart, air'con- 
ditioned C O N T IN E N T A L  
L IM IT E D  , . . the direct 
route east via Jasper, Edmon' 
ton. Saskatoon, Winnipeg.
Train leaves Kelowna 
5.05 p.m. daily 
except Sunday.
A . J. HugheO, Agent 
Phone,330. Kelowna
Orders for the week ending Nov. 26:
Owing to the hall being engaged for 
a packing house dance on the regular 
meeting night, the meeting this week 
will be on Saturday, at the usual time, 
7.45 p.m. ■
Duty ^atrpl: Beavers.
In the unavoidable absence of the 
Scoutmaster the meeting on Friday 
last was taken by Instructor D. H. 
Campbell. There was an attendance 
of 19 scouts, a school dance at Ellison 
effecting the attendance of some of 
the leaders. Mr. F. Hawkey was again 
on- hand to instruct the boys in knots 
and splicing. A fter the meeting the 
first game of the Inter-Patrol basket­
ball league was played, the Seals de­
feating the Beavers.
Patrol Competition Standing
Kangaroos ......     672
Seals ............     584
Beavers -............. ............ . 469
Foxes .......       429
Arrangements were made to hold a 
a meeting of the court-of-honor at the 
home of P.L. Basil Bond on Friday 
evening at 7.30.
■ ■ • ♦ ♦
A  feature of last week’s meeting 
was an interesting report on the re­





New Body. Names Officers for 
Coming Year^— Pauling Engel 
Re-elected Secretary
Executive members of the recently 
formed Kelowna youth council were 
chosen Tuesday, November 15, to take 
office lin January while the present 
ones will continue until that time.
Ted Hardy and Miss Pauline Engel 
were re-elected president and secre­
tary-treasurer respectively. For vice- 
president George Yochim was choseh. 
The convenor of the program commit­
tee will be Ernest Burnett who is to 
see that committees run smoothly.
The_ convenor o f a social service 
committee is Grant Ferguson who will 
be responsible for having .various 
members investigate some social and 
economde conditions.
A  steadying influence was suggested 
as beneficial-for this youth group and 
in order to achieve this it was consid­
ered fitting to have some senior ad­
visers who also could give advice and 
ideas gained through their past prac­
tical experience.
Offering themselves in this capacity
’I’HURSOAY. NOVEMBER
WFLFA K E K EPK EB ENTATIVK
On Monday ni/jht the city council 
appointed Alderman Sutherland as its 
reiiresentalive to attend the meeting 
of the Kelowna Welfare ussoefution in 
the Masoniic Hall on Wednesday, No­
vember 23rd.
?̂biuata4itease
were Mr.s. G. D. Herbert who has in- 
tere.sted lierself in the group from (lie- 
start. and Rev. W. W. McPherson and 
Commander Greenland, with other.s 
also being sugi;csled.
Each member of tlie executive, it 
wa.s suggested, could be responsible 
for studying some project as liousin/;, 
finance, unemployment, etc.
A constitution for the group will be 
drawn up by the present executive 
and Mrs. Herbert on December 6.
c/t0StC0^S,
(AiJiHaĥSĉ
THE -COUHIER- FOR JOB PRINTING
Jean Chatburn is seen taking physi­
cal instruction from Don Loomis, direc-
/ f
■)
* What's wrong with a  double feature program?' 
"Too long between Sweet Caps!"
S W E E T  C A P O R A L  C IG A R E T T E S
”T/ic purest form in which tobacco can be smoked.”
QUAKER MUR
5̂0.N in prizes.
Learn th e  New  QUAKER M ethod 
o f Easy Bread Baking with 
QUAKER FLOUR
Send in the coupon below and see for yourself 
j  2  to bake delicious, nourishing,
fluffy bread and rolls every thney with quarter 
the work— in half the time with Quaker Flour
aazu  ^UU XaUKCeu lU  g l V e  VO U
complete satisfaction or your money refunded.
*/« case you do not know it— Every grain o f  wheat it washed and  
RE  W A S H E D  in fresh, pure water from our own Artesian tvtlls. 
Buy Quaker Flour today.
FI®iir
Always the Same W  Always theBest
*$5.00 every
week for-best 10 
entries telling in 25 
words oriess"Why 
I like Quaker Flour 
and The Quaker 
Method of Easy 
Bread Baking.” To 




* The Quaker Oats Company, Dept. F63. Saskatoon, Sask.
! Please send me FREE my copy of your booklet, “The Quaker
5 Method of Easy Bread Baking”
N a m e -
Street—
-P ro v .
IF EYES COULD TALK 
. T H t Y  W O U L D  ASK FOR
BETTER L I G H T
FOR B E T T E R  L I G H T  — B E T T E R  S I G H T - U S E
EDISON/MAZOA
CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., L i m i t ed
it gEH
if your eyes tire  quickly, 
poor lighting may be the 
cause. For safety's sake, 
choose Edison Mazda Lamps. 
They stay brighter longer. 
Ask about new low prices.
MADE IN  CANADA
THURSDAY, NOVEMBKIl 24, IIKJO THE K E L O W N A  COURIER
&






By J. R. A.
ASK EXTENSION 
OF SEASON FOR 
SHOOTING DUCKS
CANADA’S OUTSTANDING GIRL ATHLETE
■fp?'
“PI ” CAMPBELL TO 
COACH PHEASANTS 
FOR THIS SEASON
I'umcA fter that opening 
Rosslund Royals when the Pheasants 
were hounded from cover and shot 
from all angles, the local senior cagers 
have been wearing worried looks. They 
need a couch In the worst way, and 
they need some new blood to bolster 
their riddled ranks. They thought
against Vernon Sportsmen Want Another 
Two Weeks to Conform with 
U.S, Extension
Don Horton to Assist in Devel­
oping Senior Cage Squad from 
all Material Available
SUMHERLAND MQICHANTS PILE UP 
BIG LEAD IN LAST QUARTER TO 
DEFEAT COMBINED KELOWNA TEAM
Officers of the Vernon and District 
Fish and Game Protective association 
on Tuesday evening, November l.l, 
dispatched a telegram to the 13. C.
they had a find lin Jim Purvis brother Commission strongly urging
of famous ^  h-ieic «pt:n season for ducks and
let him Blip through their linger s back throughout the Southern Inter-
to the Coast. Jim expects to be buck (.xtendod for an acldiltional two
around the first of the year;, but that ^t-eks from Sunday, November 20,
all depends on ‘ ‘......— ....... . . .
u job. Somehow 
the shekels
ribly important to soine chaps. And board of trade room earlier that eve- 
do you worider. We all have to cat. ning, when a resolution asking ex- 
Ken Gnifliths IS bciiig enticed from tension of the season was passed un- 
his hibernation but other players arc animously.
needed. Jim Tostenson and Roy The motion, proposed by Major A l-
If the fh'st two defeats sulTered by 
the Kelowna Pheasants did nolhiirg 
more than to shake the jjluyers and 
supporters out of their ietliargy and 
make them reuli/.e that .some drastic 
action had to be taken, then those 
lickings were worth while,
Intermediates Playing with Pheasants Show up Well Even 
in Face of 36-23 Defeat—Visiting Intermediate B 
Squad Swamps Kelowna School 41-18
; r 11  c'ch  
s on ills success m landing wi,en shooting ended for this year, 
thc^‘ positions where aetion was taken after a gen-
i arc forthcoming seem ter- ,meeting of the association, in the
ic 17^^ three periods a combined squad of ex-Scouts and last year’s 
 ̂ Pheasants held the fast-clicking Summerland Merchants within
iho bltotboTfrmt i S  z r  wJ T  shooting distance, only to fade away in the Bnal canto of Saturday
. •  . .  . . .  •*% V ^  La ^  ^  ..a. a a ^  aa 1 1 _  —a. .3  1    A ^  ^  ^  * . 1  Aaetly the result, and at the lioop club night’s classic at the Scout hall and lose out 36-23 in the feature 
executive session on Sunday it was game of the card. In the preliminary fixture a big rangy group of 
announced that Harry “P i” Campbell intermediates from Summerland took the measure of a smaller local 
had consented to take over the coach- g^hool team, 41-18.
James two of the
and
ever-protecting Ian Brooks, of Okanagan Landing, and
ing job with Don Horton as assistant. 
These two players were members of 
the squad last year but have both do- 
oided to hang 6p their shoos for the.
Scout Players on Team
The Pheasants’ second straight loss
spares are believed to be dropping seconded by E. ClifT, pointed out’ that 
fe. T n to rn n n H in fo  A  r a n k s ,  and ^be great majority of northern ducksback to the In e mediate
further gaps may be observed in the 
ranks of the seniors, not a healthy 
condition at all. There seems to be 
only one solution to the trouble and 
that is to bring up the most promising 
of the intermediates. It is a long jump 
from under 18 ball to senior but there 
are ' â  few  players who are 
ready, i May I mention Alfle 
Bill Ward and possibly Eugene Ryan,
Harry “P i” 'Gampbell has agreed to 
take on the coaching job, along with 
Don HortOn as assistant. But P i agreed 
only on the proviso that he be given 
the pick of all the players available. 
Harold Pettman put up some stout re­
sistance, but he has agreed that lit 
would it would be to the benefit of the 
game as a whole i f  some of his Scouts 
are moved up. Thus a strong senior 
•team can; be built up and the Inter­
mediate A ’s can join forces and be­
come a stronger unit. The seniors will 
have a team which would be able such 
to work together for two or three 
more years without any further added 
strength and the entire set-up wo^Id 
benefit greatly. However, as I  men­
tioned before, it would be a bitter pill 
as far as Harold Pettman and his. 
pet Scouts are concerned. Harold has 
nursed his protages along for some 
years, and has trained them along 
certain set methods of playing. -They
have not arrived here, that shooting 
on the whole has been disappoiinting. 
and that a similar extension has been 
granted to United States sportsmen.
The Game Commission is expected 
to lay this matter befoi’e Attorney- 
General Gordon S. Wismer, who may 
about then make representations to Ottawa, 
Owen, where the Migratory Birds Convention 
Act is administered.
Anothdr important resolution was 
proposed by Major Brooks and adopt­
ed by the meeting, which was the best 
attended of any held for a consider­
able period. This asked that the Bien- 
mial Conference of North America 
Migratory Birds officers, to be held 
probably next February, grant British 
Columbia a three-months open season 
for duck and geese shooting; and that 
the B.C. representative be asked to 
support the Game Commission’s stand 
on the subject.
A t the annual meeting of the Women’s Amateur Athletic Federation of 
Canada, it was announced that Noel MacDonald, 23-year-old centre and captain 
of Edmonton Grads, perennial world basketball champions, was the 1938 winner 
of the Velma Springstead Memorial Trophy, awarded annually to the Domin­
ion’s outstanding feminine athlete. She succeeds Robina Higgins as holder of ready to make the jump to the higher 
the trophy that somehow has become known as the-Rose Bowl, since it was ranks.
donated to the W.A.A.F.C. by Alexandrine Gibb of Toronto. Several changes have been made in
season.
The. only stipulation laid down by 
P i Campbell before accepting the po­
sition was that he be given full auth­
ority to pick his senior squad from 
all the talent available in the city, 
regardless of age or team. Except for 
the game last night, there will be no 
more basketball here until Saturday, 
December 3, it is expected, and the 
boys will be given a thorough going 
over and every chance in the world 
to make the senior line-up.
Last Saturday’s contest with Sum­
merland proved that the intermediates 
can more than hold their own in sen­
ior calibre and that many of them are
this season saw quite a mix-up of ma­
terial on tlie iloor in Kelowna outfits. 
Half of the ’ Scout team, last year’s 
winners of the Interior Intermediate 
B title, were commandeered to bolster 
the senior group, which only had 
George McKay, Harold Johnston and 
Harold Pettman of last year’s provin­
cial titleholders, left.
And let it  be said right here and
floor in the final quarter and did con­
siderable damage, managing to load 
tlie rally wiiich put the visitors away 
out in front.
Dangerous on OlTcmlvc
Bennest and Gregory were the dan­
gerous lads on the olTensive for Mer­
chants while MacDougall was liis old, 
steady self on the rear guard. Be 
dow n^ five free throws without a 
miss, including the three in succession
now, the youngsters played about as awarded when the Kelowna cheer sec- 
smart a brand of basketball against tion refused to keep quiet during the 
their more experienced Summerland penalty shooting, 
opponents as you would wish to see.v it 
Eugene Ryan was a stand-out in the
must have been good methods as the is operating between
Interior championship has fallen their penticton, Summerland, Oliver, Oro-
V, Oniak and Okanogan. This is a
^ a t  :^ ro ld  has hoped that he could set-up but one of the major dif- 
keep them together right to the senior gculties which keeps the Kelowna
case. Doting parents alway.s 
say so, anyway, and they just cannot 
believe that little Willie could have 
committed so many fouls. Why, it is 
practically unheard of. The referee 
just had a spite against my little Willie, 
of course. Sounds rather familiar 
doesn't it. It does to this inoffensive 
official, anyway. -
It really is too bad that Kelowna 
cannot be included in this interna-
INCREASING ATTENDANCE MARKS 
PRO-REC GLASSES AT THE JUNIOR 
HIGH AND KNOX MOUNTAIN PARK
the executive. Shortly after the an­
nual meeting the iexecutive added Don 
Fillmore to its ranks and with the re­
moval of popular Russ Scrim to New 
Westminster, the post of treasurer has 
been open. Roy Hunt has consented 
to take over the treasurership, with 
two assistants, Harry Witt and Willie
was a steady procession to the 
1 * tj u  !• hoop for Mr. Main of the Summerland
scoring, only» Harold Pettman eclips- intermediates for that big lad pushed 
mg hi^ work, while Doug Herbert and the round obstacle through the hoop 
Dave Chapman Jr. fitted m like vet- for 23 markers and defeated the Ke- 
erans and showed their ability to work lowna school squad all by himself. A t 
against big odds and still come up the half-way mark the visiting young-
the game all tucked away 
Those guys aren’t so tough,” one of with a lead of 25-8 and stiill' outdis- 
the intermediates was heard to ex- tanced the locals 35-10 by the'three- 
claim in the dressing room after the quarter mark.
. The teams lined up as follows:
I was nervous out there, at first.” Summerland Int. B-McCutcheon 4. 
or the first quarter, K^owna had Scriver 5, Davidson, L. Davidson .6, 
Summerland definitely on the run and Main 23, Rumball
Arthur. These two men have been was in the lead ’9-6"when the first Ten  ̂ Cl­
added to the executive. minutes had subsided. However, Kelowna school I^rbert 4,
Two teams go back to Summerland Beech, ran through for a couple of wahara 2, Pearcey, McLennan 4, San- 
tonight to continue their feud, the field baskets and Thorpe arid Thomson Bedford, Atkinson, M. Kawa-
combined senior team being one and cut loose once apiece which more than Whillis 4—18.
a bolstered school squad for the other.
Thirty Members Out at Knox Mountain Show Interest 
in Boxing and Wrestling—Wonien’s Recreation and 
Keep-Fit Classes Promote Keen Interest
class.




offset Herbert’s two dandy shots, and Sumnuerland Merchants—^MacDoug- 
Summerland was out in front 17-13 at 5, Beach 7, Thorpe 2,, Bennest 10, 
the mid-way mark. Thomson 2, Clarke 4, Gregory 6—36.
Bennest cut loose a couple of times Kelowna Pheasants—McKay 2, Dis- 
in the third stanza while McKay and ney, Johnston, Pettman 8, Ryan 8, Her- 
Ryan were the only scorers for the 5, Chapman—23.
homesters. Gregory came back on the Referees: Armstrong and Ci Pettman,
contingent out of the running is that great deal of interest is shown in wrestling and boxing, so Wednes- Vernon T Bailev to Spend Next 
blasted Holdup. For the Kelowna day evening has been set aside for the grunt and groan boys. At o- Turlnflic! in Tail a/i f
present, Ralph Sanger, well-known wrestler of Kelowna, and several Ghidinff Puck Souad  ̂ °
others are coaching the boys in wrestling. Mr. Lynes who is super- °  ____2.
vising activities in Kelowna, states that a wrestling ring, high bar, 
flying rings and baskets for basketball will be set up this week.
Four-Team Cage League 
Sufficient interest has been shown
But already the team has begun to team to play in the south would mean 
disintegrate. A lfie  Owen and Irvine that an overnight stay would be ne- 
Noble have flown the nest and have cessary in every case except, possibly, 
gone over to the Bankers’ side. That Summerland. As has been pointed 
leaves but five men of the old squad, out so many times before in this paper,
Now  five men can be good enough in the M.S. Holdup is the greatest de- 
the ordinary course of events to play terrant to inter-Valley communication, 
the entire forty minutes and still come friendships and competition that exists 
out ori top. But there are injuries to today. I f  there was an all-night ser- in basketball to warrant a four-team 
he considered and the four penalty vice. Kelowna teams could travel any- league. Games w ill be played every 
clause in the rdle book pops up every where in the southern country and re- Monday and Thursday evening at the
so often and players are chased to the turn home the same evening (or prob- junior high and Knox Mountain cen-
ably early the followiing morning) tres respectively. The games w ill be
without undue expense to anybody, featured the last half hour of the re- 
However, Hon. John Kfart throws up gular classes. Les McRay, well known 
his hands and says there is no money gynmast from the famed Kamloops
showers. No matter how clean a 
player attempts to be there are nights 
when he just cannot help breaking 
the rules * and if  the referee is ultra 
strict that evening said player soon 
finds himself keeping the bench warm 




Any visions Vernon may have had 
of securing a made-to-order hockey 
coach from “out of the blue” disap­
peared this week in the direction of 
jail, following a session of iVlagistrate 
Williairi Morley’s police court.
Claiming to be a standout coach but 
lately resigned from guiding the des­
tinies of North Battlefbrd Seniors 
(dark work of other jealous club offi­
cials was responsible, he hinted), Ver­
non J. Bailey blew into Vernon last 
week and proceeded to make himself
For the benefit of the Farming Com­
munity we have installed a complete
a bad boy, while his teammates have not be able to participate in southern
for an additional service and Hon. troupe has promised to coach high bar ^  t? acquainted as Vernon’s future hockey
Frank MaePherson merely grunts a work, which w ill be a new innovation Loast to Feature magnate. .,,1
decided negative. So Kelowna w ill for the Kelovvna centre. Vernon Rotary Glub’s Carnival strength of his alleged posi-
CLEANING, FLATTENING 
AND GRINDING OUTFIT
to struggle along without him. Of 
course, the referee must be wrong in
league games, all because of the blast­
ed Hold-up. Bad cess to it.
The Kelowna vmmen’s recreation 
classes under the department of edu­
cation are now well on their way to 
what they hope w ill be a very success 
ful season.
______ flon in this hockey-conscious centre,
Bailey is said to have obtained credit 
fifty thousand dollars at stores and to have stalked around 
putting on a Rotary the Civic Arena inspecting the $60,000
’joint” ,
The windup of Bailey’s activities in
Why not use this machinery 
and you will keep your money
%
“More than
experience in tti g o
__ ___ ____  The attendance at both Club Carnival acquired by members of
the recreation and the keep-fit classes ^he Vancouver Club, has been placed ___  _____ ^ _______  ̂ ......................
has been growing steadily since the at the disposal of the Vernon Rbtaiy that city preserfted a far different pic- 
opening night earlier in the month, ^ tu b ,” was the statement by W. S. ture.
Many new members have joined this Harris, chaii-man, on return from Van- Apprehended by Provincial Con-
•^^uver. where for several days last stable Edwin Anderson as he was 
week he was getting information and leaving, rather hurriedly, by boxcar, 
booking special attractions. Members Bailey was charged with theft of a
of the Vancouver Club are coming to parcel, value under $25. •
assist in staging the event. Before Magistrate Morley, Bailey
Miss Verna Miles Fraser, instructor guilty to the charge and re-
of the Vancouver skating club is ceived the maximum sentence for the 
bringing fifteen members o f the ballet offence, six months in jail, 
which has achieved such outstanding That he had neyer done anything to 
success, in addition the famous Bobby 
Boyle, clown and trick skater. That 
is, provided that the Los Angeles Club 
whose scouts are attending the Van­
couver Rotary Carnival on December 
7 and 8, don’t take Boyle south with 
them as a prize package.
A T  H O M E !
year for the first time and are already 
feeling as confident and at home with 
the work as members of two or more 
years’ standing.
Slow Gsnnnastics
A t the session held on Tuesday 
night of this week, the recreation 
class had their first lesson in the “slow 
gymnastics” brought back from Den­
mark this fall by their instructress. 
Miss Phyllis Sanderson. It was the 
first time these exercises have been 
taught out here, thus putting them at 
least two years ahead of any other 
gym class. The class is also kept busy 
twisting and turning their way
LOCAL GRAIN, HAY, ETC., HANDLED BY THE
iraOW NA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
Phoh(! 29
“ The House of Service and Quality’’ 
Free City DelivbiTr
be ashamed of when sober, was part 
of his tale to the court, but when he 
was drunk—well—that was a different 
matter, and while under the influ­
ence he had lifted the parcel from a 
local butcher shop.
The past few months have seen Bail-
through their fundamental gymnastics, weekThe Rotary Club of Vernon adver- several brushes with the law.
tfee Inendly handclasps of former companions 
• . . the re-awakening of dim memories . . .  
the joy of accepting the cheery welcome of 
I, in the hairiest o f its festive moods!
After the exercises the class is di­
vided linto groups for the apparatus 
work, thus making it possible for the 
newest beginner to feel right at home 
while the more advanced members 
have a chance to practice some of the 
more difficult stunts. Leader Joan 
Blakeborough has been of great help 
to the ceintre when the services of in­
structress Marion Todd are required 
by the numerous other centres iri the 
Valley.
Tap dancing was taught last week 
by leader Melba Kennedy who took 
the department’s summer course 
Vancouver this year.
in our columns for Only recently he was deported into
talent to participate in their monster Canada from the neighboring state of
Carnival on Thursday. December 29.
JUNIOR BOARD SHU'TTLE 
TOURNEY
Washington after being picked up as 
a vag. Just prior to his present ex­
perience he was released from Oak- 
alla for dealing in forged documents.
A t the badminton hall this evening.
F. D. R. - Gets His in Advance
F R O M  S A I N T  J O H N
Dee. S - MoaAcIwe Dee. 13 - Duches* of Richmond
Doe. 9 • Dediett of Yodt Dee. 15 -buehemof Allioll
(Helffox eee dey hrter)
a badminton tournament among its 
members. It lis anticipated that a big 
turn-out w ill be on hand and that the 
games w ill be enjoyed by all, even 
though a number of the members have 
in hardly ever played the game before. 
Generally, there are two badminton 
The members of the keep-fit class tournaments each season arranged by 
find their sessions not only beneficial, the organization, under the guidance 
but enjoyable. Their enjoyment is of. the sports committee. Nestor Izow- 
clearly seen on their faces as they go siî y is in charge of the affair as chair- 
througli their various exercises spec! - man of the committee, 
ally adapted to the requirements of -------- ;----—-----------------------------------
the junior board of trade is arranging ^"^esident RooseveR is paid monthly 
= --------- - and an advance (a check for $6,250
reaches him the first of every month).
An Inclusive Term
“Naval stores” is the term applied to 
tar, pitch, turpentirie, and resin.
Phone 66
SO0 y ou r toca l a g en t or terite J .  J .  F orster , S .G .P .A ., 
C.P.JR. S tatioss, V antwuver, B .C ,
the more elderly members, but the 
high light of the evening arrives when 
the class swings, hops and leaps to 
the music of folk dances of all nations.
Appoint” Committee 
A t the close of the session, the class 
members join in one large circle and
president; Miss H. Edwards, secretary; 
Miss McLaughlan, Mrs. Stibbs and 
Miss H. JOnniings, executive.
The above committee is planning a 
dance to be held in the near future.
The above classes- are open to all 
over the age o f sixteen and are held
WrOfVLO’S GREATEST TRAVEL SYSTEM
sing their newly adopted “theme song” in the gymnasium of the junior high 
and so ends a thoroughly enjoyable school on Tuesdays and Fridays. ’The 
evening for all who were there; recreation class is held from 7.30 to
A t a meeting held by the members 8.45 p.m. and is immediately followed 
last week, the following committee by the keep-fit class which continues 
was formed: Miss J. Blakeborough, till 10 p.m.
•L
COLDER DAYS I
M ORE H E A T  — ECONOMICAL
IN THE
C O A L
ORDER FROM US NOW
W m . H A U G  SON
B O m iS O iN  S C O T L A N D
This is iiot published or displayed by the Liquor
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
»>AGE SIX THE KELOWNA COURIER TIIUIISDAY, NOVEM BEIl 24, 1©38
Boiitli Okaimgan Mwiiumeiit Worfcw 
IIEADBTONE8 AND  
MONUMENTtt
linj)orted and native /.'ranltc or 
marble -Satisfaction f'uarunteed 
at rb'ht pricea.
Uox C04, i'ciitlclon. It. C.
-More About-
I  GRAPE AND
TOMATO
From Pajic 1, Column 7
BANKERS’ CAGE BELIEVE MAN EVAPORATOR 
SQUAD TRIMS LOST HIS LIFE MAY RUN MOST 
PENTICTON FIVE IN WOODS LAKE OF WINTER
JO SEP H  RO SSI
C O N T R A C T O R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
riiono 208
for a pedodTn*exĉ ^̂  ̂ Travel South and Inflict Severe A. J. Hobson Missing Since Fri- Started Wednesday and W ill Op-
w(!okK Bhown. It la also provided that 
in the matter of cabbaHo, carrots and 
bCets, the number of weeks during 
which the value so fixed may be main­
tained in force may be divided into




Fail to Recover erate as Long as Suitable Ap ­
ples Obtainable
Badly outclassing the Penticton rep- 
 ̂ . , , resentatives, Kelowna Bankers, play-
not more than two separate p e r ils , their first Intermediate A contest 
the combined duration of which shall 
not exceed 
shown.
Bc.spite intcmslve police patrols of Wednesday the evaporator plant
the area, no trace has as yet been Canadian Canners in this city start- 





Phono 4D4-L Olt 634-L
u.o m.mh soasoii, swaiTipcd believed to liave been drowned In Plcs can be obtained, probably continue
the southerners 40-24 on Saturday (-old waters of Woods lake, some operate the greater part of the wln-
AU nrruh.ee int liided in this list of 1’ ^orn the opcining wlustlc tlmre „orth of this city, on Friday Such was tlu; statement made on
A ll produce mcluded in this im  concerning this ,nomln// last. Wednesday to The Courier by Willis
irnow"excm nt fil^m the s S i a f  Umee Draf'glng operations conducted by J- West, general manager of Canadian
it now exernpt from IMc spec ai tnrcc quintette had things tlieir own s„,.,,j.ant II  K  King liead of the Ver- Canners (Western) Ltd.per cent excise tax levied under section mnHlciillv everv turn. cemeaiu y .  iv.^rvmg.^neaci orpine ver m., i„„..i ..i....*way at practically every turn. non detachment provincial police, fall-
08 of the special war Handlen and Owen were llie leading Ycje îie the^bodr w evaporator Jn B.C.,‘ Mr,
soon as the necessary legislation can Kelowna, mjtting sixteen out that thfs year u gre
be enacted.. . ___  , points apiece, wiilh Treadgold and Jim „<• ft,„ i,,iro
9 ***'*,̂ !*̂  ̂ Tostenson doing yoeman work on the opinion
duty dales llxed, w ill b(> mat jobbers defense. Hooper and Coldron werewill know exactly what date the dump "oupei anu couu ai wcic surface on Sunday, thewill Know exaeuy wnai uaie me uuinv high scorers for Penticton, the latter
duty will be taken oiT. In the case of csneciallv nlavlng a fast ciuick-brcak- B.* u^y after the accident, or pos- 
pears, the time limit is 15 weeks for sibly later, because o f thg coldness of
the water.
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
e rs, me mint: iiiiiii. lo v-uivo xvr, jjjj, game
application of dump duty. Genoi-ally Unfortunately for the Penticton 
some time elapses after the dump duty olub, Trail seniors failed to put in an 
into clfect before the jobber
While tho local plant is the oldest
West pointed 
great deal, of mo-
Autiioritics ore dern equipment had been installed, 
that the corpse may some of It being the only units of their 
t  typu Ihe province. The installation 
of this new machinery has made tho 
plant fully modci’n in every respect,
A  careful search will be The duration of the run of the plant
depends upon the procurrlng of sufflcl- 
Ho left Mrs. W. I'< (i io’s house at the ‘-'nt apples of the desired type. In tho
should be no
F U N E R A L  D IR ECTO R S  
Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 79 
KELOWNA, B. C.
? c L  hk warehouse of the* AmeScan in ^  f ^  soulliorn end of W u,is, lake about 8 opinion of Mr. West, this
S f cks o n  S  dlsappointeci the b igpst crowd to be mornii,,-.' Mrs. Petrie, insurmountable difficulty
present at the PenUcton Scout hull for .. , . I f the plant continues U
anagan for his produce. Now that he several sdasons. There were who was the last person to see Mr. H tne plant Hobson, said that the wind was fairly ing the greater
to operate dur- 
part of the winter.
Z y ' Z : l " i o X t  'a 'c- “ S J ™  „ T r ’p e„“tlc t‘„‘ “n r e S l a J S  ' “  w a r n iV T ^ u g h tto be dangerous. ployed and thus contribute a considor-
Uiider ordinary conditions the trip able sum to the city’s winter payroll.
Prairie Market Poor
MONUMENTS
I  Sand Blast Lettering
4 ^  VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
cordingly, it is pointed out. given special prominence
Fortunately for the Okanagan peach The teams lined up as follows: ■ , ■ , ' i i. i i
growers there is no change in the penticton Int. A ’s. — Hooper 8, P/ would not have
dump duty of the past season although Toombs, Murray, Roberts, Coldron 7, one hour, but Mr. Hobsem was The exceptionally fine growing wea-
the ad valorem duty comes down from McQuistln 3, Hayward, Carter, Price, not missed unhl nearly 11 o clock. prairies this year worked
15 per cent to 10 per cent. During the joy^e, Adams 6__24. Frank Allmgham noticed an upturn- detriment of the sale of canned
past season, the dump duty period was Kelowna Bankers. — Handlen 16. reported this to the goods. Prairie people this year had a
only from July 29 to September 10, a Owen 16, Roth 6, Noble, Barnett, great abundance of fruit grown there
matter of six weeks, but the new trea- Treadgold 6, J. Tostenson 2—46. , Vernon, and Lon- jg usually the case and there was
ty provides for a nine weeks’ p e r io d ,________________________________________ stable Butler, of Kelowna, am vM  b ^  exceptionally large quantity of fine
Mr. Lewis states. n„nrm„ ,.,!ii lore noon and set out In a boat with vvild fruits and berries. The result was
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—^Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LT D .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
ir. Lewis siaies. anagan producers will feel any differ- a two-dav search ^«suii was
Pears, prunes, plums, and green .. . From Aueust 1 nooks. A  two day sear<:n the sale of canned goods until re-
non<i m fi lettuce liDve 3 drop from 15 x ia • ■ * 4- 4. •n proved fruitless. The host, two osrs hss been so noor thnt something
“o JO V r  ^n t. “/ S S ? / L r ' “F7„'„i T "
ins remain xne sam.. xux v«x- pounds. The duty be- He" had lost muYh V ergh lYn d
orem duty but drop from cents hundredweight a weakmied D^^ ventmn of th^^B.C. Fruit Growers As-
to y, cent iin value for invoice. Cu- - .. roun d  “  weaKened pnysicai conaiiion. gooiation, to be held in Vernon, w ill
cumbers drop from 15 to 10 per cent ' Had it not been for his lo^  of strength January 24, 25, and 26, “ in all prob-
ad valorem and also decrease from j Oranges it is surmised that he could easily have ability,” according to a statement made
2 4/5 cents to two cents in dump duty. Changes in the entry dates of oran- reached safety he was a magnincent vveek by A. K. Loyd, President of
Apricots are not clear as to time ges w ill create quite a furore and w ill swimmer and a capable sailor an,d Association,
for dump duty but there is a decrease provide some heavy competition for oarsman.
of. from 1 3/5 cents to l y  cents in the the Canadiem apples on their own AGED RESIDENT OF 
EAST KELOWNA DIES
dump duty besides the usual drop in markets, it is feared. From December tarill committee, stated on checking
ad valorem. Last year the apricot to April inclusive there is no duty on over the list provided by Mr. Lewis,
duty went into effect from July 5 to oranges entering Canada. From May that grapes would suffer as strongly
August 16 but the period is not shown to November inclusive, the duty w ill as any other commodity but that the
by Mr. Lewis. Be 35 cents per cubic foot. Canada, soft fruit producers generally would Phinn«s P ucr x̂q ni-
Tomatoes however, reserves the right to sub- not suffer except for the application of r n  v,.. 4- a  f  oi
Mr Lewis singles out tomatoes as stitute January to July inclusive, duty dates for the dump duties, Uaugnter at A ge  Ot o l
being hard hit, having suffered a fur- free. The periods set forth under the new ----- -- , .
ther loss in protection. Under the It was at first thought in the Okana- treaty are the maximum dates, stated After a residence in the district for
terms of the old treaty, the item read gan that oranges were to have an ex- F. A. Lewis to The Courier by tele- the past 16 years, there passed away
OLD
.  .  ,  a n d  p r o u d  o f  i t  I
WHITE HORSE
SCOTCH WHISKY
Distilled and Bottled in Scotland
26j^-oz., $3.25 40-oz., $4.85
15 per cent but not less than 2 cents tra month at either end of the Janu- phone Wednesday evening. The per- at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Ma- 
per pound. Under the new treaty, pro- ary to April period which applied be- iods cannot be increased but may be hel Atkinson, East Kelowna, on Fri- 
tection w ill be granted to the extent fore, and if  six months were provided decreased by Ottawa if  the stocks qn day, November 18, George Phipps, at 
of 10 per cent but not less than V/z would be from February onwards, hand in the Okanagan and elsewhere the age of 81 years, 
cents per pound. TTHis further de- However, this idea did not prove cor- in Canada do not warrant keping on Although Mr. Phipps passed away 
crease in protection adds another blow rect, according to Mr; Lewis’ advice the protection. from a lingering illness it was only in
to the already harassed grower of and the orange importations seem Other points are expected to crop up the past three weeks that he had suf- 
tbmatoes who has been having a ter- bound to strike the domestic market at at frequent intervals in the next few  fared to ariy extent or had been con-
rific struggle for some time. times when the Okanagan shippers days and it w ill be some time before fined to his home. He had lived a
Early potato growers w ill suffer are striving to clear the surplus apple all angles in this new agreement be- full life and had every confidence to
from the new agreement with the Un- crop from the cold storage houses. tween the neighboring countries are fbe end that he would recover and
ited States but only a few  early Ok- L. R. Stephens, a member of the sifted out. years more.
• ______  : _______- • —. . —. • .  ----Bom m Warwickshire, Eng., the late
Mr. Phipps moved to Calgary from the
Comparison of Duties on American Produce Entering Canada as Fixed by Old Treaty oid Country in i9i3, and sixteen
This advertisement is not pub­
lished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
And New Agreement Signed Last Week
PLEBISCITE TALK 
CONCERNS UBRARY
VERNON—City Solicitor C. W. Mor­
row in a letter drew the city council’s 
attention Monday night to the fact 
that should Vernon wish to withdraw 
from the Union Library District, it 
would be necessary to secure a pet­
ition signed by at least 10 per cent of 
the people on the voters’ list.
“ . . . . Any move along this line 
would include the districts served by 
the extra-municipal school district— 
that is how I would read the act,” 
he continued. “However, in securing 
signatures it would be as well to keep 
the two districts separate. I f  such a 
petition can be obtained it would have 
to be presented to the Lieutenant- 
Governor-in-Council and he would 




Old Treaty New Treaty
Dump Duty
Old Treaty New Treaty
Period when Dump Duty Value Fixed: 
1938 New Treaty
Apples ..... ...........  15% 15% 4/5c . 4/5c July 8 —
Apricots .... .......... ...........  15% 10% 1 3/5c 1 l/2c July 5 to Aug. 16
Asparagus ............ ............ 15% 10% 4 2/5c 4 May 6 to Jtme 30 10 weeks
Beans (Green) ..... ............  15% . 10% 2 1 l/2c ' July 6 to Oct. 26 14 weeks
Beets ............J___...............  15% 10% 1 1 June 17 — 26 weeks
Cabbage ...̂ ........ . ... ...... . 15% 10% 1 4/5c July 13 — 26 weeks
Cantaloupe ........... ...........  15% 10%. 2 . 1 l/4c July 19 to Sfept. 17 8 weeks
Carrots ....... .......... ........ . 15% 10% 1 l/2c 4/5c June 17 — 26 weeks
Celery ................... ............  15% 10% 4/5c 4/5c July 5 — 26 weeks
Cherries ................. ......... 15% 10% 4 3 June 14 to Aug. 6 7 weeks
Cucumbers ........... ........ . 15% 10% 2 4/5c 2 May 5 to Oct. 12 20 weeks
Grapes ................. . .... . I J^c Ic 4/5c July to Jan. inc.
Grapefruit ................ ........ All year
Lettuce .............................. 15% 10% 4/5c 4/5c June 1 to Oct. 25 18 weeks
Loganberries ................... 15% 10% 2 2/5c 2 c July 5 to Aug. 18 6 weeks
Onions .................. -........... 30% 30% 3/5c l/2c July 12 —
Oranges................ ............  35c
Peas (green) ........ 15% 10% 2 2 June 17 to Sep. 6 12 weeks
Peaches ... ........... . :......... . 15% 10% 1 2/5c : 2/5c July 29 to Sep. 10 9 weeks
Pears ................ ............ 15% 10% 1 1 Aug. 5 — 15 weeks
Peppers ................ ...........  15% ■ 10% 2 2/5c
Plums ............. ...... ............ 15% 10% 1 1 July 22 to Oct. 8 lO weeks
Prunes .......... .... . ........... 15% 10% 1 1 Aug. 19 to Sep. 26 8 weeks
Raspberries............ ... :....... 15% 10% 2 2/5c 2 July 5 to Aug. 18 6 weeks
Rhubarb ...;.... ....... ............ 15% 10% 1 3/5c 1
Strawberries ......... ............ 15% 10% 1 3/5c: 1 3/5c June 1 to July 21 6 weeks
Tomatoes .............. .... . 15%
years ago came to the Kelowna dist­
rict to live with his daughter.
Four sons and four daughters sur­
vive Mr. Phipps, they being W. H. 
Phipps, in Saskatoon, J. Phipps of 
East Kelowna, S. Phipps in Calgary, 
and.G. M. Phipps, Ellison; and Mrs. 
Mary Groves and Mrs. Martha Taylor, 
Calgary; Mrs. Maude Bevens, Seattle; 
Mrs; Mabel Atkinson, East Kelowna, 
also one brother, H. Phipps of Coven­
try, England.
Funeral service was from the Kelow ­
na Furniture Co. parlor on Tuesday 
afternoon, November 22, at 2 o’clock, 
with Rev. W. W. McPherson officiat­
ing. Interment was in the Kelowna 
cemetery with Bert Cherry, Ben John­
son, Earl Bush, Roy Bush, Jock Ander­
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papers are being delivered satisfac-
Prcliard City Motors
AND A L L  T H E IR  E M P LO Y E E S
p e r s o n a l l y  in v i t e  y o u  a n d  y o u r  f a m i l y  t o  v ie w
t h e
New fORD Cars and Trucks for 1 9 3 9
Now on Display in their Showrooms.
THE N E W  MEUCURY 8
An entirely new Ford-built car in the lower, medium price field :s also on display in their showrooms. 




It lis our belief that the new system 
will work out to the mutual advantage 
of the carrier boys, the subscriber and 
the paper. We trust that the subscrib­
ers w ill cooperate by immediately 
phoning any complaints to this office.
Last week when the change was 
made there was some little coiifusion 
as some of the boys had a little d iffi­
culty in finding the homes of some of 
the readers in their various districts, 
but the boys are thoroughly familiar 
with their district now and there 
should be little confusion. However, 
once again, should you miss receiving 
your Courier, kindly phone the Cour­
ier office, 96.
The. districts and the carrier boys in 
charge of the district are outlined 
below:
Route One. — carrier boy, Henry 
Clarke: Bernard avenue, both sides, 
from Abbott street to St. Paul.
Route Two.—Carrier boy Charles 
McGuire: that district lying with a 
line drawn from the lake eastward on 
Mill avenue to Ellis street, thence 
south along Ellis to Harvey, thence 
west on Harvey to Abbott, thence a- 
long Abbott, both sides, to Lake ave­
nue and west on Lake avenue to the 
waterfront. ’
Route Three.—carrier boy, Jim W il­
kinson: that district included in a line 
drawn from'the corner of Harvey ave­
nue and Pendozi south on Pehdozi, in­
cluding both sides, to Park avenue, 
thence west on Park to the waterfront, 
thence north along the waterfront to 
Lake avenue, both sides, ' to Abbott, 
thence , north along Abbott, no sides, 
to Harvey, thence east on Harvey, 
both sides to Pendozi.
Route Four.—carrier boy, Jimmy 
Harvey: that district within a line 
drawn southerly along Ellis from the 
corner of Bernard, both sides of Ellis, 
to Harvey, thence west on Harvey, 
both sides, to Pendozi, thence south 
along Pendozii, covering no houses, to 
Elliott avenue, thence east along El-
N o v em b e r
V A L U E S
Women’s &  Girls’ Wear
VELVASUEDE GOWNS 
^  AND PYJAMAS
An ideal Christmas gift suggestion; 
lace trimmed and tailored styles in tea- 
rose and turquoise, all sizes, ^  J
for women; each
GIRLS’—in sizes 0 to 16 
years; each ...... ’.............. $1.75
GIRLS’ FLANNELE’TTE and YAIULA 
CLOTH PYJAMAS
2-piece style in stripes and floral 
designs. q q  and <£1 J O
8 to 14 years; ea. J jO C
WOMEN’S -  MISSES’ 
DANCE SCTS
Pantie and brassiere to match with 




Embroidery and lace trimmed— 
Priced at, each-----
$1.29, $1.79, $1.95
CLEARANCE ”  WOMEN’S 
DAYTIME FROCKS
Choice o f crepes, wool and tweed effects— 
sizes small, medium and large. 0 8
Big range of styles.
WOMEN’S AND MISSES’ 
KNITTED SUITS
Reduced for final clearance—two and three
piece styles in a range of wanted $5.95
colors. Values to $15.00: for ....
GROWING GIRLS’ AND WOMEBTS SHOES
See our rack of odd lines.
CLEARING AT, per pair ...... $2.49
Funierton’s
‘Where Cash Beats Credit’
Modern Stucco House
FOR SALE
Situated in good location on two nice lots. Large 
living room with fireplace; dining room, modern 
kitchen, den, tvuo bedrooms and bathroom; upstairs 
unfinished; basement with hot air heating system.
Absentee owner offers this home for
$5,000.00
McTAVlSH & WHILLB, LIMITED
Real Estate Insurance
liott, both sides to Richter, thence 
north along Richter, both sides to 
Bernard, thence west along Bernard 
to Ellis, touching no hquses on Bern­
ard.
Route Five.—carrier boy, Suey Woo; 
that district within a line drawn from 
the corner of Bernard and Richter and 
extending in a southerly direction 
along Richter but touching no houses 
to the city limits, thence east along 
the city line which runs just north 
of the creek to the Vernon road, 
thence north along the Vernon road 
to Bernard, thence west on Bernard 
but not touching Bernard to Richter.
Route Six.—carrier boy, David Lec- 
kie; that district within a line drawn 
from the corner of Richter and Bern­
ard eastwardly along Bernard, both 
sides to the Vernon road and that part 
of Glenmore, thence north to Wilson 
avenue, thence westerly along Wilson, 
but not touching Wilson to Richter, 
thence southerly along both sides of 
Richter to Bernard and west along 
both sides of Bernard to St. Paul.
Route Seven.—carrier boy, Gordon
Burks: that district within a line
drawn from the corner of Bernard and 
Richter to Wilson, thence east along 
Wilson to the Glenmore road and 
north along the Glenmore road to Cle­
ment avenue, thence west along both 
sides of Clement to St. Paul street, 
thence south along St. Paul to Bernard 
and north on Bernard, touching no 
houses to Richter.
Route Eight.—carrier boy, Jack Ken­
nedy; that district within a line drawn 
from the waterfront at the ferry 
wharf easterly along M ill avenue to 
Ellis, southerly on Ellis to Bernard, 
east on Bernard, touching no houses 
to St. Paul, north along both sides of 
St. Paul to Clement. ’The district 
covers the entire section of the city 
north of the above line.
Route Nine.—carrier boy, Guy Rox- 
by: all that district south of a line 
drawn from the lake along Park ave­
nue, both sides, thence east along both 
sides of Burke avenue to ,Mill creek 
and continuing easterly along the 
creek.
»
i f  a_____
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Firut twenty-five words, fifty cents; 
additiuMul words one cent each.
I f  Copy is accompanied by cash or ac­
count is paid within two weelts from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
five cents w ill be made. Thus a 
twenty-five word advertisement ac­
companied by cash or paid within 
two weeks costs twenty-five cents.
Minimum charge, 23 cents.
‘When it is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to a box at Tlie Courier 
Office, an additional charge of ten 
cents is made.
Each initial and group of not more 
than live figures counts as one word.
Advertisements for this column should 
be in The Courier Office not later 
than four o'clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
NOVEMBER -9*8
T H E  U N IT E D  C H U R C H  O F  
C A N A D A
rii»i UMitrtI, fornrr lUchtcr Si. •■id Bernard 
Avenue
Minister; Rev. W. W. McPherson, 
M.A., D.Tli.
Organist and Choir Leader: , 
Cyril S. Mossop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
DAVID DUNWOODY 
IS LAID AT REST 
IN LOCAL CEMETERY
REMAINS OF JACK 
HERALD WERE IN 
BURNING EXPRESS
ses in Kelowna Hospital from
Well-Known Hardware Man Pas- Body of Young C-oPilot on 111-
\KTr%̂  __1 rr*____ ________r^i_____________W ar Injuries
FOR SALE
SUN mon|tues ivEDlmuj fri | sat
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 1 0 11 1 2
1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9
2 0
2 7
2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6
2 8 2 9 3 0
After a lengtliy bout witli illness 
11 a.m. “Giving for the Dividends.” cau.sed from the effects of the Wmdd 
7.30 p.m. St. Andrew—Scotland’s Pat- War, David Dunwoody, well-lcnown 
ron Saint—the Man of few words. Kelowna man, passed away at the Ke- 
------------------------------ lowna General IIosi)ital on Wednes­
day, November 10, at the age of sixty- 
two.
Fated Trans-Canada Mail Plane 
in C.N. Car Destroyed by -Fire
CHKISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY 
Cor. Bernard Ave. and Bcrlratn St.
When tlie engine, baggage car and 
exjne.ss car of the Canadian National 
Trans-Cunada train run into a rock- 
slide two miles ea.st of Hope on Tucs 
day, November 22, the remains of 
Jack Herald, former Kelowna lad, who
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of Lite Mr. Dunwoody came to Canada 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu- in 1001 and was engaged in the hard- 
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun- ware business in Vancouver. He came 
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third to Kelowna in 1020 and worked wltli 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 0 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
afternoon, 3 to 5 p.m.
AT T. i "  burning wreck of the
Trans-Canada Airlines mail plane near
in the
-More About-
STOMACIIDistressingPA INS caused by gas. symptoms disappear 
with WILDER’S STOMACH POWDER. 




Regina last Friday, were 
press car, wlilcli was destroyed by 
ill'O. ,
Tlie body was being brought to Van­
couver for burial on Wednesday morn­
ing. A  coal stove, jarred loose by the 
shock of derailment overturned and 
started tlie Ore in the express car 
where Hci-ald’s body lay in a steel 
casket. It is believed that the body 
was not burned, being saved by the
Th e  family of the late Gcorgo Phipps,East Kelowna, wishes to thank Dr.
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toria recently regarding improvement 
of roads in the Nelson district. ThisBa d m in t o n  Equipment at spur­rier’s. Rackets rostrung and re- J- S. Henderson and Dr. Reid and many , ,  ̂ „
Special club rate on shuttles, friends for their kind solicitations and delegation met with success and he
17_lc many beautiful floral tributes tendered suggested a delegation from the OLa-
paired.
in their recent bereavement.
A WEE McGregor Drag Saw in goodrunning order, with 2 saw blades,
17̂  nagan sh“ould“ g o lo  The Tapitarfoliow- Rev. Dr W. W. McPherson officiating, 
----  ing the Vernon meeting next month. R was largely attended
the Leckie Hardware and for many 
years with the succeeding business, 
the BenneU Hardware.
In France he served wiith the 7th 
Battalion of the C.E.F., First Division.
He was wounded twice but went 
through the entire war.
Deceased was a member of St. steel encasing 
George’s Masonic lodge, also of the the latest edition o f the Winnl-
Kclowna branch, Canadian Legion, p^g Free Press to reach the Okanagan 
Ho was widely esteemed by many jg ^ feature article written on the life  
friends although his nature was nat- and history of Jack Herald, youthful 
urally reserved. co-pilot on the ill-fated Trans-Canada
He leavGK a wife m Kelowna and Adrlines plane which crashed near Re- 
a brother in Toronto. gina on Friday morning killing both
Funeral service was held on Satur- — 
day afternoon, November 19, from the 
Kelowna Furniture Co.’s parlor, with
of the Masonic lodge,
by members 
war veterans
price Mr s . D, Dunwoody desires to convey Poor condition of the roads costs the , , . .  ̂ , xher sincere appreciation of the growers ten to fifteen cents per box business associates. The casket
Herald and the pilot, Dave Imrie. Her 
aid lived in Kelowna with his parents 
for about five years from 1920 to 1925 
and spent part of his schooldays in 
this city. His father died in 1937 and 
another brother was killed overseas. 
Mrs. Herald, his mother, resides in
SEE Spurrier’s Special Offer on SIaz- j
enger Badminton Rackets; only ______________ ______________ 1_
.$3.50 new. A  great buy. 17-lc
friends as expressed by the number of the roads in trucks, he estimated. rites at the Kelowna Cemetery were Jack Paterson, feature writer for the 
wreaths sent at the time of the death It was mentioned that only forty  ̂  ̂ Canadian Legion, Free Press tells of being introduced
17-lp miles of the highway from Vancouver Jh® ^ost Post beii^  sounded. Many
70R SALE—Lot at the corner of T
h e  Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade
wishes to return its sincere thanks
to Osoyoos remains unsurfaced now.
Toll at Spuzzum
, . . j  . kindly donated refresh- The motion was endorsed seeking
Glenmore just outside city limits, ments and assisted in any way at the complete hard surfading of the Oka- 
Frame house, 30 fruit trees bearing Brigade’s 23rd Annuall Ball. Anyone nagan highway next year and the 
fruit. Good roothouse and pump. Ap- whose dishes have not yet been return- meeting carried on with another con- 
ji ly  Box 247, The Courier. 24-3p ed, kindly phone Tonimy Forbes, phone tentious subject introduced in a letter
No. 1 or 196. 17-lc from the Vancouver publicity bureau
beautiful floral tributes accompanied 
the remains to the grave. ,
RESERVE JUDGMENT 
IN NYCHUCK CASE
Ra n g e  land for sale. Over 3,000 acres 
of good range including 1,000 acres 
early and 2,000 acres late range. Ample 
water. W ill sell as whole or part. For 
particulars apply Thos. Bulman Estate, 
Kelowna.
to Herald by Imrie, f̂rho said: "Jack 
Herald. College boy, artist’s model, 
professional wrestler, self-made pilot.” 
“Jack Herald’s story contained all 
those elements,” continued the news­
paper comment. “Born in Cloverdale, 
B.C., he went later to St. Andrew’s 
college, Toronto,, medicine in mind. 
Athletics claimed him. He rowed 
with the Argonauts, played rugby.
COMING EVENTS
which sought abolition of the toll at Justice Manson Hears Appeal wrestled, and did five-mile cross-coun- 
Spuzzum on the Fraser Canyon high- from  Kelowna T P.’s Decision runs. In 1927, the death of his
' fathpr halt.pH dsys. Youi\gŵ ay. Eventually the meeting turned 
down the proposal on the ground that 
to be consistent boards o f trade could A t Vernon on Monday in the Sup- 
15-4p T O E  Rutland Amateur Dramatic So- not"Lbm it“ requeste^ sitting, Mr.  ̂Justice A.-M .
■ '■  K cietv nresetits its onenine nlavs for ___________ *■ Manson heard an appeal from a police
WANTED
i y p n  i  p i g pl y  f  j"p ^ v e m e n t ’ of highways "and then   ^^app l f ira  li  
the 1938-39 season, “HER TEMPOR- turn around and ask that the govern- court judgment by E..M. C a ^ u ^ ^
e lted college 
J'ack worked on a brokerage job to 
support his mother. "
“In 1931 the brokerage folded. He 
said nothing to his mother,' who was 
in Goderich, about the loss of his job,
AR Y  HUSBAND,” a three-act comedy, jnent delete a*̂ revenue of about $36,000 Kelowna against W ^ is  N y- ĵ̂ t̂ worked at anything available. In
Wednesday and Thursday, December annually. aR- Le gave 35 blood transfusions. He
7 and 8. Rutland Community
FOREIGNER wants to take English Keep these nights open. 
Composition lessons from English-
Hall.
17-lc
man. Apply Box 249 Courier, stating T **®  Annual Meeting of the Glenmore was all right for the hor^  and buggy appeal was 
Rerms, 17-lp •  B.C.F.G.A. Local w ill be held in judgment v
Chairman Bennett, at the outset, re- ^buHdhig^on B em a fd ^T ve iiu ?^  awnings from apartment bmld-
marked that this toll is antiquated and ^  hnildine nermit was refused. T h e. ' . VW.A . I1. Â . 'J. X1 AIi
the schoolhouse on Monday, Nov. 28th moved the reOTlution asking for aboh-
WANTED—Just One More Customer, at 8 p.m. Business: Election of officers, ° f  ILe toll on p^senger cars only, Kelowna by Mr. Carruthere on the Jackson’s Kelowna Shoe Hospital, election of delegate to the annual con- which hmo hearing
a building ^ rm it  w ^  commercial artists, and at last,
w a T r S v e d  up against it. he approached a well-’
Nychuk was fined $10 and costs in W—  1,,, n/r,. +1,0 R® anyone, anywhere, but not under
of the case. A t Kam- my own name. My mother mustn’t
next to Royal Bank. 17-lp vention and also the matter of public governments take $100 im taxes before loops, Nychuk, through his lawyer H.
----------------------_ warehousing w ill be taken up. An a car is ever placed on the road and Galbraith of Vernon made an ap- at
WANTED to Buy Cheap — Young official of the executive w ill attend ^^‘iucts another 24 tax pjjoatjon geej^ing ^ writ of mandamus A , .  _ «Sav’ ha caidPunny of small sneciel Wanted this meeting. 17-lc besides, Mr. M iller explained, in ad- against the city of Kelowna to permit . a S
Funny of small snecies. Wanted e vancing the argument that there is no erection o f a combination d ia llin g
need for such an exorbitant toll atv and store on Bernard Avenue.
Spuzzum. In this case Mr. Justice Manson re-
Capt. Coombes of Vernon disagreed served judgment until the Vernon sit-
t a n t e d
Puppy of s all species. 
by. Dec. 24. Apply Box 236, Courier.
17-3C
SUMMERLAND girl wishing to takeBusiness Course. Desires free room
NOTICE
Horn?’ ‘That’s you,’ the promoter 
beamed. Young Herald mutinied, 
raved, to no avail. The name was 
^  duly registered and as Trader Horn
and board in return for lieht house D *®  th^ gTvemmenr^h^u^^^^ cuVregTrchnrthe prô ^̂ ^̂  ̂ the ^ tu re  air pilot entertam^^
and board in return for light house- repairing shop is at your service. a ^ „ v  f r o m  a n  a n n u a l  nrofit of S36 0 0 0  i n ?  h v . i a w  sports fans.
keeping duties. Write Helpn Axnott, w e use only the best material and snent on the hiehwavs. There ^ e  anneal which was bv wav of “Meanwhile, fired from reading of
i S ' ^  CoUMe S ”  m T I  =̂“ ’ '■'1 “ f t ?  many tolls in the state of a ffM a vH n ly , "la taed  the justiee o f CanatUan » r  aehlevement during the
'-------— ------— ------^ ^ ------- ? lx t  t ^ K w l  £ i r " °  W ashingto he remarked _  the peace d W ^  offlees o l dying con” e?ns H i! f r i e i *
IRS. P. B. Willlts for the Kelowna in Quebec w h e r j tourists b e cS ^ h o s -  When in Kamloops, Mr. Justice1W ILL  pay spot cash for a typewriter,portable or standard machine. Give M'full particulars, age and best cash price Welfare Committee urgently re- great number of tolls Manson was a ® ^  ^  ^  ed to a former teacher, Dr. Bruce
-first letter. Write Box 540, Kelcwna. quests all persons who can donate old •.«!++. £itrh+*irir.h c-niirAc tw»hn+v MacDonald of St. Andrews. He got
‘  a letter to Captain Maxwell of the On­
tario provincial air service that would 
allow him to see through the hanger 
at Sault Ste. Marie. A  job as second 
cook on a boat got him transportation 
there, only to find Maxwell absent. 
For a week Jack Herald slept in the 
Post office at Sault Ste Marie, ate 
what meals he could manage from tug- 
B.C. After boat skippers. People said the gov-
FOR RENT
SM ALLApply FurnishedWillow
x w n a .   , i i   n   a i  iu  -------------- -----------  °  . . .  • i , *  • v. „ ; i  a „  + ...AA ,r
24-2p baby clothing to leave same at the could not turn down such a resolution ^ t h  eight-mch spikes _ for» twenty 
Welfare office in the English Woollen when there is an exorbitant ferry toll years and left that way.
Shop premises. 16-2c at Kelowna’s backyard, he argued. ---------— ------ —
— —----------------------------- -̂--------------- “Tolls are antiquated and why
I^ELO W NA Young Women’s Club should we have to pay tolls on the
D + would appreciate a donation of Kelowna ferry or at Spuzzum when
Cottage to Rent. |oys immediately for the Children’s they are part of the government high- 
Inn. Phone 122. Christmas Party. A ll donations to be ^ay  system,” he queried.




OOM for one passenger to Vancou- audience that the toll at Spuzzum is /Will Come West to • j- -i. •
“  — *’— Three* TlaxT Meet- M ext Tannarv ernment service was discharging men.
i n r e e  u a y  M e e t  in  e x t  J a n u a r y  he stuck. MaxweU sized him up.Bo a r d  and Room in private home. r — — o— „,,+Mrs. B. B. Harvey. 333 Richter ^  ver Monday or Tuesday. Apply aSd^dovm fif  the United States bridge
17-lc Box 248, The Courier. 16-lp t S t  arTfrJquent
NOTICE D
r . m a t h is o n ,
Block, telephone 89.
What promjses to be one of the
dentist, W illit^ “Do you really think a $1 toll really largest conventions likely to be held 
 49-tfc keeps people away?” queried D. C. in Winnipeg next year opens at the
Paterson, Kelowna, “It is not feasible port Garry Hotel, Janpary 10 next. entered aviation. His first job was toRIBELIN PHOTO'studio for your Ko- to ask for road improvements and and continues for three days.
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient then take away the government’s re- This w ill be the 14th annual meet-JOHN FLETCHER. DECEASED
Notice is hereby given that all per- service, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 pjn. venue.” ing of The Canadian Fruit Whole-
havine claims against the estate Ask for. our FREE enlargement card. Harry Pout thought that the Holdup salers’ Association, which draws at-
j r J o h r  F f e t c K  o f S  33-tfc. toll should be reduced before fighting tendance from every Canadian pro-
who died on the ’20th day of Septem- -----------— -----r----------------------------- for the Fraser Canyon toll removal, vince between the Maritimes and Brit-
ber, 1938, are required to send full |JOR A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing* “ Let’s fight for the valley first,” he ish Columbia as well as from many
particulars of such claims to the Ex- I* Heating and Sheet Metal Work— challenged. parts of the United States.
ecutor, William Haug, Kelowna, B.C., phone 164 or 559L. Charges of class distinction and that Last year the convention was held
on or before the 22nd day of Decern- SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS trucks should not be so heavily charg- in Ottawa. Based upon the agenda
her, 1938, after which date the Execu- ___________^^_______ _________:________ ed as against licences and fees for brought fo * j  +
tor w ill proceed to make distribution. n t E  BUY, WE SELL all second-hand persons driving cars for pleasure were ces, it can be taken for granted that 
Dated this 17th day of November, 1938.
clean out the hangar furnace. It was 
weeks before he got near an airplane. 
Meanwhile, he studied books on avia­
tion, correspondence courses, methods 
of those over him. On October 1, 1938, 
six years later, to the day. First O ffi­
cer Jack Herald left Vancouver as co­
pilot on the inaugural eastbound 
Trans-Canada Airlines mail run.
“Three of those years had been
16-2C
E. C. WEDDELL, 
Solicitor for Executor;
Co. Ltd.
mould not ne so neaviiy cnarg- <-npnt in thp. northern bush countrv as
aeai st lice ces a  fees for ro g t forward at former conferen- ^P®”  ̂ J”  ^P® T + ”
against licences and jees^ tor s for granted that ® Z n ^  n ieS s ’ S e v ia !
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture made by some speakers, including the questions up for discussion w ill r-nnrcoc followoH ultimate aun-
25-tfc Alderman Bert Gibb, Kelowna.
Not Consistent .
DEATHS
OLD PAPERS—Useful for many pur­poses besides lighting fires. Courier Reg. Rutherford did not think the 
Office, Water Street. 16-tf meeting was consistent when it re­
fused to go out of the Valley on the
closely concern all branches of the followed ultimate suc-
fruit industry and the decisions ar- ®̂ ®® irirct n ffi
rived at during the convention «+il1 “Captain Dave Imrie and First Offi-
are N ow  in 
Stock;
Good things to eat; rare 
foods and wholesome 
every day items at unusually low prices during the 
pre-holiday season. We invite your patronage and 
suggest that you do your Christmas baking early.
Big Candy Value!
We have over half a ton of
GANONG’S DELICIOUS CHOCOLATES
95cin big four-pound family boxes that we are selling at, per box ..................
They are wonderful value.
Gordon’s Grocery
PHONES -  30 -  31REGULAR DELIVERIES PROMPTSERVIOE
20 ACRE MIXED FARM
10 acres of orchard 
5 acres of grain 
5 acres of hay
PRICE—
*2,700
E. M. CARRUTHERS &  SON LTD.
ST. ANDREW’S NIGHT 
CELEBRATION
Concert and Dance
W E D N E S D A Y , N O V E M B E R  30th 
Oddfellow’s Temple
C O N CER T  at 8.15 p.m.
Admission to Concert, 35c
D A N C IN G , 10 p.m.
Dance, 75c





From Page 1. Column 3
NEEDHAM—At the Kelowna general 
hospital on Sunday, November 20, 
1938, Louis Markendale Needham, 58, 
Glenmore. Funeral service from Ke­
lowna Furniture Co. parlor, Kelowna. 
Wednesday, November 23, 1938. 2.30 
p.m., Rev. C. E. Davis officiating. In­
terment in Kelowna cemetery.
have a wide bearing unon the tr id e  cerTaVk Herald", two young Canadians have the right to appeal to the board 
”  bearing upon tne trade started from scratch, who flew of appeal.
^m m ediatelv  following the close of youthful pioneers, When Alderman Sutherland explain-
'Htfiri?!} 4tma la ¥ annffrvT itmA Ono ’ x " i x,- +1, f  a o +n,„-^+.oa i-.c>x̂n or- who, side by sids,, ended full lives to- ed why he would pot support the by-INTER time is Laundry time. One j^atter of road improvements and then the conference a tour has been ar- „  there in the nieht May their ______________ _ ________________ _______
of our five services w ill suit YOU. wanted removal of tolls on the Fraser ranged through British Columbia and Jmhition and ultimate tSumnh
Kriowna Staam Laandry, P h on e .m . 6a"ny;;^/aMwhe„^he motion was put
♦  law Mayor Jones stated that the coun­
cil had dohe its . best to produce a 
fair, equitable ‘ and workable bylaw. 
He fully appreciated that five years 
could be spent on the bylaw and 
everyone would not be pleased at that 
time but. nevertheless, the council had 
endeavored to cooperate with every 
objection that had been made and the 
alderman had been given every op­
portunity to register his objections 
but he had never given a simple in­
stance of a clause which he consider­
ed weak. He had been very difficult 
to work with.
11-tfc g few seconds later lit was lost by a
BIRTH
big majority. visiting the great fruit producing s'ec-
PHIPPS-r-At the home of his daughter, 
Mrs. Mabel Atkinson. East Kelowna, 
on Friday, November 18, 1938, George 
Phipps, 81. Funeral service from the 
Kelowna Furniture Co. parlor, Tues­
day, November 22. 1938, 2 p.m.. Rev. 
W. W. McPherson officiating.
SIMPSON—At the Kelowna general 
hospital on Friday, November 18, 
1938, to Mr. and Mrs. Horace Simp­
son, Kelowna, a daughter.
today’s Canadian you^. ' have also been mentioned. These
°  n— . tions ^ d  also those interested w ill be Remains tff Jack Herald, Clover- have been ex-Mayor D. K. Gordon
Before conclusion of the meeting ®nd a jo  thos^ ested w D dale-bom B.C. youth were laid at rest Alderman Sutherland. Some fac-
A lex Tough .touched briefly on the f i n  Vancouver on Wednesday. tions are said to be trying to prevail
4̂  upon Mr. Gordon to enter the civic
MARRIAGES
WARD^—At his home in Glenmore. on 
Saturday, November 19, 1938, Philip 
Henry Ward, 76. Funeral service 
from St. Michael and A ll Angels’ 
church, Kelowna. Monday. November 
21, 1938, Rev. C. E. DaVis officiating.
HALL-FICHTER—On Saturjiay, Nbv- opening trails into the hills so that 
ember 19th, 1938, at the Church of preserves of timber could be safe- 
the Immaculate Conception, Kelowna, guarded from forest fires.
Veronica Fichter to Thomas Reginald Horace Galbraith expressed the vis- 
Hall, Rev. Father McKenzie officiat- itors’ appreciation for the courtesy and 
ing. hospitality of the Kelowna board of
trade and Chairman W. A. C. Bennett
H o p e -P r iS o n  high^ ing ®f the B.C. Fruit Growers’ Assoc-
S m S e “  ^ T o S o w i^ r a "  meeting
Arthur Basham spoke on the fine provides for. several days being s^ n t 
work being carried on by the provin­
cial forestry camps and his consequent 
motion that the camps be extended to 
more points in the Okanagan was re­
ceived with favor. S. M. Simpson, K e­
lowna, pointed out the real need for
-More About-
It was at this point that Alderman 
Sutherland stated that in his opinion 
any man could still build a $750.00 
house anywhere in the city. Some 
discussion ensued but was brought ta 
a close when Alderman Pettigrew ex­
in Vancouver. The next move is to 
Los Angeles, when delegates may at­
tend the United States Fruit and Veg­
etable Convention, January 24 and 25.
MAYOR AND 
THREE
arena again and report, are
that Alderman Sutherland w ill de- “i g ^ t J n  clause tweiity- 
clare himself for the mayorality. • ' .
'fihe terms of three school trustees
also expire this year and they must b y ^ d e rm a n
be reelected or replaced on, December rjgjif ̂ i r e g f i Q f , ^  start in the
W eek’s W eather
From Page 1, Column 7
mehts,” he said.
15. Mrs. Treadgold, Dave Chapman n letter-
and George Anderson are the mem- w ill be a start towards
hers whose terms expire while S. M.
DUNWOODY—At the Kelowna general Mrs. J. D. Stobbs of Mission City, thanked the visiitors for attending in 
hospital on Wednesday. November 16. B.C., has been spending a holiday with such large numbers.
1938, Corporal David Duhwoody,' 62, her daughter, Mrs. A. J. Bowering. There were about 85 persons attend-
cf Kelowna. Funeral service from ---- --------— ------------- ant at the meeting with the following
Kelowna Furniture Co. parlor Satur- Mrs. C. H. Brown of Vancouver was visitors: Oliver 6, Penticton 5, Sum- 
day afternoon, November 19, 1038, the house guest of Mrs. A. J. Bowering merland 4, Westbank 4; Vernon 8, 
Rev. Dr. McPherson officiating. over the week-end. Armstrong 4.
Nov. Max. Min
17 .................. ...... 56 36
18 ......................... 51 40
19 ......................... 48 40
20 ............. ..........  44 34
21 ........... ....... ...... 38 24
22 ................  36 17
23 ............ -..... ...... 29 15
Means ........... ...... 42i2 29.1
x̂v XX xxxx w x.x ^^Provements. In passing it  we have
Mayor"©. L^^Jones could not say on Sim'pson and\w. Shugg have Inother f^ o^S h ^o^ex^S ^ev fiw JL^^^^  
Wednesday whether or not he would year yet to serve. a L e ™ t  w IS  nnv bvlaw
again be in the field. “ I f  the city The public meeting thas year is be-
washes my services, they w ill be free- ing held on Tuesday, December 6th, in f ’ +u?f ? ?
ly  given,” His Worship told The Cour- the auditorium of the junior high time it is seen that it can be im-
ier. “However, if the people wish school. One of the principal subjects 
someone else to fill the mayoral chair, of discussion will be, doubtless, the 
I w ill gladly withdraw.” bylaw to raise twenty-seven' thousand
As yet there has been but little elec- dollars which will be presented to the
tion talk. Most of the rumors which ratepayers by the schoolboard. The -  -------------  - _
have been in circulation have centred expenditure is said to be necessary, to area on Bernard to S t Paul street ana 
aroimd the mayorality. It  has been provide additional acepnunodation for a petition sent by sohie fifty Property 
taken as a matter of course that the pupils of Kelowna schools.
proved upon, the council in office at 
that time can change the bylaw.”
’The junior b9ard civic affairs com­
mittee had forwarded a letter endor­
sing the restriction o f the. business
owners approved of the same step.
w
i a i 1
' -.1 ’ ,.1 .-I8" iPi




daughter and two «oi«s in U»e east. Ttie 
ttervicc was held in the Anglican 
church on Monday afternoon and was 
largely utteinlecl by friends and neigh­
bors, Me.sars. A. Loudoun, E. Snow- 
sell, B. Kerr, S. Pearson, J. Cushing 
and K. E. J. Hunt acted as pallbearer,s. 
The heartfelt sympathy of the com­
munity is extended to Mrs. Ward imd
KELOWNA SEA November 25, at 7.30 p.in. The main parade of the week will take place at
iP* A f^ P T T  Headquarters on Tuesday, November
1 iJ 29, at 7.30 p.m. Uniforms will not be
AMERICAN VETERANS 
TO VISIT KELOWNA
At the Studio Commissary
•‘Grenville'’ Coiiipuny 1358
District Rcprcts Two Deaths , ,
o • 1 J T»« J family in their time of sorrowSocials and Meetings Planned •' * . ,
J. Needham died on Sunday evening
"Keep Watch”
Orders for parade:
worn at either of these iiarades. 
Quartermaster: Cadet Hull.
Sideboy: Cadet Swanson.
The church parade ordered for Sim­
ilarThere will be; the usual voluntary November 27, lias been cancelled.iiade at Headquarters on Friday, However the Corp.s will parade to the Six cars
Six Caro of Canadian and Ameri­
can Legion Men from Wenat­
chee Expected
RUTLAND SUPPER 
AND PROGRAM IS 
WELL RECEIVED
Mr. Ilj. Edwards of Glemnore dist­
rict sustained a painful accident on 
Monday morning. Carrying a pail of 
water out of the house he slipped and
fell, striking Uie iniil wliieli cut a deep Barbara Hitcliie liad tlie nii.sforlune
gusli in ills face. Later in liie day it jjicak her wrist recently wlii.'n she
becuine • -  ' •> • • •
ncces.sary 
requ ir
s of war veterans from Wen-
______  United eliiirch on Sunday, December atciiee will pay a fraternal visit to the
last after a long lllne.ss. He was one , , association was lield HI. Will all Cadets please note tills Kelowna branch of the Canadian Le-
of tlie first .settlers here, being a mem- Wednesd'iv of last week at the change and tell any others who may glon on Friday and Saturday of this 
her of dhe Okanagan Land Co. honie o rM rs  Uyrns on the Vernon " “ t this column. week, the llrst such visit to be held
road. It was decided to liold a basket At tlie last parade Watelies were re- here in years, slates Len llicliurds,
Fine Group of Musicians and Art­
ists Play to Big Group of 300 
Persons in Community Hall
'■'J 1
sooial at tlie school liouse. Tlie pro- arranged and recruits were distributed secretary of tlie local bruncli.
Tile Wenulcliee parly w ill be com- i
lllilx WILll LllU I..(Illy  ofJLllCjln i i  « ii « « i 0
wm  brol...., early Saturday yua,-. In the arhuol. Thu pruitram will
wiitli tlie pas.sing of P. H. Ward. Mr. ' ' * * » be Mn charge of Mrs. Pound. There
Ward liad been in failing iiealtli for freeze up on Monday evening will bo a free treat for all children. ~
several years but sullered a relapse j,ii end to orchard discing for the • • • Eurasians Prefer Deer
on Friday last and passed away a few y^ar unless the weather man sees lit After several meetings at the liome 
hours later in tlie liospltal. He is sur- p, give us u warmer spell. Cha:̂ . Henderson, a social club has In the Eurasian nortliland tame deer visit lime, it is stated, and on Satur
vived by his wife, and two. sons, Jack • • • ’ been formed which held its opening may be employed for drawing sleds day evening a big smoker is being ai
and Hurry, who reside here, and u Tlie inontlily meeting of tlie United meeting on Tuesday last. more elTlciently than dogs. ranged.
. 11 1 1 1 gioii post in tliut city will also be in
Another recruit lias been signed on. visiting caravan.
------ -̂-----—-------------Oilicers of the Wenutclice Post Can­
adian Legion will be installed In of­


















)R the past two weeks in the windows of P. B. Willits & Co., Ltd., there has been arranged an 
attractive display of products manufactured in the Kelowna district—^products galore, many of 
which the passersby never knew existed in this area. Besides the luscious displays of apples, there 
were canned goods, winery products, grapes, lumber and subsidiary interests, rubber stamps, fruit 
labels from the various packing houses, soft drinks and other like materials.
It made a spectacular display and tied in well with the B.C. Products campaign and Okanagan 
Week drive staged in Kelowna with the cooperation of the retail Ynerchants bureau of the Kelowna 
board of trade arid the B.G. products bureau of the Vancouver board.
Hardly a moment of the day or evening for two weeks went by without this display being 
witnessed by some spectator, and often big crowds gathered around the brightly-lit window to view 
at first hand the many products growii or manufactured by Kelowna workmen in the Kelowna dis­
trict and producing Kelowna payrolls.
Big cards announced to the crowds interesting statistics on the payrolls and shipments from 
the Okanagan of produce produced here. These figures have been printed on several occasions in 
The Courier j but can always bear repeating in any display of this nature.
One of the features of this display was* the bright colorings of the many attractive labels. 
The apple box labels, highly colored as they are to attract the attention of the housewives in far off 
lands, vied with the bright hues of the bottle labels and canned goods wrappers.
As can be seen by the above reproduction of the window, one of the most prominent signs 
read: “BU Y LOCAL PRO D UCTS AND WATCH KELO W N A  GROW.” The slogan for # C  
Products Week was “BU Y  B.C. PRODUCTS, B U ILD  B.C. PA Y R O LLS.”
Too few people are familiar with the wide variety of products of their own district As a 
result of P. B. Willits & Co.’s enterprise in preparing this window many more people of this district 
have a better conception of the many products, types and brands of goods produced here and which 
produce the payrolls of this district. In this effort of cooperation with the “Buy at Home” move­
ment, P. B. Willits & Co., Ltd. have not only made a creditable showing but have rendered a service 
to the community.
To extend congratulations to P. B. Willits & Co., Ltd., for their initiative and enterprise in the display of local 
products, the following firms here cooperated to make this congratulatory page possible.
B. C. FR U IT  BOARD CANADIAN CA N N ERS (Western)
CALONA W IN ERY <AyImer Brand)
O CCIDENTAL F R U IT  CO. LTD .S. M. SIM PSON SA W M ILL 
KELOW NA SAW M ILL LTD .
J. W. H UGH ES
W IT T ’S STAM P W ORKS
T IL L E Y ’S BO TTLIN G  W ORKS
T H E  CASCADE F R U IT  CO. LTD . 
KELO W NA GRO W ERS’ 
EXCH A N G l:
SA L E S SER V IC E LTD . 
HOLLYW OOD ORCHARDS
OKANAGAN PA C K ER S LTD .
OKANAGAN F R U IT  SH IP P E R S
LTD .
CROWN F R U IT  CO. LTD .
B. C. ORCHARDS 
M cLEAN & FIT Z PA TR IC K  
A P E X  ORCHARDS
The cimiiminiity hall was the .scene 
of itiioUier successful conmumlty sup- 
Iier (III Thursday eveiiinit, November 
17, nearly (liree hundred persons be- 
iiqr aceoininodaled id the supper, in 
liiree sitliiq's. The supper airunf'c- 
inenls were in tlie lunids of a capable 
committee from the Woinen’.s Institute, 
Mrs. S. Dudj'oon beinj; the convenor.
Following the supper tliere was an 
c.scellent and varied munical program. 
The llrst item was an overlure by the 
orchestra, and then community sing­
ing followed, Frank Snowscll acting 
as leader. A  tenor solo by Sydney 
Hubbell, "Danny Boy” , was well re­
ceived. an encore being Insisted upon. 
Mr.-̂ . A. H. DeMura of Kelowna then 
favored with one of licr inimitable re­
citations, being uI.so obliged to give 
A  favorite lunciieon dish of Virginia j,,., encore. Miss Vivian French was 
Bruce is a salad of shredded carrots tiic next contributor to the program, 
and raisins, garnished with loaf lettuce, singing two charming little songs. 
No dressing Is used, but the star likes pianoforte duets by Mrs. E. Mugford 
a bit of cottage cheese on the side, and James Mugford followed, and 
With It, Mis Bruce has whole wheat were well received by the audience.
''s -




J. Cameron Day, next on the.^Drogram, 
sang about the ‘-‘Reason noo he Wore 
a K ilt” , to the great enjoyment of the 
audience. Tap dancing by Gladys 
Lehman added a novel touch to the 
entertainment, for' a Rutland concert, 
at least. George McKenzie made a 
rc-appcaranco at a Rutland concert 
afler a lapse of several years, and met 
with an enthusiastic reception. Mr. 
McKenzie favored with two fine vocal 
.solos. Mrs. D. McDougal contributed
Young Women Stage Perform- a pleasing recitation in a humorous 
ance with Assistance of Kelow- vein, responding to an encore also.
A .L- J. TJ..-1J' T3;_ i.  - 4. The next number was a vocal solo,na Artists Building Rmk at, guitar accompaniment, by Frank
Community Hall Stolz, who sang “My Little Buckaroo"
-------  and “Rainbow on the River". Frank
The Winfield Community enjoyed a Snowseli contributed the final num- 
very line concert and dance on Friday ber, singing “Clorinda” and as an cn- 
evening when the young women’s aux- core ”Ofi’ to Philadelphia” , 
iliary put on this feature at the com- E. Mugford, president of the Rut- 
munity hall, before a large audience, land hall society, acted as chaii'man 
A  group from Kelowna came up and for the concert. An enjoyable two 
took full charge of the concert part hours of dancing rounded out a pleas- 
of the program in the following num- ant evening’s entertainment, the mu- 
bers: piano duet by Cyril Mossop and sic being supplied by Kermit and 
Frieda Dilworth; solo, Mrs. Harold Glorin Eutin and W. G. Webster. 
Glenn; solo, Mrs. Cameron Day; read- The net proceeds of the affair w ill 
ing, Mrs. A. H. DeMara; solo, Audrey contribute substantially to the funds 
Dilworth; solo, Mrs. Cameron Day; so- of the hall society, 
lo, Cyril Mossop. Mrs. Leslie Dilworth Supplies of food contributed were 
played as accompanist for Mr. and so 'ample that a special children’s lun- 
Mrs. Cameron Day. chebn was held the next day at noon,
Winfield girls put on a play entitled at the nominal charge of 15c, and the 
“The Bride” with the following cast; attendance at this affair must have 
Mother, Marjorie Burns; Bride, Wilma exceeded one hundred.
Clement; her sister, one of the brides- -n -j
maids, Helen Cook; the maid, Chelan Miss L ily  C la x t^  left on Friday
Edwards; Madame Grace, the dress last via C.P.R. for Calgary where she 
maker, Chiyoko Shishido; the other ^vill visit relatives.^  ̂. ,
fellow’s mother, Ann Cool^ M̂  ̂ Mrs. Wilfred Sharpe and
Burns as^president of the Y ^ .A .  vvel- left on Saturday for Victoria,
corned those - attendiing and thar^ed the intention of settling on Van-,
the artists from Kelowna fo r  ^ their rpj.jg community regrets
kindness in assisting. Mi*s. Philhps departure of the family from the 
acted as chairrnon. district, as they have always taken an
The play itself was an amusmg ski active . part in the various organiza- 
with a number of extremely difficult the district,
parts handled exceptionally well by * • *
the cast. The plot concerned a mis- Mr. and Mrs. J. Sackett and little 
sing wedding gown and a bride who daughter arrived by car from Cheedle, . 
did not know whether she wanted to Alta., on Friday morning, to visit Mrs. 
marry her rich suitor w,ho was ah’eady Sackett’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H, 
waiting at the church" or a poorer lad. Ford.
A  number of screamingly funny situa- • • •
tions played to the limit by the cast The sympathy of the district is ex-' 
kept the house in continual roars of tended to F. Hobson, of the Rutland 
laughter. school staff in his recent sad bereave-
After the concert the friends from ment. •
Kelowna were entertained with re- . * * t j
freshments at the home of the Rev. McLean and’
and Mrs. G. R. Tench. Fitzp^atrick Ltd. concluded its .season
* * ♦ on Friday last, after a run of over
Those attending the United Church three months.
on Sunday last had the pleasure of »_ _ * , v. r, u  n..,
hearirig Mr. Geo. Balfour of Kelowna The Ladies Welfare club held its an-.
speak bn “Faith, prayer and love." nual meeting at the home of Mrs. D 
Mr. Jas. Hall of Winfield took part in
the service at Okanagan Centre. this week. Miss F._McDairmid is the -
- * * *  new president and Mrs. L. Wanless is
Mrs. R. P. White, with Mary and the vice-president and Mrs. W. Web- 
Nancy were in Vernon on Saturday sier secretary-treasurer. The club
last. plans a busy season of sewing, etc.-The '
* • • next meeting will be held at the home
Mrs. y. R. McDonagh left for Ender- of Mrs. Webster bn December 12thi.
by on Saturdey. While away she will . * * *
■visit friends and relatives at Enderby, Mr§. M. Kidd and Mrs. R. B. Mc- 
Grindrod and Mable Lake. Leod were delegates from the Rutland '
* * * Women’s Institute to the Institute con-
A  group of young men have been ventiorl held in Kelowna last week.
busy lately preparing a part of the
dommunity hall grounds for a skating COLLEGE TEAM STARTED TRACY 
rink. It is expected to lay the pipe _ 
to the hall in the near future.
• ♦ ♦ ; i'
Miss Pearl Taylor left this^week on 
a visit to her fox*mer home on*the prai­
ries where she w ill spend Christmas.
LARGE BOWS AND 
ARROWS USED BY 
US. SPORTSMEN
Seattle Men Invade Peachland 
With Robin Hood Weapons 
But Deer Are Too Scarce Yet
Two sportsmen who have hunted 
throughout the entire Pacific north­
west and even as far north as Alaska 
were visitors last week to Peachland Spencer Tracy, after attending mili- 
and guests of the Edgewater Inn there tary school and college ,visited the 
in search of mule deer. These two American Academy of Dramatic Art.
men, Ralph P. Whaley and Howard A.  ̂ —— -------- — ---------—
Dent, of Seattle, Wash., have killed deadly than a rifle and w ill fire an
every type of . big game animal in the arrow so that a clean wound is made 
country .except mountain sheep, they and the arrow can generally pass 
claim. right through the object, especially if
But that singular fact is not the most it is a deer, 
entertaining feature of their hunting Unfortunately for their expedition, 
expedition. They do hot use the mo- the first snowfall had disappeared and" 
dern firearms known to the 1938 hun- the fall was not heavy'enough to drive 
ter. They disdain such civilized me- the deer down from their high levels, 
thods and, prefer to trace their sport As a consequence they were unable 
back through the centuries and trust to bag any of the coveted deer. How­
to the bow and arrow to fe ll the elu- ever, later in the season they w ill 
sive quarry. come back to Peachland, they, inform-
These two sportsmen obtain a great ed Mr. Norse prior to their return to- 
pleasure out of their hunting trips, as Seattle, and they intend to demon- 
they use these tremendous U-bows, strate then their prowess with the 
one being 75-pound tension and an- primitive bow and arrow, a weapon 
other 65-pound tension. Some, of the which is coming more and more into 
bows are made out of white birch use, in the past few  years and which 
similar to the wood which may be ob- is also used as a splendid physical de­
tained in the Peachland area. yeloper and in healthy exercise and;;
These bows are said to be more innocent competitive sport.
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Sturt The Day Right With
HYMN TIME"
featuring Sniiilii’ Ed McConnell
C K O V  —  K E L O W N A
MON., WED., EUI. — 8.30 a.m.
Robin Hood







ful enemy that can pol­




K ee p  outside closets 
clean w ith  Gillettes Lye. 
Destroys conten ts . . .  
banishes odors
^ON'T risk the safety of'your 
family and neighbors. Once 
a week, sprinkle half a tin of 
Gillett’s Pure Flake Lye over 
contents of outhouse. This power­
ful cleanser quickly destroys con­
tents . . . and banishes odors as it 
cleans. Keep a 
t in  a l w a y s  
handy. Ask your 
grocer for Gil­
lett’s Lye— tOr 
day!
♦Never dissolve lye in 
hot water. The action 
of the lye Itself heats 
the water. MADE IN CANADA
FREE BOOKLET— The Gillett’s Lye Book­
let tells how to use this powerful cleanser 
for dozens of tasks. Write to: Standard. 
Brands Ltd., . Fraser Ave. & Liberty St., 
Toronto. Ont.
This week, our Spolliglit rejiciie.s out 
and K e t t le s  on one who belioH Iii.s 
Christian name. • Arciiibald Ctitiier is 
known fur and wiide as Arciiie, so Ar- 
eiiie iie wiil be from now on. as far 
as tliis biography is eoncerned.
It is more tiian lifty years since^
Ai'ciiie Gather opeiied iiis eyes in tlie 
beautiful farming country of nortliern 
Iielantl. He 'Is one of tlio.se Irisiimen 
who liJive u great pride of race and 
v/as (liere ever an Irislunan williout 
Ihis trait? He was born a .son of the 
soil, as ills parents were Irlsii furmei'.s, 
ills mannerisms and life are typical 
^ of tlie liardy Iriish stock from whicli 
~ lie .sprung.
Arcliie Catlier will tell you (|uile 
fiankly that his one main ambition 
llirough his entire life was to erect 
big bridges and other heavy construe- ; 
tidn jobs. From very early manhood ; 
lie has been employed in the building ; 
trade. He knows all manner of build- j 
ing construction jobs and there is 
hardly a detail in the game with which i; 
he is not famiiiiar. |:
The bigger the construction job the i: 
better Archie is pleased, and he has |; 
worked on some mighty works in his 
many years in the Old Country and in 
r,!anada. He may be right at home now ? 
behind the counters of his “.‘5 to 2.1”
.store on Pendozi street and he seerns
to do a comfortable business,^ but his , ^
heart is really in the construction ^ _  _________ _________‘________
game.
In Mr. Gather's early days he left the surrounding country, 
the farm and took up masonry as his Nobody needs to tell Archie Gather 
first construction job. The builders of anything about the famous Hope- 
the United Kingdom are all the same, Princeton road which the southern re- 
whether they be English, Irish or sidents are endeavoring to finish by 
Scots, Mr. Gather relates and from all- dint of a $60,000 subscription. For 
accounts they were a rough and ready three years he worked on bridge con- 
crowd. Most plasterers, stone masons, struction in the Similkameen and built 
brick layers and such ilk would refuse four bridges on the road, for the pro­
to start the day’s work some forty to vincial government. They cost about 
fifty years ago in the Old Country $.15,500 each.
without a good, round ration of their The difference between a lot of the 
favorite beverage, whether it be beer, bridge building in this country and 
Scotch or Irish whiskey. As already in the Old Country is that in Canada 
said, it made no difference what part they throw up some temporary struc- 
of the British Isles they came from, ture which may last for twenty years.
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  Better Place in W hich to Live and W ork
A Bcrlc.s of Letters from Distiiigulslied Cuiiudiuu.s on Vital Froblcnis 
AtTcoting the Future Welfare of Canada
Spcciolly Written for Cunudian Weekly Newspajicrs Association.
Dear Sir: ing up of total.s of uiniaid (axes. A  pro-
it seems to me tlial (he general need per a.s.se.ssment for a munieipality is 
of Canada at (lie pie.sent lime is (he ju.st a.s important as a proper rate 
restoration to the eitlzenslilp of Canada .structure for a utility corporation or 
of file spirit of independence. In iny a proper jirice structure for a manufac- 
view tliere is altogether too great a luring corporation. It requires just as 
dependence on government and belief much study and special training. If 
in its ability to make something out something could be done to improve 
of nothing, too great a willingness to the finality of asse.ssing in towns, vll- 
j profit by the results of repudiation and lage and town.ship, a great step in ad- 
slmllar acts, and too great a willing- vance could liave been taken, 
ness to eontraet debts witlifiut consider- i do not know of any short cut to 
ing liow tlie debts are (o be repaid. If the end of moving some of the tuxa- 
tho Weelcly Newspapers A.ssociation of tion from real estuto but to my mind 
Canada can do anything to_bulld up (he best method would be a sharing 
tile public morale of the electorates, of the provincial revenues with the 
Municipal. Provincial and Dominion, I municipalities. Tlie present Ontario 
think it would be doing a work of government has made a start in this 
fundamental importance. Again, if direction. I feel confident however, 
something fundamental is not doqe (hat municipalities can greatly help 
with regard to a permanent and sound real estate by cutting down lax levies 
method of meeting unemployment, we us a result of reduced expenditures, 
shall be caught unprepared for 1941 From the national point of view, this 
or before or after that date just as we j.s (he only way of reducing the tax 
were in 1921 and 1931. burden. Unfortunately municipalities
There is one subject of secondary think rather of increased revenues than 
importance which demands attention reduced expenditures or, at least many 
and that is the proper valuation of real politicians and city councils take this 
property for taxation purposes. In the view. This idea might be among those 
greater part of Canada assessment is which can be modified through' en- 
on a totally unscientific basis so that lightened public opinion and improved 
assessment is often extremely inequit- quality of citizenship, 
able, in that some people and proper- Very sincerely yours,
ties pay more than they should and
others pay less than they should. This HORACE L. BRITTAIN,
aggravates the effect of the depression Director, Citizens’ Research
and is an important factor in the build- Institute of Canada.







The pack will rally at the scout hall 
on November 30th at 4 p.m.
On Saturday, Nov. 26, the Greens 
w ill come to Akela’s house at 2 o’clock 
to work on their Christmas toys. We
Vernon, B.C., November 21, 1938.
To the Editor.
______ ____ ___  ____  jcioi. xui ivvciii,.  j-cctxo Kolowna Courier.
DO ’  ri  the safety of'your (hey all had the same characteristics but in the United Kingdom when*̂  they Dear Siir:neighbors.  to varying degrees, Mr. Gather stales, build a bridge or any other construe- In the-Valley papers recently, items have taken in some new boys and'haveonly he believes the English costers ((on it is meant to be permanent, Mr. have appeared that would indicate had to form another six, the Browns,"
were the worst offenders of all, for Gather states. that I am supporting the proposed with Ian Hampson as'sixer,
their entire diet seemed to consist of Mr. Gather was elected to the city field warehousing proposition and that Philip Noonan has been appointed 
bread, cheese and beer. council at the general civic plebiscite the Associated Growers would come senior sixer and Christie McCormick
It was at the age of about 20 when last January and since that time he in under certain conditions. ig the new sixer of the Greens.
Archie Gather left his native land been in charge of the parks and ceme- In any discussions I have had at any i  have great pleasure in announcing 
and sailed west for Canada, having tery. His idea on both these projects time I have made it clear that I was that Mrs. Barrat has consented to be- 
served his apprenticeship as a stone is that they are a disgrace to the com- only expressing my personal opinion come assistant lady cubmaster for 
mason at a miserly stipend. He came munity. A  number of people will not and that I could not_ commit the As- which we are most grateful. With Mr. 
to Toronto in about 1906 or 1907 and agree that the eity park is quite as sociated Growers without authority Gardner as assistant cubmaster and 
for two years was conductor on the bad as Mr. Gather makes out, but from the Board of Directors. I have Bob Hume as instructor we are well 
street car line. He chuckles even to- there is a certain reason to his grumb- slso made it clear that in my opinion away to a good winter’s work, 
day when he thinks of that occupa- ling. . (be only ground bn which it might be I omitted George Abbott’s name in
tion and its vagaries. The park, he contends, is fifty years favorably considered would be that all (he list of boys who had passed their
The next seven years were spent in behind the times. It is not landscaped, other interests would be included. Any tenderpad last week. This week Bob- 
Ottawa, where Archie Gather was in planned or organized in the slightest, one hundred percent deal, even with bie Neff has passed, 
the building trade, as a contractor, and there is no proper water system certain undesirable features, is worth 'The final marks in last month’s com- 
Other years were spent in other east- 'installed. The whole park should be fayorable consideration. obtain petition are as follows; congratulations
ei'n tov/ns and on the prairies before cleared, levelled and landscaped, he this, however, I have not been_ able to the Greens on winning: Greens 190, 
Mr Gather decided to make the leap believes, and plans laid out for years to see why it should be necessal'y to Whites, 182, Blueis 162, Greys 161, Reds, 
further west and arrived in the Oka- to come so that future administrations in tr^uce an extra hnk in the present 156. 
nagan in 1920. He settled in Kelowna, can follow a set idea. Some steps have marketing machinery and that if  any 
which has been his home ever since, been made along this line this year, new policy is decided upon, it should 
------------------  -------------- — --------------  although a number of the intervening but Mr. Gather is not satisfied with be m the opposite direction.^ _
TKV C .X S S .P ... xos. years were spent i „  Cher sections ‘ H e ^ r S r y  conattion appalls Mr. m S L  S S i
Gather, \vho contends that the shale frankly that in my opinion they 
is dusty and loose and unsightly. Oil wasting their time but i f  they could 
should be placed on the paths and Set the united support of ̂ 11 un^rests 
some money spent in an endeavor to outside of the * 
beautify the cemetery, he believes.
WATER NOTICE
DIVERSION AND USE
TAKE NOTICE TH AT Kelowna 
Associated Growers, Growers’ Exchange, whose address is
_______  ̂ that there would be a possibility of P.O. Box 1493, Kelowna, B.C., will ap-
There is little opportiTnity for "any the Directors of the Associated Grow- ply for a licence to take and use up 
one administration to put any whole- ers giving their approval in order to, to 40,000 gallons of water per day out 
gale remedy Of the situation into effect bring about .a united deal yrhich, of of IVlill Creeks 'which flows South-west 
as the appropriations are always cut course,' would have to 'include . areas and drains into Okanagan Lake about
to the limit Mr Gather states but i f  outside the Okanagan such as Kam- the South-west comer of the Kelowna
he is in charge of this department loops, Keremeos, Grand Forks, Koot- City Park.
another year then you may be sure enays and Creston.
that he will be holding out on the 
other aldermen for an increased ap­
propriation to beautify the city park 
and the cemetery.
Mr. Gather has never entered fully 
into the civic, and community life of 
Kelowna and has never been one to 
join many organizations. He is a mem-
Yours very truly,
E. J. CHAMBERS, 
President,
Associated Growers of B.C. Limited.
Foundation for MiscroscOpe
The water will be diverted at a 
point about one foot from the south­
east corner of Lot 1, Map 2022 and re­
turned to the same point, and w ill be 
used for cooling ammonia on conden­
sers and compressors in Cold Storage 
plant upon the land, described as Lot 
1, Map 2022.
This notice was posted on the ground
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
A  new microscope developed at Har-  ̂ moo
ber of the Masonic order and Orange yard University is housed in an under- of ̂ November, 1938.
lodge, besides his association with the ground chamber and is set in 15 tons
city council. of concrete. This is to reduce vibra-
In Ireland, Archie Gather married (ions to an absolute minimum.
Rebecca Jane White and from that '________ ___________
marriage four daughters and a son
have been reared. Patience Personified
A  copy of this notice and an applica­
tion pursuant thereto and to the 
“Water Act” will be filed in the office 
of the Water Recorder at Vernon, B.C.
Objections to the application may 
be filed with the said Water Recorder 
In a chess game, between one-time ComptroUer of Water
champion Dr. Alexander Alekhine and g'^g^ts, Parhament Buildm^^^  ̂
present world champion Dr. Max ^-C., within thirty days_ after the first 
Euwe, the latter studied the board for appearance of this notice in a local 
40 minutes before making a certain wspap r.
move. KELOW NA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE,
—  -̂------------ -—r-— -------------------— Walter J. McDowall,
promptly, turned over to the police for Secretary-Treasurer.
----- -- investigation, as the element of time The date of the first publication of
Five Pesos Bill Worthless Here is a very important factor in the in- this notice is Thursday, November,




S im ilia r to  O ur $5.00 N o te  vestlgatlon o l these cases. 17th, 1938.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
in this province are at present inves­
tigating the circulation of Mexican 
notes of the five peso denomination. 
This currency, while not counterfeit, 
is valueless in Canada and is very 
similar in appearance to a Canadian 
$5.00 bank note.
Merchants are advised that in all 
cases where Canadian or foreign coun­
terfeit or spurious currency is accept­
ed through inadvertence, the local de­
tachment of the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police should be immediat­
ely advised, and the worthless money
SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOKflKkur*̂ U. 8 P«ttM flSea By R.J. SCOTT
A SOUND  
PARTNERSHIP
A partnership to provide 
living income for living 
people. . . . .
Consult





Maclaren Block, Kelowna 
Telephone. 410
WiIeM
La n d e d -fiiE Acri-AM-tTc 
cable . Ne w  FouN P iA t/P/  
J U L Y 1866,  iT w aS found 
•rH A -rou s -r i , 8 6 6  m i l e s
OF CABLE HAD BEEN .
PAID OUT
DUR.l(t<;
<riE P01.E5 /ZEC£/V£ 




—  Thi$ ts 
BECAU SE The
The a t m o s p h e r e  
BENDS T tE  s u n 's  
RAYS MORE  
SHARPLY, MAKINC, IT 
VISIBLE EVEN w HeM 





USED By A  REVoxaiTioMAR/ 
FbR.cE. m T he  PHILIPPINE 
ISLANDS DUR.INO 1888 “ ‘3
mi Vfet nemm h*. W«U «
AM
EN0LI$HMA>I 
CROSSED The EM<;u5rt 
'OTHaHMEI. m A BOAT 
DRAWN By A iAR<iE
Kl-fE.
IN GETTING YOUR HOME 
READY FOR WINTER
Be snug and comfortable in a home that is in 
good repair, insulated and storm sash fitted 
to all windows.
SIMPSON’S MATERIALS
are the best at reasonable prices..
W E  A P P R E C IA T E  E N Q U IR IE S
and we arc pleased to give prices and information 
without any obligation.
S . M .  S i m p s o n ,  Ltd7
QUALITY \ LUMBER AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLI|i:S
Phones: Gen..Office, 312 - Mill Office, 313.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from vahcouveb
VIA* PENTICTON — Dally Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pan. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
Bus ...... . 10:10 pan. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m............ Bus
No. 11   10.30 p.m. Iv. PENTICTON or. 7:30 a.m.......  No. 12
No. 11   10:00 a.m. ar. VANCOUVER iv. 8.05 p.m........ No. 12
Dine leisurely VIA SICAMOUS Parlor Car
on Train 3 after Dally Except Sunday between Kelowna
leaving Sicamous and Sicamous
4:00 p.m. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 2:25 p.m.
8:05 p.m. ar. SICAMOUS Iv. 10.25 a.m.
8:25 pan. Iv. SICAMOUS ar. 6.50 a.m.
8.45 a.m. ar. VANCOUVER iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN. 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
SAME F INE  
0 U A U T Y
B Y  T H E
P § L S E N E R
Proudly m aintaining the 
same fine quality that won 
two first prizes at the 
B ritish  Em pire Brewers  
Exposition, London. 1936.
VANCOUVER BREWERIES
U M I T E D
m is  ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT PUBLISHED OR DISPLAYED BY THE LIQUOR CONTROL 
BOARD OR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
ELEPHANT BRAND FERTILIZERS MAKE
GO HAND-IN-HAND
Farmers who make quality their aim by fertilizing with 
Elephant Brand Fertilizers, not only produce better crops 
year after year, but also reap the rich reward of bigger 
yields and better profits.
Elephant Brand Fertilizers are a quality builder, but 
they also increase yields. Thus you profit in two ways. 
Fertilization is your insurance of Y IE L D  plus Q U A L IT Y  
year after year.




O F  C A N A D A  L IM IT E D
Distributed in British Columbia 
by Buckerfield’s Ltd., Vancouver, 
who will answer any inquiry.
LOCAL DEALERS:
B. C. Fruit Shippers, Kelowna 
B . , C.. Orchards, Kelowna 
Growers’: Supply Company, Kelowna 
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange, Kelowna 
Okanagan Fruit Shippers Limited, Kelowna 
Occidental Fruit Company Ltd., Kelowna 
Okanagan Mission Producers, Kelowna
FOR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO TO T H E  C O U R IE R
PAGE TEN THE KELOWNA COURIER THUKSDAY, NOVEMBEIl 24, 1038
CITY OBJECTS TO 
PAYING REUEF 
FOR COAST MAN
Council Feels Family Should Re- upon the fumily.
, yw j  ixr'^ I r »  !• f die nirui cant (Ind a job tn Vuncotturn Here and Work for Relief
The city council on Monday nit;lit 
rcfuHcd to acccr>t rcKpon;iibility for a 
family now 'living In Vancouver on 
relief, 'riic ((ue.jtion came up when 
a letter wa.*i read from the Vancouver 
Wclfai’e auHOciatlon atating that the 
family in ((in'ation ubnolutely refuaed 
to return to K(downa.
"Why ahould wo pay any familly ro­
ver?" asked Alderman McKay. " If 
they want to receive relief, they 
fihould return her«* and work for their 
relief as the other famiiies here are 
doing, 'I’liat ia tlie fair thing and theix; 
iy notliing fien:;iblo about us keeping 
a family living in Vancouver when we 
mlglit be getting some return for the
a couver
let him bring hi.s family back here 
and he will be looked after."
The entire council agreed with these 
views and the clerk wa.s instructed to 
write a letter pointing out this stand 
of the council.
ADVISABILITY OF NEW COMMUNITY 
HALL CONSIDERED IN EAST KELOWNA
New  Trustees Elected —  May 
Change Building Site— To Call 
Special Meeting
Ourw a Glacier
So far as known, Boulder, Colo., i.s 
tlie oidy city in the United Slates 
lie f if they want to live in Vancou- which owns a glacier.—the Arapahoe.
APPEaL
BREAD
ASK FOR IT BY NAM E- 
ASK YOUR LEADING GROCER- 
ASK AT SUTHERLAND’S BAKERY—
At least 20 per cent fresh, peeled, 
specially processed apples go into the 
baking of every loaf of A P P E aL  
BREA D  — The bread which keeps 
deliciously moist and is at the same 
time LIG H T  and F L U F F Y .
R E M E M B E R A P P E a L  BREAD  is not a spe­
cialty bread, but a delicately flavored standard 
loaf you will use for every eating purpose . . .  
and it makes delicious toast.
On Monday of lust week tlie annual 
meeting of tlie. East Kel.owna com­
munity to discuss matters relative to 
Uie administration of iiie community 
hall, witli an attendaiiee considerably 
larger tlian lias been eicslomury.
Following tlie reading of mijuile.s 
and presentatiou *»f a llnaneial rejiort 
by T. Dy.son, liall board secretary, the 
meeting unanimously elected T. Dy­
son, II. R. Perry, and G. D. Fitz-Gcruld 
to replace tlie lluee inember.s on the 
board wiio.se term expired this year.
Tlie meeting resolved itself into a 
discussion of ways and means of im­
provement of tlie hall, with the almost 
unanimous conclusion lliut little .satis­
factory progress would be made by 
additions or nlteralions to the build­




'̂ Lyna/uuie to 
' F L A N N I N 5 ' CXs. <
Mayor and Alderman Sutherland 
Disagree About Employee’s 
Duties
sented, which called for the wrecking . , , • „
of the j)resent hall, and rebuilding on ^  “ 'Plough techniically
the site olfered by Mr. Dodd adjacent licence. \
to the church for tliat purpose. That obviously unfair to force ther
the entire meeting was given over to 
a discussion of the project was cvii- 
dcnce that the meeting was well aw­
are of the size of the undertaking. It 
was felt that the meeting was not suf­
ficiently representative of the com­
munity to come to a definite conclu-
The desire to be fair led the city 
council Into a brief but sharp debate 
on Monday night. The question aro.se 
when Panlon & Runcie, blacksrnillis, 
requested, as that the same firm under 
the name of Dunn & Runcie liad al­
ready paid a trade licence, Unit the 
licence requested from Panlon & Run­
cie be waived.
It was explained tliat Mr. Punton 




firm to pay a licence twice. A ll the 
aldermen were in agreement on thi.s 
point but it was pointed out that the 
city regulations were clear upon the 
point. As this was an unusual case it 
was suggested that the city solicitor 
be asked to find a way out.
M r. Picobac, keen observer o f men and things, wai 
surprised to find two suits o f woollen underwear 
hanging on a line behind the kitchen stove. “W hy, 
bless my soul”, said he,“is it winter again already?” 
“Time to change into llannins”, pronounced Mrs. 
Picobac firmly.
Filling his pipe from a handy seal-tight pouch, 
M r. Picobac gave his attention to a calendar on 
the kitchen wall.
“W e ll”, said he with great satisfaction, “ things arc 
looking up. W e ’ve a good harvest, the root cellar
,S5!'%
and larder arc full, there’s plenty o f wood and coni 
. . . and enough Picobac for a mild . . . cool
sweet smoke between whiles.” H e struck a match. 
“W h at more could a man want?”
“Flannin underwear” , said Mrs. Picobac..
19eHANOy SEAL-TIGHT POUCH
Vi-LB. “LOK-TOP” TIN - 60c 
also packed  In Pocket Tins
*'lt DOES taste qood in a pipeU
Sion, so theYncominB board of Iruslcos inslanco whoro u city
was instructed to Conduct a canvass
of the entire community a.*? early as 
possible, to ascertain general opinion, 
and later to call a special meeting at 
which all views and comments could 
publicly be made.
4> «
A t a special meeting of the Women’s 
Institute held at the home of Mrs. H. 
W. Daniel on Wednesday of last week, 
final arrangements were made for the
Alderman Sutherland opined. “He 
should have ignored Unis altogether."
"No, he should not have." retorted 
the Mayor. “He has a job to do and 
it is up to him to do it. We can’t 
allow the licence inspector to use his 
own judgment on these matters. I f 
we did the inspector and the council 
would be in continual hot water. It 
would be unfair to place such
I c o b a c
G R O W N  I N  5 U  N N Y ; ; S D U  T H E R N  Q N T A R I D
H a v e  y o u  t r i e d  P i cd b a c  Sliced P lug  -  v e s t  p o c k e t  tin 15c
a re­
community turkey supper for which 
tentative plans had previously' been . This thing shouW be threshed out 
made. A  definite date was set, and, if  committee, Alderman Sutherland
the success whiich had accompanied „ . . .  ^
the sale of tickets up to this time can I agree, retorted His Worship, “but
be construed as a true measure of was you who objected to vvork in
Scout Commissioner's 
Corner
AND R EM EM BER :—A PPEaL BREA D  is
SLICED to your taste.
Call or Phone 121
S U T M E R L A M P ’ S  
B A K E R Y / L T D .
The~Leading Bakery of the Okanagan Valley
popularityrThe“ "ladies‘ rave"m^^^^ no committee of this nature A t that time go^dbyrlaJt week tL e l* *  of°
mistake in their selection of a medium should be public. ’
The question was referred to 
city solicitor.for adding to their funds.Ik ’
Bride Honored
A  large and representative group of 
East Kelowna ladies gathei-ed at the 
community hall to honor Mrs. E. Mug- 
ford, a long-time resident of this lo­
cality whose hiarriage took place re­
cently. The wide range of popularity 
Mrs. Mugford enjoyed as Mls^ Kath­
leen Blackburn was evidenced by the 
large number of attractive and useful 
gifts with which those present chose 
to express their best wishes for her 
happiness and prosperity in her new 
state. The serving of refreshments 
was supervised by Mesdanies H. Jones- 




City and Rural Mails Affected
. brother scouts from this district. For- 
tunately, two of them, Maurice Soames 
from the 1st Rutland troop and Leslie 
Evans from the 1st East Kelowna 
troop, we may have the pleasure of 
meeting again. They have gone to 
New Zealand and w ill be sailing on 
the same ship. They were both very 
valued members of their troops and 
w ill be much missed. We wish them 
the best of luck in their new homes 
and are glad to know that they w ill 
still be under the Union Jack, although 
a long way off. Distances now, how-







This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
WARNING TO HUNTERS & FISHERMEN
Each hunting season, through the careless handling of firearms, 
a number of people are seriously or fatally injured. T h e  law pro­
tecting females of big game has been and is still in effect not only 
for the p i l o s e  of conservation, but also in order to prevent shoot-. 
ing at objects whch the hunter does not clearly see. Fortimately 
this has greatly reduced these unfortunate accidents, although each 
year one or two hunters, generally, through carelessness, are shot 
in mistake for Deer.
Hunters and fishermen have also been warned to be careful in 
setting fires, and to see that they are put out when breaking up camp, 
but notwithstanding this fact, a number of forest fires have been 
attributed to the carelessness of fishermen and hunters.
H sportsmen desire to have hunting and fishing, then every pre­
caution should be taken to see that firearms and handled in a proper 
and careful manner, and that any camp-fires are extinguished.
FOR MORE ENJOYABLE AND BETTER HUNTING and FISHING 
HELP PREVENT FOREST FHtES 
HELP PREVENT HUNTING ACCIDENTS
GAME COMMISSION,
411 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, B.C.
that the local organization w ill con 
tinue to give a good account of itself 
in inter-club match play.
Mr. Donald Miller and family are 
occupying the home of Mrs. Shaw, 
who, as usual, w ill spend the winter 
months in Kelowna.
«
Miss Jean Taylor left on Wednesday
MISSION MAY
GO PRO-REG
the subject of the provincial re-
last for Winnipeg where she w ill re- creation scheme , with J. A. Lynes, 
side until next spring. who stated that it might be possible
r ^  r Txr* t t  «  ever, are not what they used to be',
tor rest oi Winter— use open- so we can reasonably look forward to 
ces Bridge Route ■ meeting them again.
___■ Jack Herald, a former scout of the




NELSON MAN NAMED 
TO SUCCEED HORN
E, S .' McCracken to be Superin­
tendent of Mountain Division
Amount Spent Here Far Exceed­
ed by Penticton and Vernon
Announcement has been made by 
C. A. Cotterell, assistant general mana­
ger of western lines, C.P.R., that E. S. 
McCracken, of Nelson, w ill succeed J. 
J. Horn, veteran superintendent of the
Marshall, B. Marshall, G. Porter and the Goquihalla mail reaching this city journey as he has so early in his pro 
E. Hinks. from the coast will hereafter until r is in g  young life been “Promoted to
• • • next spring be delayed by some-two Higher Service” . He left here several
Hunting parties are the order of the hours. A  serious slide blocked the years ago but he always kept in touch.
day, with several groups of hunters p^ss on Monday and, due to all trains with me and I have had several very
being at present in the hills. One party being routed by Spences Bridge, the letters from him. His dad once
consisting of C. Pook. A. Stewart, W- mail did not reach this city on 'Tues- told me when I  was Jack’s scoutmaster
Hope, J. Parkes and F. Turton are day until nearly noon. The Kettle that he used to go and sit on the side
working around Trepanier, while A. Valley railway has decided that it w ill Jack’s bed when he went in to say 
Ward, who returned on Monday, leav- not open the pass this fall but route S°od-night after Jack had come in
ing four other members of a party all trains via Spences Bridge until the from his scout meeting or wherever One instance in Which Kelowna does
near Carmi, reported that success was break-up next spring. he had been, and Jack always used to not mind trailing the other two cities mountain division, with headquarters
attending their efforts in that locality. This means that there has had to be him what he had been doing and in the Okanagan Occurs in the seven- at Revelstoke. W. J. McLean, Pentic-
* * * a drastic reorganization of the local what he thought about it' all, and teenth annual report of the B.C.liquor superintendent, goes to Nelson ar^
Badminton handling. Mail w ill not be av- about the various people he had been control board which has just been re- H. R. Younger, divisional superintend-
The local badminton club opened its ailable in the Kelowna city post-office with. I  think scout and cubmasters, leased. The report shows that while out at Nelson is promoted to Pentic-
season of play this week. Faced with now until about one-thirty. Persons school teachers and other leaders in $134,488 was spent in this city’s goy- fuu. G. B. Alexander, division engun-
the loss of several of its past members, who have been in the habit of col- charge of boys would be surprised if  ernment liquor store during the fiscal eer, Revelstoke, w ill become diviMon
it is expected to be organized with a lecting their mail before noon must tbey knew just exactly vvhat thirty or year  ̂ ending March 31st last, that engineer at Nelson while G. W. Miller
smaller, playing group than has been adjust themselves to the delay. forty keen pair of shining eyes had amount was considerably short pf the I'oadmaster at Grand Forks w ill be-
usual. This is not considered. a seri- Rural routes also ■will be affected, managed to observe in an hour or so. amounts spent in Penticton and Ver- come division engineer at Revelstoke.
detriment by continuing playei's. Route One and the Rutland mail w ill Jack was full of enthusiasm for what- non. The Penticton figure was $137,
however, for with but one court av- each leave Kelowna post-office at be undertook and I  am quite sure 129 while that of Vernon was $191,- Okanagan; and $1,375 in Similkameen. 
ailable, the large membership of re- nine-thirty each morning. This means fbat the Flying Service of Canada has 529. . North Okanagan, besides tbe
cent years has seriously curtailed the thiat they w ill not carry the morning ® most valuable officer. I  know The Vernon store and the Kelowna liquor store in Vemon, there are four 
number o f  games available for each mail from the coast. Route Two wiill '̂b f̂ have lost a splendid Canadian store furnish the whole of the ridings beer parlors and two clubs, and Arm- 
member on an evening of play. Con- leave Kelowna at one-thirty while the shall always be happy that for of North and South Okanagan re- strong and Enderby each has both a .
tintiing members are therefore looking Mission and East Kelowna mails w ill ® few_ short years I had the privilege spectively but other liquor stores must beer parlor and club,
forward to increased opportunities for leave the local office at two in the .b^  ̂ scoutmaster. To Mrs. he added to that of Penticton to ob- Kelowna has two clubs but no beer •
play^ and it is confidently expected afternoon. Herald, his rhother, our hearts go out tain the total for Similkameen. Prince- paHors, in fact there are no beer par--
in the very deepest sympathy, al- ton figures were $16,930; Oliver, $36,- lors in all of South Okanagan, 
though we also do know that with 377; Keremeos, $15,488. ' There is a veterans’ club in Pentic-
Jack ‘‘t^ere is here no cause for sor- .Though the’ North Okanagan’s vol- ton, and elsewhere lin the riding there
row.” E.G.W. ume of sales was large, its record of are five beer parlors and a club.
„  . . ,  ~ ~  prqgecutions, under administration of — — — — — — — —  -
ivT Newark the “Government Liquor Act,” was
■----- - Newark N.J., and Madrid are in ap- better than that in other arfeas.
.The committee of the community Pi’dximately the same latitude; 40 de- There were only 15 such cases all 
hall association have recently taken 41 minutes N. told in Vernon, the records show, as
Solid Liquids
More water, in the form iof food, is
compared with 65 in, Penticton and 24 
in Kelowna.
Total of fines in North Okanagan
Miss Rose Fa/rw’eat'hsr is visiting South
relatives in Calgary. 'C®*" application
• * * is approved. About 35 people have
Mr. Leslie Evans left on Sunday expressed their interest in the scheme, 
morning, accompanied by Mr. J. Evans b  is being suggested that they
and Mr. F. Seddon for Vancouver by should form an athletic club to take 
car. Leslie w ill sail on the “Aorangi" of the expenses involved, includr
for New Zealand, where he w ill join iag transportation of the necessary 
his brother Ronald, who has lived equipment as the association is not in 
there for the past two years. Leslie, ® position to finance such a project.^ 
who has taken a considerable part in Although tenders for the janitorship 
community affairs, w ill be missed in ^be hall have been called, the com - 
East Kelowna, and bears with him the ’^ }bee have finally decided to dispense 
sincere wishes of the entire district ''^bh such service for the present sea- 
for success in his venture. son; the badminton club, as chief users
• of the haU at present, had already un-
Mrs. G. D. Fitz-Gerald accompanied dertaken to keep the hall cleaned up 
her father, Mr. J. Reekie to Vancouver after use, and the committee wish to 
by train last Tuesday. She plans a reduce the debt before they increase 
holiday of two weeks at the coast current expenses, 
city.
• • • Congratulations to Mrs. Miller, mo-
Miss Nellie Ashworth is the guest of ther of Mrs. T. Apsey, who celebrated
her sister. Mrs. George Porter; her ninety-second birthday on Sunday.
Mr. John Paterson returned to his The snow, which seems to have been 
horiie in East Kelowna from Vancou- heavier lin the Mission than in other 
ver last Thursday. John completed districts, cleared off in time to allow 
a course in Deisel engineering last two days of pheasant shooting on the 
year and found some valuable experi- flat before the season closed. Several 
ence in a coast salmon cannery this hunters managed to secure a buck last 
fall. The close of the fishing season week, now that the deer are coming 
sees his return home, where many down. Fishing continues to be quite 
circles w ill welcome his appearance. fair, Buster Morison taking a fifteen-
• • • ' pounder last Sunday. An otter ap-
Miss Kathleen Kennedy has return- pears to be the favored bait just now.
ed to East Kelowna as a visitor as 
she spends a week as the guest of Mrs. Sunday schooL pupils are looking 
R. Smith. forward to the party given for them at
• * • the Bellevue hotel next Saturday af-
Mr. Horace Hewlett was forced by ternoon, November 26th.
illness to go to Kamloops recently. ------------ -----------------
Word has been received that an oper- What of the A ir Hostess?
ation performed on Saturday was The Bureau of A ir Commerce has 
passed quite successfully by Mr. Hew- not the jurisdiction oyer hostesses and







ASLEEP ON THE DEEP
'■i, ?
liilif;
S'Siil ? Give those Christmas gifts in 
person this year. Winter fares 
with long limits on sale now. 
Specially priced holiday travel 
commences December 20. Yoi5 
don’t have to leave destination 
until January 7. Fare and a third, 
for the round trip,
5f you can’t spend Christmas 
with them, have them come 
to you by prepaying their fare! 
We’ll arrange ticket deliveries 
anywhere . , . at no extra 
cost. Ride the air-conditioned 
CONTINENTAL LIMITED— 
day . coaches de luxe for economy 
travel.
- C
JAMES CAGNEY—^being a cagey young husky—may not be asleep after 
all, come to think o f it. There are a thousand things he may be thinking of
___ __ , ___________ ____________________  —-his w ife ‘B ill’— t̂heir snug home ’way down East in wind-swept Martha’s
lett. and his many friends in this lo- stewards that it has in respect to qua- Vineyard—or his latest starring role in Warners’ “Angels With Dirty Faces.” 
cality look forward with confidence lifications of pilots and dispatchers sees to it that his sea-saunterings do not take him too far from home and
and air-worthiness of equipment. the ‘home lot.’
A. J. Hughes, Agent, Phone *330 
Kelowna
or E. J. Noble, 210 A, Biernard Ave., 
Kelowna
wism&mm
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FIRST WEDDING 
IN EAST KELOWNA 
ANGLICAN CHURCH
May Kathleen Blackburn Be­
comes Bride of Ernest Mugford 
at Pretty Ceremony *
Hither and Yon
Dr. li. A. CJ. PiiMton .spent fieveral 
(l.'iys ill Viiiicouver Jn.st week.
4< «
IVTi'. mid Mr.s. Hubert Pminley of 






'I'lu' llrsl weddiip; to take place in 
St. Mary’.s eliurcli. East Kelowna, wa.s
.solemnized at 3 o’elodc on the after- i n t̂ i . - u. ii «i
noon of Tuesday, Nov. l.'i, when Mary ^turned to Pentictod on Sunday.
Mr.s. H. A. Parlon of Penticton jour­
neyed In K'downa lii.st Tluirsclay to
re-
D. W. Frazier of tlie Royal Dank 
a ;;u('.st of llic Willow Inn. --------
Mrs. “Tiny*’ Walrod’ was a tea ho.s- Ward Played and
les.s to a number of friends last 'Tliurs- Coached bherbrooke, Quebec,
day afternoon at her home on Dertrain Teams for Many-Years 
.street. ______




Wool Becoming More Po­
pular at all Times
Euumsui
H jijM  MjjjjM
mP JtimLi-JlL JEmI  ̂ JhiSb mE
Prices UfTcctive Frlduy, Saturday and Monday—November 25, 20, 28
P L E A S E
N O TE
Guests registered at the Willow Inn Saturday morning in Glenmorc at the 
Mjs.s Mmgarc‘1 Miller of Penticton this woelt include: II. C. Francis, Pen- demise of
visited Kc.dovviia last 'I’liursday to at- ticton; E. S. Palmer, Peacliland; Mrs. Henry Wald, aged 70, a native
tend the Firemen’s Ball. Slie return- Vera Rae Fraser, Peacliland; C. C. lamdon, England.
Pierre, Vancouver.
Katlileeii, only daughter of Mr. and 
Mi'.s. S. Blackburn, of East Kelowna 
was united in marriage with Mr. Ern­
est Mugford, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. _  _ _ _
Mugford of Rutland, witli Rev.-C. E. ed ‘ to ’ her‘ home” by stage •Friday’
Davis performing Uie ceremony. * * •
Given in marriage by her futlier, Mes.srs. l,en Wade and Jacic Perry
tlie bride wore a frock of cinnamon enterlainod about sixty of their friends jyj,.g Atkinson (nee Barbara
brown crepe. wltli mutcliiiig acccs- »t a party on Iriday evening In the lyieii^ic) was the recipient of
■sories, and carried a boLiciuel of bronze Oiango hall. lovely and useful gifts at a miscellun
ctirysanthemuins. „  ,, r, . ,,Mr. Russell Scrim of tlu:
left last week for New 
where lie has been transferred.
Miss Jean Campbell of Kamloops well-known eastern
i.s a visitor in̂  Kelowna on Sunday. Canadian atliiete came to an end on
BRIDE FE'fED
'The late Mr. Ward, although born 
in tile Old Country came to this coun­
try at the early age of seven years, 
and with his iiarcnts settled In Sher­
brooke, Quo. 'riierc lie resided for 
most of liis life, until 1920, when he
As bridesmaid. Miss Eileen Hindis 
chose a dres.s of brown velvet, wlUi 
trimmings of cream lace, and brown 
velvet hat. Her bomiiiet was of yel­
low clirysanthemums.
Tlie groom was supported by Mr. J. 
Blackburn, brother of the bride, while 
Mrs. E. Mugford was organi.st. Follow­
ing tlie ceremony, tea was served to 
relatives and intimate friends at the 
home of the bride’s parents.
For lior honeymoon to Kamloops the 
bride donned a brown ensemble with 
matching accessories.
I < ixr 1 j  • came west to Glemnore to live with
Royal Bank •̂ “ ^k Ward, well-known Union
Westminster Elt.inoi -{Abbott and Miss qjj . Kelowna.
Kay Hill entertained at Mi.ss Abbott’s 
home on Pendozi street.
Mrs. J, N. Thonijison was a tea lios- 'rhe gifts were presented to Mrs. At- 
tcKs on Monday afternoon to a number Itinson in a massive pink and white 
of friends at the Willow Inn. wedding cake.
• * • Mrs. Roy MacLean and Mrs. J. S.
J. M. Macrae, general freight agent Henderson presided at the urns while 
of Canadian National Railways at Mrs. Maurice Meikle, Miss Joan Me- 
Vancouver was a visitor in Kelowna Call and Miss Frances Lewers assisted
last Friday. tile hostesses in serving.
I gent
111 health had taken tlieir toll of 
Mr. Ward for the paWt number o£ 
months and death was not unexpected. 
In his younger days and even into his 
miiddle age, the late Mr. Ward took a 
keen interest in athletics of all kinds, 
but especially hockey and lacros.se. He 
played for the representative Sher­
brooke hocl;ey and lacrosse teams for
r
Mrs. G. A. McKay is entertaining a 
number of friends at the tea hour this
afternoon at her home on Pendozi Longie^Jr.,‘ M rs.^c!"A. Hill, Mrs
street.
The First Radio Ad
The first commercial radiocast made 
was a. 10-miinute talk over station 
WEAF under the auspices ^of the 
Queensborough Corporation, promo­
ters of the Jackson Heights develop­
ment, Long Island. It began Sept. 2,
C.
E. Friend, Mrs. Jack Witt, Mrs. Jack
Mrs. J. W. Hughes has returned from 
a holiday spent at the coast.
Guests included: Mrs. George Meikle. ,
Mrs. A. Vance Dawson, Mrs. P. Petty- hp timned Ws it te n l io n p a r t ic ip a te  
piece, Mrs. Rex Lupton, Mrs. Wm. autniion
Wc euiinot uceept grocery orders phoned in for 
delivery Silliirduy. Flcuso phone griKJcry orders 
early Friday to ensure prompt ricllvery.
Mr; and Mrs. E. O. Hughes
rude Chapin, Eleanor Palmer, Vera 
Cushing, Audrey McLeod, Gertrude 
have McDonald, Pat Hamilton, Maureen
to coaching 
and directing the teams. He was bj' 
trade in the heating and plumbing 
business in that Quebec city.
Deceased was a great athlete and 
w ill be long-remembered in the east 
by those who benefltted by hiis train­
ing and coaching of the many fine
moved into their new home on Pen- Hamilton, Jenny Andison, Jeanne Har- teams turned out by Sherbrooke 
-> -= -  vey, Marionne Meikle, Joan McCall, turnea our ny bnerorooKe.dozi stn et.
* * * Vivienne McCall, Diana DeHart, Mau-
Mr. and Mrs. “Tiny” Walrod enter- die Kincaid, Doris Leathley and Flora
His only lodge or club to which he
Smoke-blue Knit Dress
Wool becomes smarter and smarter





I ADIES, r*IR L S
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A  PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler s y s t^  as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, HoUsrwood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any schooL 
Practical, expert training guaran* 
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
.Enroll' now. Reasonable rates.
W. Hastings. Trin. 
Vancouver B. C.
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C.
Schools.
303 2237
evening at their home on Bertram 
street, the Occasion being Mrs. Wal- 
rod’s birthday. • • *
W.M.S. HOLD TEA
The W.M.S. of the First United 
church entertained at a very success­
ful tea last Wednesday afternoon at 
the home of Mrs. S. M. Simpson on 
Abbott street when about sixty ladies 
attended.
Mrs. W. W. McPherson assisted Mrs. 
Simpson in receiving the guests while 
Mrs. T. F. McWilliams acted as hostess 
irl the reception rooms.
Beautiful bronze and yellow chry­
santhemums were the floral decoration 
in the living room. The tea table, 
centred with a lovely arrangement of 
burgundy chrysanthemums flanked by 
burgundy tapers, was presided over by 
Mrs. C. W,. Cope and Mrs. Simpson Sr., 
while those acting as. serviteteurs were 
Mrs. Harry Mitchell, Mrs. J. Bowering 
and Miss Charlotte Honor.
A  delightful program of musical 
number was presented. Mrs. J. Bow­
ering and Mrs. Watson of Vancouver, 
a daughter of Mrs. Nunn, sang several 
solos. Miss Frieda Dilworth gave a 
piano solo as did Miss Rhoda Blanche 
Simpsoii and a trio consisting of the 
Misses Madeline Lawton, Irena Perry 
and Doreen Harvey was well received
A College Play Started 
Taylor on the Screen
belonged was the Canadian Order of as it weaves its way into the smart 
F^ester^ frock brackets, what with knitted
Besides* his wife, who lives with her sweaters topping the smartest dinner 
-two sons m Glenmore he leaves four and evening frocks. Here’s a nice knit 
sons and a daughter, Harry and Jack affair, a Uttle dress of smoke-blue, 
Kelowna Charles in Detroit jm d  herringbone-weave wool, with a knit- 
and Mrs. T. J. ted m idriff section and knitted sleeves, 
in Springfleld, Mass. One sis- A  sleeveless bolero of the woollen 
ter, Mrs. , Clara Varney of Sherbrooke stops right at the knit band through 
survives. the middle. The skirt has a slight
^Funeral services were held from SL being seamed front and back.
Michael and A ll Ange s church m Ke- The dress has a high, round neckline 
lowna on Monday afternoon Novem- like the bolero, with a knit band at 
her 21, at 2.30 o clock with Rev. C- E. the edge. •
Davis officiating. Interment was in the ^
Kelowna cemetery. Pall-bearers con-, 
sisted of A. H. Loudon, Sam Pearson,
E. Snowsell, Bert Kerr, R. E. J. Hunt 
and John Cushing.




Cameron Day Explains National 




Mr. and Mrs. John T. Foulds are
Happy Couple Living in City credit waeThe theme of the
T\/r„ J n/r T rr. T. T, ^®lk given by Cameron Day to the
iV^. and Mrs. John T. Foulds, Ber- Rotary club on Tuesday. Maldis-
nard avenue, celebrated their fortieth tribution is the trouble with our eco- 
wedding anniversary on Saturday, No- nomic system, the speaker declared 
vember 19 and received the congratu- and Social Credit offers the most log- 
lations of their friends and the mem- ical solution he has yet seen.
mona College, was discovered by a tal- iowna° It w a f^ x L tl^ ^  forty^ y S r S o  g x p S e d  Sw^^
Mrs J. Cameron Day also sang a very ent scout, attending a college prodUc- the day as they were married on Sat- I ?  S c a t S  bv D^uefas
lovely solo. ^   ̂ tion of “Journey’s End” . What follow- urday, November 19, 1898. populirconceDtio?^^
Mrs. V. Freeman left on Saturday • K°th Foulds were born li^end  is that^every person would ob-
for Vancouver on a short holiday. Hie ■f'ln ^  Lester, England, and th ^  came to tain something for nothing, this is er-
• • • dustry. His next picture w ill be with Canada, in 1907. In 1910 they home- roneous as the national d i v i d e n d
Mrs. J. J. Ladd entertained a few Wallace Beery i n ‘Stand Up and Fight.’ steaded at. Vanguard, Ŝ ask., and lived would be exactly the same as the
for many years before coming dividend from any large company, 
to Kelowna in January, 1932, nearly excepting in this case the people 
seven years ago. would be shareholders
Six children were born to Mr. and Ldmited.”
Mrs. Foulds, five of these being mar- The idea of the national discount is 
ried and one young daughter, Gwen- to equalize consumption and produc- 
neth, living in Kelowna. There are tions as production is of no value un- 
fourteen grandchildren. ’The other less it is entirely consumed. The fault
Robert Taylor, while attending Po-
P P  A C ___  “Orchard City”, Sieve 5s;
9 c
“Aylmer,” Sweet White;
17 oz, tins; each ............... 9 c
P. &  G. SOAP-  ̂ fi; bars
CALAY SOAP- ... 5c
MARMALADE- ° T e ! c i ... 25c
BAKING POWDER- " r / r L  15c
I7 I  A  1TB7Q (^e llogg ’s) Fancy Glass Cereal 
V * ' J T  JLfintlhJCiO Bowl Free with ^  for 
Get a full set of these bowls—no limit. 3 pkgs,
“R IT Z ” B IS C U IT S — pkg................ .................. ...........  15c
P U R E X  T IS S U E — 2 ro lls .............................................. 15c
P E A N U T  B U T T E R — 13 oz. tins ........ ........ -  15t
H E IN Z  T O M A T O  K E T C H U P — Large bottles ... 20c
“FR A SE R  V A L L E Y ” P IC K L E S — 27 oz. jars ...........  29c
H E IN Z  IN F A N T  FO O D S— Assorted ........... 2 tins 17c
“J IF F Y ” M E A T  B A L L S — lb. tin ...............
M E X IC A L I T A M A L E S — 1 lb. tins ................ ........... 2 lc
A Y L M E R  PE A S  and CARRO TS— 17 oz. tins .... 2 for 25c
M IN C E M E A T  .................................................. 2 lbs. 25c
Q U A K E R  Q U IC K  O ATS— Plain. Package ......  21c
G L A C E  C H ER R IES— per lb. .........................
m E A  T ,  D E P A R T m E N T
STEAK m. 20g
I h . 3 7 c
R O U N D  B O N E  R O ASTS— lb. .. ....
B L A D E  RO ASTS Ih
P R IM E  R IBS of BEE F— (R o lled ); lb. . .... . 21c
W e  stock Fresh Salmon, Cod, Fillet of Sole, 
Smoked Fillets, Salt Herrings .
Kippers,
We Reserve the right to limit. Safeway Stores Ltd.
friends at her home on Abbott street
on Tuesday evening.
• • ♦
Mrs. J. R. Conway entertained her 
bridge club on Tuesday evening at
her home on Richter street.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. E. Worman are leaving.
Noted For Its Symmetlry
WEStBANK CHURCH 
IS DEDICATED
The symmetrical cone of Japan’s , , ,.
C^Tda Mt. Fuji rises more that 12,000 feet
above Suruga Bay and its bordering 2,997,000̂ 000 jjeople.
World Population




this week for Vancouver where they New Edifice for United Congre-
will spend the winter months. eation— Anglican BishoD Holds economic system has been ag- ------------------ ,---------------------------
^  o ■__ , “  r, _ . "  Red Deer,^ 1 ^ .,  Mrs. Shelley, Kelow- gravated during recent years by the the construction of world maps on the
coastline of Maine, almost 3,000
Scientific Cartography ........ long, .is only 225 miles via
The Greeks were the first to attempt P^^ne.
SCOTT’S
E M U L S I O N
i 53L 98'
* rimet rosier lodigrst 
thors plain cod Iivrr oil 
Contoini Vitamint 
ond D. J
Mrs. James Douglas entertained a 
number of friends at the tea hour on 





'^ e  first service was held in the aid Foulds, Kelowna,
United church on Sunday morning) __ ________; _____— — 
- - - when the building was dedicated by a A mr TVr A n
Mr. Joe Tilley is at the coast this Dr. George A. Wilson D.D. of Vanqou- 0|jy | H J\|LAN W AK 
week. ' ver, assisted, by Rev. J. D. Gillam
Guests registered at the RoyaL Ahne A'tecon^J^rvfce^ was^h^d^?^  ̂ VETERAN PASSES
hotel this week include. Judge Swan- evening when Dr. Wilson also preach- ------ -
son, Kamloops: Miss Peters, Vancou- ed
ver; E. H. Harkne^s, J. I. Peters, Ver- q ĵ Monday evening a successful 
non; A. J. Calderhead, J. M. Macrae, j^eld in the United church.
In the evening Dr. W. W. McPherson 
of Kelowna gave a most interesting
na; Jack T. Foulds, Vanguard, Sask.; greater use of machinery which in the basis of astronomical observations and CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS D f  
Harold Foulds, Nelson, B.C.; and Ron- final analysis produces but does not the measurement of terrestrial dis- THE COVRIEB BRING
consume. tances. SURE RESULTS
Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Me 
Culloch, Banff; P S. McKergow, Van­
couver; Bishop of Kootenay, Vernon;
Louis Markendale Needham Had 
Come to Glenmore in 1912
T H E  ID E A L  
L A X A T IV E  
for
C H IL D R E N
Small size . .... 40c 
Economy size, 75c
Following an illness of practically 
—tr 1 . T\/r a lecture. and Mr. George McKenzie o f a year, Louis Markendale Needham,
w  TWo Kelowna provided a musical program aged 58, passed away at the Kelowna
o c ,.c fie was assisted by the Peach- general hospital on Sunday, November
land and Westbank choirs. - 20. Born in England on July 13, 1880,
■ . • *, * , deceased came to Canada and settled
It IS rumoured a large English seed in Kelowna in 1912. He purchased a 
.< . , firm has been negotiating for some fruit ranch in Glenmore and since
jTi a  nP IT/\ I T/’n / ^ U I T o / 'O  bottom land in Westbank for that time had been a respected mem-
L A  l n U L l L  y n U K V / l l  the^ growing of flower and vegetable .fier of the community there.
_ _ _ _  seeds. The Okanagan climate is con- The late Mr. Needham made many
sider^  excellent for seed production acquaintances in his long residence in
Mrs. W. Kremans, Niagara Falls; Mrs. 
R. A. Barton. Penticton.
PRETTY WEDd InG AT
Barbara Sperle is United in Mar- and the venture w ill be watched with Kelowna and the funeral service from
considerable interest.
• •riage to Frank Schmidt of 
Kelowna
the Kelowna Furniture Co. parlor on 
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
Right Rev. W. R. Adams, Bishop of / o  thi^^ Rev. C. E.
Dovis officiatcd ot thc funeral service.
A  Confirmation service was held by
Besides his wife, he leaves two sons,A  pretty wedding took place at the Kootenay, assisted by Rev. H,Pearson,Immaculate Conception Church on rector of Westbank parish, in St. - „  , t nm-c lUooaviam untu va
Wednesday, November 16 at 9 a;m., by George’s church, Westbank, on Sunday Louis Needham, both of Ke-
Rev. Father McKenzie, when Miss evening. The candidates for confirma- 
Barbara Sperle, daughter of Mr. and tion were E. and R. Follet, sons of Mrs.
Mrs. S. J. Sperle, became the bride West o f Trepanier, Leonard Hoskins, 
of Frank Schmidt, son of Mr. an;i Mrs. Misses Olive and Minnie Hewlett and
- Miss Joan Pritchard of Westbank.Nick Schmidt, of Unity, Sask 
The bride entered the church on the 
arm of her father to the strains of the 
Wedding March by “Knebelson”.
For her wedding, the bride wore a 
floor-length gown of white satin. A  
coronet of orange blossoms held in 
place by her floor-length veil of French
lowna.
Deceased was a veteran of the South 
African war.
Interment was in the Kelowna ce­
metery with A. D. Marshall, H. K. 
Todd, F. E. Lewis, R. W. Corner, A l­
bert Cameron and C. E. Atkin acting 
as pall-bearers
The Westbank recreational class re­
ceived a surprise treat on Thursday
night when Miss Phyllis Sandersop, -— ■;—-̂------------------
chief women’s instructor at Kelowna, Kelowna last week, 
walked from the ferry and called at * *
the community club hall. Miss Mar- Messrs. C. Butt, W. C. Mackay, W.
I n ^  nei uuui-ix.uKui veuuiricuca Kelowna was busv with H. Brown and A. Hoskins represented
earned a bouquet of the class when Miss Sanderson arrived Westbank chamber of commerce at theTalisman roses. meting of the Okanagan boards of
The bride was attended by two over°tlf^  men’s^ la L ^ fo r  trade, held last week in Kelowna..
Mrs. Pritchard is making good pro­
gress towards recovery and hopes to
bridesmaids, Mary Sperle, sister of the .. . , . , x
bride, and Dorothy Welter, cousin of everyone was delight-
the. groom. They were attired in honed^ th a ?sh r°S n ^ com e ? S in  w ia a n ic
matching gowns of pink and blue net J  Pavnter took M iLeTsLndeSon return to school next week,
over satin with matching accessories z ^  °  •o f silver and gold, and wore corsages Todd back to  the^ ferry 
of Talisman roses.
Mrs. Isobel Taylor is a victim of in- 
The'Community club held a whdst past week
& CO., LTD.
DRUGSTORE
Phone 19 We Deliver
During the “Mass’ the “ Ave Maria’’ ^rive in the hall last Friday night. The confined to bed ^
R?«ina'''sask^ George Heier, of number of people l^ ing engaged else- Mrs. J. L. Dobbin left on Monday
ncoina. aasK.  ̂ r ^  ^  -n, where that evening accounted for for a vi^iit tn the nrairie<?
A  reception was held at the I.O.O.F. there being only seven tables filled. * ?  * ‘
hall where the bride s table was cen- However, a very jolly evening was en- Don Fallwell, secretary-treasurer of 
ered with a three-tier wedding cake, joyed and there was a short dance Westbhnk Orchards packing house,
surmounted by^roses and lighted tap- after supper. left for his home at Calgary on Mon-er.s in bronze holders. * * * j  “  •'
The bride’s toast was proposed by Ten members of the Westbank Wo- ' * * *
Mr. Sperle. men’s institute attended the one-day Mr. Dick Young, h eal manager of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schmidt will conference of the South Okanagan the B.C. Shippers, has returned to his 
make their home in Kelowna. district of Women’s institutes, held at home at' Oyama.
0ONSOLIMTED HllilNfi & SMELTIfifi
OPEMTIOfiS, 1937-38
#  Employment daring 19S7 av^aged 6,926 men.
#  Wages paid in 1937: amounted to $11,600,0<N).
#  Materials purchased amounted to $9,725,(KK).
_ 9
#  Reservt^ of the company are not all in cash ̂ but 
are represented largely by prof^rties in various 
stages of development, employing hundreds of
■ men. , ,
#  Expansiem of the company has continued in 1938. '
The latest impcMrtant develofiment is the com­
mencement of a 50,000 horsepower hydro electric 
installation on Kootenay River, under direction 
of IxMme Campbell, Vice-President of the 
Kootenay Power and Light Company (a sub- 
iNdiary of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting 
Company) at an estimated cost of S i mfflkms.
c o n m iD iiT E D  m in in G  & sm ELTinG  
com pffiinv O f c iin flo fl Lim iTED
PAGE TWELVE THE KELOWNA COURIER
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D. K. GORDON LIMITED
KELOWNA
PR O V ISIO N ER S
rUONEB: 178 and 170
Mushrooms, Mincemeat, Oysters, 
Cooked Meats, Ham, Bacon, Lard, 
Eggs, Butter, Fresh Fish,
Smoked Fish, Salt Fish
R O U N D  ST E A K  R O ASTS of STEER  B E E F  
G E N U IN E  B A B Y  B E E F  
S H O U L D E R  R O ASTS of L A M B  
FR ESH  R ED  S PR IN G  S A L M O N  
L O IN  R O ASTS of V E A L  
- F IN N A N  H A D D IE S — Boned
Celery Hearts, Lettuce, Cauliflower, Sprouts, Onions, 




From Page 1, Column 1 
plained that from a purely advertiislng 
Htundpoint Mr. Craiig’a suggestion 
would no doubt be quite wonderful. 
He pointed to tiie eifort.s of tlie Olcu- 
nogan-Cariboo Trail association over 
the past 15 yeans to obtain better roads 
and bring tourists to live Okanagan.
Mr. Craig hud told Mr. Pout that 
this year 4.381 cars entered the port 
at 0.soyoos and 2,500 of these had gone 
to Beaver lake near Kelowna.
GAS DEAIMS 









From Page 1, Column 7
TO KAMLOOPS
Request Drastic Restrictions in 
Hours for Selling Gasoline —  
Check Percentage of Retailers 
Making Request
"Wo want to bring all the sports­
men we can to tlie Okanagan but we 
also want the tourists in llieir thous­
ands for the scenic possibilities of the 
valley. I feel it would be very unwise 
to spend money to send a queen to 
the Fair next year.
On behalf of the Penticton board, 
Harry Black considered the monetary 
consideration involved too great for 
the benefit to be accrued. “To bring 
tourists over these roads would kill 
any advertising advantage gained," he 
believed
Christmas Nuts
GET THEM NOW !
It’s only four weeks till Christmas anyway, 
and you can’t get better value by waiting.
"Our highways do not warrant any 
great amount of money spent In ad- 
vertilsing," remarked R. W. Smith, Oli­
ver. "You often hear the tourists re­
mark: ‘As much us we admire your 
country we will not drive over your 
roads’."
Mr. Lefroy of Armstrong echoed the 
Penticton, Vernon and Oliver opinions 
and remarked that persons could buy 
scenery at theatres rather than suffer 
the B.C. roads.
dharles Butt of Westbank had heard 
the Americans damning the roads 
many times and fe ll in liine with the 
other' views expressed.
Up to Government
Soft Shelled Pecans; 
(extra large) per lb......
Large Washed Brazils;
per lb. .............. ............
California Soft Shelled 
Budded Walnuts; per lb .




New Manchurian lbs. 
Walnuts ..........  ^
(W ill have a special price on 
freshly roasted large size Peanuts 
to arrive next week.)
Shelled Peanuts, salted ^
with skins on; per lb. .... JLtW/ 
Shelled Peanuts, blanched O A a
and salted; per lb.........
Shelled Pecans and 
Shelled Almonds; per lb.
New Large Shelled
Brazils; per lb............ .
Pistachio Nuts, 
shelled; per lb ...... $1.00
For Your Christmas Cake
MAKE IT NOW!
Shelled Walnuts — Shredded and dessicated Cocoanut 
Chinese Preserved Ginger in 1 lb. and 2 lb. jars—and by the poimd; 
Whole Glaced Cherries — Cut and Whole Peel — Pineapple Rings 
Raisins—Currants—Sultanas—Boiled Cider—Grape Juice — Extracts 
—and everything else you need for your Christmas Ciooking.
DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY THIS YEAR,
McKenzie the
214 Two Phones 214
In summing up, R. G. Rutherford, 
Kelowna board’s publicity chairman, 
stated he was heartily in accord with 
the views expressed. “I f  the govern­
ment is really 'in the tourist business 
then it is up to that government to 
put on the show at San Francisco and 
not come to the communities for help.”
Mr. Rutherford’s resolution that 
the Okanagan boards are not in favor 
of the idea was seconded by Capt. 
Coombes of Vernon and carried.
Chairman W. A. C. Bennett express­
ed appreciation of the good publicity 
■work Joe Spurrier is doing for the 
Okanagan and stated that Mr. Pout’s 
remarks regarding the number of 
tourists visiting Beaver lake is a cri­
terion of the effect of Mr. Spurrier’s 
efforts.
Mr. Pout remarked that the govern­
ment should not be placed at fault 
concerning this queen plan as it w ^  
entirely Mr. Craig’s plan and he did 
not think the government .had had 
anything to do with it. , In this Chair­
man Bennett concurred as Mr. Craig 
had admitted to the Kelowna board 
that the government had had nothing 
to do with the plan.
Just before conclusion of the topic 
Mr. Spurrier asked the visiting dele­
gates not to think that Kelowna is ob­
taining 'all the benefit .from visiting 
sportsmen, as as far as he is concerned 
he sends them as far north as possible. 
There isn’t enough accommodation in 
the Valley to take care of all th.e vis­
itors’ needs, he stated.
’I’lie hours which gas stations and 
garages may be open w ill probably be 
restricted by a bylaw pas.sed at the 
next meeting of the city eouneil. n ils  
action will be taken by tlie city In 
response to a petition presented on 
Monday niglit from seventy-five i>cr 
cent c)f the sellers of gasoline in this 
city.
A  definite elicek of the gasoline lic­
ence holders w ill be made and if sev­
enty-five i)cr cent of them signed tlie 
petition the bylaw will bq enacted.
The petition requests that a bylaw 
be enforced to restrict the sale of gas­
oline and tlie opening of garages. Tlie 
hour.s suggested prohibit the sale of 
gas between the hours of eight p.m. 
and six a.m. every week day exclud­
ing Saturdays and legal holidays ex­
cepting from Nov. 10th to Feb. 28th 
inclusive. On Sundays and holidays 
the hours for closing suggested are 
from six p.m. to six a.m. while on 
Saturday the liours suggested arc from 
ten p.m. to six p.m.
Week day closing during the period 
from November 16th to the end of 
February is suggested as being from 
six p.m. to six a.m.
The bylaw when passed will pro­
vide for a fine of $100.00 or thirty days 
in gaol for any infraction but the sell­
ing of gasoline to any motorist who 
has less than two gallons of gas in his 
tank will not be considered an in­
fraction.
It is anticipated that the bylaw w ill 
be passed at the end meeting of the 
council which is on Wednesday night 
next.
doubted if mueli more business could 
be lo.st than is occurring now.
“The Americans are ready and are 
only waiting for the Canadians to act," 
declared J. A. Stuart, Oliver, in mov­
ing that Uie board.s of trade go on 
record as favoring a 24-hour service 
at Osoyoos. It. F. Parkinson, Kelow­
na, seconded the move, which was en­
dorsed.
Penticton board liad turned down 
the proposal, believing that the U.S. 
spokesmen were only anxious to liave 
the 24-hour service when the Alaska 
highway is put through, Mr. 'rough 
states. And that willl not come about 
for some time yet. It was then he 
injected his remarks about tlie small 
amount of money spent in the Valley 
by U.S. fishermen.
Sam Miller, Kelowna, was the first 
to object and allowed Joe Spurrier to 
simmer a bit before getting to his feet 
to reply. Ninety per cent of the visiil- 
ing fishermen go to Beaver or Mabel 
lakes or go to the Cariboo, Mr. Spur­
rier explained. Hunters in the Cari­
boo now came across tlie line to Van­
couver and up the Fraser Canyon be­
cause of the i l  o’clock .closing at Oso­
yoos. He felt that the boards of trade 
should support the Oliver request to 
.the fullest possible extent. He had 
been surprised to see so many Am eri­
cans in the Cariboo on his recent trip 
there.
Capt. Coombes, Vernon, said the 
only reason Vernon was holding back 
on the O liver proposition was to as­
certain if the Americans were ready 
to act as well.
Local Troop Officiates With In­
stallation Ceremonies at Big 
Evening of Kamloops Elks
Conducted through U>c forest of 
Elkdom by the Kelowna degree team, 
till! baby patrol of Canadian Elkdom 
for it was organized only a niontli ago, 
became members of Kamloops lodge 
No. 44. on Thursday evening. Including 
incmbcr.s of the patrol, the Kelowna 
delegation whlcli journeyed to Kam­
loops by bus on 'I'liursday afternoon 
and returned lionio about 0 o’clock 
Friday morn'ing, numbered seventeen.
After the formalities the initiates 
and abowl 100 Kamloops, Kelowna, 
Ashcroft and Cliasc Elks adjourned to 
the banquet room where they enjoyed 
a sumptiious repast and qnterlainment. 
There were 22 Elks included in the 
baby patrol which received Its initia­
tion.
Five students of the Kelowna Junior 
high' school will lest their knowledgo 
against that of five local businessmen 
on a local variation of a “quiz" pro­
gram sponsored by George A. Meikle 
Ltd.,,from  the stage of the Empress 
Theatre, Friday evening at nine o’clock. 
'I’hc program will be broadcast over 
CKOV and will be similar in churucter 
to those broadcast from the Aquatic 
club dances this summer. In this In­
stance, however, the competitive ele­
ment will be present in that the school 
youngsters will be pitted against^ busi­
ness men.
Keg. Haskins returned on WediYCsduy 
from the Yukon, where ho has> been 
employed since lute spring. He w ill 
spend the winter months with his par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Haskins.-
Feature of the evening was the in­
tricate marching and counter-march­
ing of tlie Kelowna patrol, organized 
by P. A. Miquelon, grand organizer 
for the lodge in Canada, only a month 
ago. So enthused were Kamloops 
Elks about the work of the patrol that 
arrangements were made to form a
team there.
A fter the banquet, Harry Bowser, 
captain of the Kelowna patrol, gave 
a short talk.
Members of the Kelowna Elks to 
visit Kamloops were: H. G. Bowser, 
Lloyd Lewis, R. Stewart, Bob Newick, 
Don Martin, Bill Ablett. S. Rowling, 
W. Palmer, Ted Toombs, Fred Wll- 
liurhs, Nestor Izowsky, Harry Witt. 
Jack Mayor, Cliff Hucklo, Jim Toston- 
son,. Laurie Scott, R. Mnranda,
ICelowniK "Put to Bed”
SMALL PARTY WORKS 
ON NARAMATA ROAD 
AFTER SNOWFALL
Group Furthers Investigation on 







e v e n in o b
Two Shows, 7-0 
Adults. 40c 
Balcony. 30c . 
Children, 15c
TO N IG H T
Thursday, November 24th
FR ID A Y  - SATU R D AY
November 25th and >:26th
Laughing at life and eager for 
love, the heart-thrilling star of 
“S TAG E  D O O R ” joins the 
dashing hero of “The A W F U L  
T R U T H ” in a grand romantic 
comedy!
starring




Doris Nolan Lew Ayres
ADDED AT 8.35 ONLY
R IC H A R D  A R L E N
M O N D A Y  - T U E SD A Y
November 28th and 29th .
Reporter team uncovers foul play in 
death of Auto King, and
j o a n b l o n d e l l
and
PAT O’BRIEN
Uncover a lot of real comedy in
U BACK IN 
CIRCULATION 99
Added at 8.30 only
THERE’S ROMANCE
ADDED
“ (ILIMPSES OF 
AUSTRIA”
—  m  — Fitzpatrick Travelogue








\99 PA R A M O U N T  N E W S
SAT. MAT. and once in the Evening
A  stirring story of the land of 
snow and ice.
c h a p t e r  9
‘THE LONE RANGER’ METRO NEWS
R A D IO  S T A T IO N  C K O V  W I L L  B R O A D C A ST  A  Q U IZ  PR O G R A M  from our stage 
F R ID A Y  N IG H T , N O V . 25th, and E V E R Y . F R ID A Y  night after that date for 12 weeks.
B ro a d c a s t C rdm  9  to  9 .3 0
The light fall of snow interrupted 
work on the Naramata road which, 
however, was resumed on November 
20 when fifteen turned out and pushed 
ahead along the rocky side hill to­
wards Horse creek. Rather less than 
a quarter of a mile remains before the 
road runs into the gravel, after which 
the going w ill be much easier for be­
tween five and six miles. The small 
crews this fall have made this piece 
of work rather slow and the expecta­
tion of reaching the Canyon. this fall 
w iir  not be realized. However, it is 
a great relief to be so near the end of 
the rock work and there is no ques­
tion a good many miles of road w ill 
be opened up next year.
The previous week a party consist­
ing of Mr. Groves, Percy Harding, 
Roy Hunt and some others went as far 
as the canyon to look over the layout. 
They report that the canyon floor, 
where the slough is situated, is quite 
a bit higher* than the surrounding 
country. The slough is held in by a 
dam made either by beavers or for 
water conservation. They believe it 
w ill be possible without difficulty to 
at least partly drain the slough and it 
may be possible to drain it completely. 
Either way, it w ill greatly assist in the 
construction of the road into the can­
yon. 'The ground between Horse 
creek and the canyon has been pretty 
thoroughly covered and it is consider­
ed this section of the road w ill present 
little difficulty and all rock w ill be 
avoided. Existing logging roads w ill 
be utilized for over,a mile.
The tools have all been brought 
back from the road and during the 
winter they w ill be sharpened, re­
handled and put into shape for nexf 
year. The shovels hpve suffered sev­
erely from the rock work and dona­
tions of ne'w ones would be welcomed.
While the actual distance travelled 
this year has not been much over a 
mile it has comprised quite the most 
difficult part of the work. It is hot 
anticipated that any part of what re­
mains to be done w ill present such ob­
stacles.
The rumor persists that the section 
between the end of the canyon and 
Paradise ranch is quite an impossible 
undertaking: This is by no means
the case, Mr. Ci’aig states. Informa­
tion has gradually been collected in 
the light of the expedition made last 
July and it can be confidently stated 
that there aro two routes to Paradise 
ranch both of which are capable of 
construction by the volunteers.
Originally, it was intended to fo l­
low the higher route which reaches 
about the 2,500 foot level and this has 
been marked and blazed for some 
time. This fall, however, information 
has come in which indicates the lower 
level, rising not more than 1.800 feet 
may prove much easier as well as be­
ing the more suitable route.
It seems there is a logging road for 
over a mile and a half at about the 
1,800 foot level and that this obviates 
one of the most difficult sections. 
Otto Sandberg who built the road 
says it can be connected up from both 
ends without any great difficulty. It 
is a new road and in fine condition. 
There are other logging road parts of 
which may also be available. This 
plan follows the route recommended 
by Frank Buckland but avoids its 
most difficult section.
Jim Browne, Kelowna, suggested 
that most o f the money derived from 
the tourists would be spent in Pentic­
ton because Kelowna is put to bed so 
early with the closing down of the 
M.S. Holdup.
Mr. Berryman, Oliver, remarked 
that action must be taken quickly as 
the United States senator from the 
Qroville section is waiting in Wash­
ington to put through the measure at 
this session of Congress.
A lex  Steven, Summerland, express­
ed a popular thought that an all-night 
ferry service would be the next step 
following 24rhour service at the bor­
der.
J, W. Hughes, Kelowna, thought that 
there would be a better chance of ob­
taining a change if  a six months’ ser- 
■wice of 24 horn's each day were sought, 
but the consensus of opinion was that 
if  a year was asked, the government 
would probably grcint nine months.
Without further discussion the 
boards of trade passed the resolution 
endorsing Oliver’s request.
Out in Front!
T H E  K E L O W N A  H O S P IT A L  has won recognition from 
the American College of Surgeons as an
A 'l  H o s p ita l
thus ranking with the best, hospitals in America. This A-1’ 
service is available to you and your family in case of sick­
ness or accident if you have an-i—
IN S U R A N C E  C O N T R A C T
with The Kelowna Hospital Society.
$1.00 FEB MONTH PER FAMILY
S ig n  N o w  r
OFFICE: DON MoLEAN MOTORS, Bernard Avenue
HOURS: 2 to 3.30 pjn. Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; 
2 to 9.30 pan. Saturdays.
//
ELEVEN CARS OF RELIEF
APPLES COIVIPRISE GIFT
Only eleven cars of relief apples 
have been forwarded to the depressed 
praiirie regions as a gift from, the 
growers, it is reported by A. K. Loyd, 
B.C.F.GA,. president; Rumors as to 
faulty practice in distribution haye 
been carefully followed up and inves­
tigated. Most such rumors, says Mr. 
Loyd, have proven false.
L in e n s •*iiniiiiiiiiiimiimiiimiimmiiimiimm̂ =
F o r  T h e  H o m e =iiimmiiiimintniiiiiMiii<itiiimiinmii=
CHINESE Hand Worked TEA CLOTHS
On oyster linen, handkerchief linen and 
embroidery linen. Applique an(^ cro^ 
stitch; '
from .........
J ]  M a n  W a n t s  
W h a t  a  M a n  W e a r s
$1.95 ° $3.95 =iiiiii;mi'aiiMitmniMiiiimiiiiiimmn =
TO MATCH—^All kinds of ovals, oblongs, 
rounds and runners ^^ ̂ 2  2 5 GIFTS
No doubt you’ve found him your one big 
problem on your list of “What to give for 
Christmas.”  That’s because you’v e  beep: 
thinking in terms of fineries instead of 
facts.
from =miiiiiiiitiiiniaiitiiimiiinmimimiiiii=
LACE TEA CLOTHS— 45 inch ...... $3.95
54 inch ......  $4.95 , 72x90 ........ $4.75
Cellophane wrapped towels, 
including bathmats, face 
cloths and guest towels.
GIFTS
ziimiiiiiiiiMiiiitiiammumiimitmiMi =
GLOVES FOR COLD WEATHER—Lea­
ther fleece lined and wool lined— with fur 
cuffs and plain, also fur lined.
.$1 .50$4 .75
GIFTS
In reality it’s easier to choose for him 
than anyone else because his ideas are so 
definitely practical. |
We know his tastes and his tendencies 
and to please him, as well as to help you, 





DRESS GLOVES in. French kid, fancy 
cuff and zippered; broyvn, black $2.00 GIFTS
Bright plaid, woolen blankets and a pair 
of fleece lined, leather faced gloves is the 
ideal gift for the motoring enthusiast.
and fawn shades; per pair
TRAVELLING  OR SPONGE BAGS—
Rubber lined, some fitted and others not 
fitted. Zipper tops and the new slide tops. 
In Moire silk of colors in maroon, red, 




50c “  $3.25 GIFTS
FORSYTH SHHITS AND PYJAMAS '
Men like to know and feel that their wear­
ing apparel has the mark of quality which 
assures' correct style for all occasions. 
Forsyth Shirts and Pyjamas which are de­
signed to give that indescribable some­
thing in style, have a premier place with 
men. Give him a gift that he knows is 
the peer of men’s Wear.
HOSIERY FOR THE LADIES—Chiffon,
crepe, service, heavy service $1.00
and service chiffon; per pair GIFTS
SLIPPERS FOR WOMEN, MISSES’ AND  
CHILDREN
Leather Slippers ............. $1.00 and $1.95
Silk Slippers ....... -.......... $1.35 and $1.95
ROBES
‘A t ease!” is the command as a man slips 
into one of these comfortable, friendly 
dressing robes. Soft in texture and warm 
in color tone they make a welcome addi­
tion to any man’s wardrobe. We’re show­
ing some mighty fine ones.
GIFTS
MOCCASINS—Fur
trimmed, wool lined $1.50, $2.25
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SWEATER COAT
These wool knit jackets are just the thing 
for chilly days. They come in several 
shades of tan and grey and in a wide 
range of reasonable prices.
Phone 215
Geo. A. Meikle, Ltd
Q U A L IT Y  M ERCH ANDISE Bernard Ave.
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1,900 members express their approval by paying their monthly in­
stallments promptly and well in advance over the winter months. )
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